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dear viewer

alan wilDeman

President and Vice-Chancellor

When you enter the Ed Lumley Centre for Engineering Innovation (CEI), you will not only 
walk into an architectural marvel, you will literally step into the future. 

September 17 will mark the culmination of  a five-year journey when we open the doors to 
the CEI and usher in a new era of  learning and discovery at the University of  Windsor.

That day, 1,221 engineering students will join more than 100 faculty and staff, and embark 
upon an experience that touches every goal in the University of  Windsor’s strategic plan. 
The CEI is the direct result of  the University’s commitment to: an exceptional student 
experience; strengthening research and graduate education; supporting our faculty and staff; 
and partnering with the region to build our community on a global scale. From day one, the 
CEI was designed to become a regional address for innovation, and to elevate UWindsor’s 
teaching and learning experience to a level of  technical sophistication that rivals any other 
post-secondary institution in Canada.

Whenever I toured the facility over the summer as the project neared completion, what 
impressed me the most is the way the design provides stunning examples of  engineering 
for functionality and aesthetic quality. There is a spaciousness that is truly inspiring, with 
classrooms and laboratories that incorporate technology, lighting and design to facilitate 
learning and innovation. 

The inspirational vision for CEI is felt strongly across our campus, the region, and beyond. 
Corporate and individual donors and sponsors are demonstrating this with their engagement 
and their generosity. And the fundraising campaign continues; there are many opportunities 
to become a part of  UWindsor’s innovative future before the official grand opening, which is 
scheduled for March of  next year. 

This facility would also not be possible without the dedication and expertise of  dozens of  
our faculty and staff  who have worked tirelessly these past seven years to help turn a vision 
into reality. In addition, students have played key roles in helping us ensure that the building 
will work for them.

In this issue of  VIEW, we’re pleased to introduce you to this incredible facility and to the 
people who will be teaching, learning and discovering within its spaces. We also celebrate our 
donors whose contributions are enabling UWindsor to fulfill its goals and enrich the lives of  
students. We are fortunate to benefit from dedicated alumni, parents, and friends who share in 
our vision and, through their support, have joined our efforts to prepare our students and our 
campus for the future.

The Ed Lumley Centre for Engineering Innovation is a major piece of  the larger campus 
transformation plan that is preparing UWindsor for the next 50 years. All of  the projects now 
in planning—including our downtown campus for music, visual art, film and social work—are 
designed to build upon our commitment to our students, our community, and the needs of  a 
changing world. I look forward to sharing our progress with you in the months to come.

Dr. Alan Wildeman



Graduate students Mike Reaume, left, and Saileshkumar Singh analyze samples of  
wastewater treated with ozone at the Little River water treatment plant.
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Have you ever thought about what happens after someone 
flushes unused medications down the toilet? Rajesh Seth has 
done just that.

A professor in civil and environmental engineering,  
Dr. Seth studies levels of  potentially harmful chemicals including 
pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs) being found 
in treated wastewater, and more 
importantly, what to do about them.

“I don’t want to set off  alarm 
bells, but these are being found in low 
concentrations,” he says. “There is 
concern about them being frequently 
detected and what their possible effects 
might be.”

At least 80 PPCPs including 
antibiotics, antidepressants, and blood 
lipid regulators have been identified in 
outflows from wastewater treatment 
plants worldwide, according to a 2007 
Environment Canada report. Closer to 
home, Seth co-authored a study that 
reported 14 of  51 targeted chemicals 
were consistently found in samples of  discharge water from a local 
sewage treatment plant which empties into the Detroit River.

Part of  the problem is people’s indifference to disposing of  a 
variety of  products, according to Chris Manzon BASc ’90, MASc ’00, 
plant manager at the Little River Pollution Control plant where 
Seth’s team is conducting its research.

“The toilet is not a garbage can,” says Manzon. “These 
chemicals go somewhere when you flush them.”

There is emerging concern in the scientific community about 
endocrine-disrupting chemicals found in PPCPs and their potential 
to harm human hormonal systems.

Seth is studying the use of  ozone to remove them from 
wastewater after it’s treated. It’s a method already used to treat 
drinking water at the A.H. Weeks Water Treatment Plant, which 
distributes up to 349 million litres of  water to Windsor residents 
each day. Seth believes drinking water would be further protected 
if  there were better methods of  treating wastewater before it gets 
dumped into the ecosystem and makes its way back to drinking 
water intakes that treatment plants rely on.

“It just made more sense to remove those chemicals at the 
source,” he says.

Manzon says the plant’s conventional sludge-activated system—
which relies on microbial processes and UV light to eliminate 
contaminants—removes about 98 per cent of  such harmful 
materials as human waste, nutrients and pathogens from the 45 

million litres of  wastewater it treats 
every day, but isn’t equipped to deal 
with chemicals found in PPCPs.

“We do a good job of  getting most 
of  the stuff  out, but this technology is 
100 years old,” he explains.

At the plant, Seth and his team 
of  graduate students set up a mobile 
research station. Pure oxygen runs 
through a generator to produce 
ozone, a pale blue gas made up of  
three oxygen atoms that smells like 
chlorine. That ozone is diffused in 
a bubbling column of  water already 
treated by the plant. Another column 
contains the un-ozonated water, and 

researchers compare the two.
Master’s student Saileshkumar Singh said the method is 

removing chemicals at a rate of  about 80 per cent.
“It’s been very effective for both disinfection and for removal of  

contaminants of  concern,” he says.
The process, however, does create some by-products, so 

fellow student Mike Reaume is working on a follow-up biological 
treatment to address them. If  they can be overcome, Singh says he 
hopes ozone will be widely implemented as a method of  treating 
wastewater: “I think Canada is a country that’s been a world leader 
in wastewater treatment and at implementing new processes.”

For the time being, Manzon is happy to have the researchers 
in his plant testing its effectiveness. “We really don’t know what 
the long term effect of  these chemicals might be,” he says. “The 
University has had a long history of  doing pilot studies with us here 
and at other facilities. When they have something they’d like to 
try, we like to be here for them. Down the road, it may be of  some 
benefit to the facility.” nv

REDUCING THE H2O 
CHEMICAL EQUATION

Drugs in the water

“The ToileT is noT a garbage 

can, These chemicals go 

somewhere when you flush 

Them... we do a good job of 

geTTing mosT of The sTuff 

ouT, buT This Technology is 

100 years old.” ChRIS MANzON 

BASC ’90, MASC ’00

research
by stePhen fielDs
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Rick Corrent stands in front of  One World Trade Center, 
previously known as the Freedom Tower. It became  

New York’s tallest building on April 30, 2012.
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When the twin towers of  the World Trade Center crashed to 
the ground on September 11, 2001, Rick Corrent BASc ’99 
was visiting his grandmother thousands of  miles away in Italy. 

“It was strange being so far away and hearing about this 
tragedy back home,” says Corrent. He was concerned about his 
friends and family who lived and worked in the US. “I can’t even 
begin to imagine what it must have felt like for the people who 
were in the building during the attack or those who lost loved  
ones that day.”

Today, the UWindsor engineering graduate is the project 
manager for the team rebuilding One World Trade Center from 
those ashes.

Corrent, the son of  an Italian immigrant who was a bricklayer, 
says he has always loved construction. Although he accepted a 
position at Ford Motor Company in Dearborn, Mich., where he had 
worked during his co-op placement, he still longed to scratch his 
itch to build.

Corrent left Ford in 2003 to start his own residential building 
business in Windsor. But then, he and his wife, Gabrielle BASc ’99, 
whom he met when they were engineering undergraduates, made a 
life-changing decision. 

“We wanted to experience a big city before we settled down 
and had kids,” he says. “So we made a deal to live in whatever city 
where one of  us found a job first—Chicago or New York. I won!”

In 2008, they moved to NYC where he was hired by Collavino 
Construction to be their project manager to help build One World 
Trade Center (previously known as Freedom Tower). One of  the 
world’s most high-profile building projects, it is rising from the 
crater where the Twin Towers once stood as part of  a massive 
construction project that will include other high-rise buildings, a 
World Trade Center Memorial and a museum.

The company—one of  only two Canadian companies chosen for 
the work—is part of  Collavino Group. Its sister company, PCR, was 
the primary contractor on the University’s Ed Lumley Centre for 
Engineering Innovation (see page 8). 

“Our scope is all of  the concrete,” Corrent explains. “Seventy 
feet below the street is where we started with the concrete 
foundation. Then, we’ve got all of  the concrete going up to the roof.”

When it opens in fall 2013, the tower will stand 1,776 feet 
tall—symbolizing the year of  American Independence—the highest 
structure in the western hemisphere.

This $3.5-billion (US), 104-storey building required 220,000 
cubic yards of  concrete—enough to fill 69 Olympic-size swimming 
pools. “There’s also 27,000 tons of  rebar,” notes Corrent. Rebar is 
a metal bar used inside concrete to reinforce it. “It’s being built to 
withstand any terrorist attacks and actually has been designed to 
not fall down if  a plane were to attack it.” 

The offices start on the 20th floor, keeping them away from the 
ground. The building’s base includes a 65-foot concrete “blast” wall. 
“It can withstand the impact of  any truck bomb.”

The building is expected to attain a Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) Gold Certification, which will make it 
the greenest building of  its size in the world. It will collect rainwater 
to water plants on site and assist its cooling towers. It will be heated 
by steam and will use waste heat to generate electricity. Light sensors 
will automatically dim lights when enough sunlight shines through the 
windows, saving power and giving employees healthy, natural light.

“As the project manager, I’m responsible mainly for the 
schedule, the costs, and day-to-day issues that come up—mostly 
design-related. And the manpower, as well.” At one point, Corrent 
employed 550 people.

He says he relied heavily on the problem-solving skills honed 
during his degree. “In engineering there’s so many technical 
courses, calculus, and deriving equations, but it’s really how you 
approach and solve problems. And, most of  my position here entails 
doing that. I feel like I use my degree every day.”

Corrent has tackled massive challenges including last-minute 
design changes the morning of  a pour, co-ordination with structural 
steel, work stoppages for visits by President Barack Obama and 
Queen Elizabeth, weather issues such as Hurricane Irene and 
excessive winds, as well as fires and union strikes. “We’ve been 
through it all!”

It’s clear that the building’s impact on the city is far more than 
physical, says Corrent. The day after construction on One World Trade 
Center began, a woman who had lost her husband in the 9/11 tragedy 
told him it somehow made her feel better to see that, “new life was 
coming back to the site after so many years of  seeing nothing but a big 
hole in the ground. It makes you stop and realize how many people 
care about this building and what it represents to them.

“It’s truly an honour to be part of  this project. I hope it gives the 
families and friends of  the victims who were killed that day some 
closure and peace.” nv

TOP OF THE WORLD
Rick Corrent BASc ’99

Student writer Jason Rankin is entering his second year in the Digital Journalism  
program at the University of  Windsor (see page 34).

alumni PrOfile
by JasOn ranKin
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Millions of  dollars, thousands of  planning hours, hundreds 
of  construction jobs created and five years after it first 
began, the Ed Lumley Centre for Engineering Innovation 
(CEI) stands as a bold statement and dramatic leap forward for 
Engineering at the University of  Windsor. 

The CEI will empower the mind, encouraging new ideas and 
developing the technology needed to translate those ideas into 
reality, says UWindsor president, Dr. Alan Wildeman. 

“The CEI will be so much more than just a building. The CEI is 
the bedrock upon which the University of  Windsor will build its next 
50 years of  education, research and community partnership.”

As of  press time, all the final pieces of  Phase II of  the 
$112-million, 300,000-square foot structure were on pace to come 
together for its first class of  students to walk through the doors on 
September 17. Phase I, which included CEI’s research labs, was 
completed in summer 2011.

The project’s completion comes five years after the University’s 
board of  governors approved construction of  a new engineering 
facility to solve the capacity problems of  Essex Hall, its former 
home. Essex was designed for 350 students. Approximately 1,400 
are currently enrolled. Its research and educational labs were small 
and under-equipped and there was insufficient space for meeting 
rooms or study areas.

Design work for the $112-million project initially began in 2006 
and construction started in 2009. 

The CEI represents the largest capital investment in the 
University’s history. The project is being supported by $40 million  
in federal government funding with an equal amount from the 
Ontario government.

Other significant donations include $5.3 million recently  
raised at a roast to honour Ed Lumley, the University’s chancellor 
for whom the building is named. The largest contribution 
announced during the event was a $2.5-million gift from BMO 
Financial Group to fund the BMO Collaborative Learning Forum 
within the new facility. 

The idea of  innovation inspired Kevin Stelzer, principal, B+H 
Architects. “What was important about this project right from the 
outset was that it be generated by a series of  ideas. One of  the most 
important ideas was innovation.”

KEY CEI FEATURES INCLUDE:

•  The 21,000-sq-ft. Industrial Courtyard will welcome occupants 
from a variety of  industry and engineering sources to conduct 
business and research in co-operation with faculty and students

•  iDesign Studio and iFactory is the first in the Western 
Hemisphere to offer trial manufacturing assemblies of  small 
consumer goods

•  Centre for Structures Safety and Failures Analysis is the most 
comprehensive structures testing facility in Canada

•  BMO Collaborative Learning Forum delivers a groundbreaking 
educational format mixing lecture, lab and group learning as 
never before

•  State-of-the-art teaching labs offer the hands-on application  
of  theory 

• “Brain Space” for student study, reflection and interaction

“The cei will be so much more Than 
jusT a building. The cei is The 
bedrock upon which The universiTy 
of windsor will build iTs nexT 50 
years of educaTion, research and 
communiTy parTnership.”  
DR. ALAN WILDEMAN

From vision to reality
THE CEI OPENS ITS DOORS

by angela altass and Jennifer ammOscatO
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Dr. Mehrdad Saif, dean of  the Faculty of  Engineering, notes that, 
“We are creating an environment that will promote cross-pollination 
between our discipline and business, sciences, human kinetics, 
the arts as well as the community and local industry. Working at 
the boundaries, we can be innovative, make an impact and add 
economic value to the surrounding area.”

The CEI will greatly enhance the University’s current research 
areas of  excellence and enable the development of  new ones by 
offering more space and new technologies. 

It will also allow the University to expand first-year enrolment  
to nearly 1,800 students, to hire additional faculty, staff  and 
research associates, and offer up new coursework like the 
Aerospace Option within Mechanical Engineering. It even will make 
it possible for researchers to utilize equipment that was mothballed 
due to space constraints.

The CEI is meant to be a living and learning building, says 
architect Stelzer. It features a combination of  exposed structure  
and monitored systems designed to exhibit construction concepts 
and illustrate engineering principles through environmentally 
friendly technologies.

For example, the building terraces down from three storeys to 
one storey, with approximately 20,000 square feet of  green roof  
with thermocouples and water flow measuring devices. Stelzer 
explains that, “We have a control sample on the regular roof  so  
that students can compare the performance of  the green roof  to  
the regular roof.”

As part of  a live building concept, the facility is designed with 
different structural systems and materials: concrete shear walls with 
precast slabs, concrete shear walls with cast-in-place slabs, and 
structural steel with concentrically braced frames, says Fernando 
Cruz, project manager, Halsall Associates. 

There are four pedestrian bridges over the atrium, which are 
designed with different structural systems. “The university plans 
to place instruments on the bridges to measure material strain and 
deformation so students can apply load to the bridges and study 
their behaviour,” says Cruz.

Information collected by the building automation system will be 
displayed on a touch screen panel in the building’s atrium, available 
to students and researchers alike.

Managing a building project of  this magnitude and square 
footage with a construction schedule of  greater than two years 
poses some unique challenges, says Jennifer Di Domenico  
BASc ’04, MASc ’06, project manager, JPT Management.

“There are several unique features of  this project that make 
it stand out,” says Di Domenico. “The completed building will 
house all faculty and staff  as well as all teaching and research 
space associated with the Faculty of  Engineering. This building 
was designed with different construction technologies enabling 
faculty to use the building as a teaching tool, illustrating various 
construction systems and principles to students.”

“we are creaTing an environmenT 
ThaT will promoTe cross-pollinaTion 
beTween our discipline and 
business, sciences, human kineTics, 
The arTs as well as The communiTy 
and local indusTry. working aT The 
boundaries, we can be innovaTive, 
make an impacT and add economic 
value To The surrounding area.”  
DR. MEhRDAD SAIF, DEAN OF ThE 
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING (ABOVE)
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CEI TIMELINE

May 2007   board of governors approves the 
construction of the centre for 
engineering innovation

August 2007     ontario government pledges  
$40 million to the project.

May 2010      government of canada announces  
$40 million for cei

Fall 2011     move-in begins for cei phase i 
which features more than 60 labs, 
work centres, teaching spaces, and 
meeting rooms

Fall 2012    cei phase ii welcomes students

March 1, 2010

October 1, 2010

January 27, 2012

April 28, 2010

January 25, 2011

April 9, 2012
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Industrial Courtyard

Waste 
Removal
Areas

Laboratory Workspace

Classroom

Classroom

Classroom

GROUND FLOOR

PhASE 2

PhASE 1

CENTRE FOR ENGINEERING INNOvATION

State-of-the-art Classes
broken into two 120-person 

classrooms, this room’s 
“thrust” design brings 

the presenter into closer 
contact with the audience 

and supports them with an 
array of a/v technologies. 

Windsor-Essex 
Economic Development 

Commission

BMO Learning Forum
this 350-seat 

classroom uniquely 
mixes lecture, lab and 

group learning
(see page 16).

Research labs
faculty and students 

have access to 80 
research and teaching 

laboratories.

The Centre for Structures  
Safety and Failure Analysis 

this incredible laboratory 
features a “strong” wall and floor 

to carry out structural testing. 
the wall is 4.92’ thick by 35.4’ high 

and the floor is 3.6’ thick. 

Intelligent Manufacturing  
Systems Centre (IMSC)

including iDesign, iPlan and ifactory, 
the imsc is the first of its kind in the 
western hemisphere to offer rapid 

prototyping and trial manufacturing 
assembly of small consumer goods. 

The “floating” staircase 
this 10,500-lb. mini-miracle of creativity and ingenuity is 

located in the building’s atrium. the massive structure 
was put into place in one piece during an hour-long dance 

between a large crane and a forklift. the staircase appears 
to float in the middle of the room, with its structure 
contained in a steel beam running under its centre. 
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FLOOR PLAN KEY

Industrial Courtyard

Graduate Workspace

Classrooms

Laboratory Space

Meeting and Office Space

Roof

Elevator

Ramp

Stairs

Washroom

Open to Lower Level

Open to Lower LevelOpen to Lower Level

Graduate Workspace

Roof

Open to Lower Level
Open to Lower Level

Open to Industrial Courtyard

SECOND FLOOR PhASE 2

Roof Roof

Roof

Roof

Green Roof

Graduate Student
Workspace Open to Lower Level

Open to Lower LevelOpen to Lower LevelOpen to Lower Level

Open to Industrial Courtyard

THIRD FLOOR PhASE 2

Faculty and 
administrative 

offices

The green roof 
an environmentally  

friendly roof collects 
and filters rain to 

provide gray water.

The Industrial Courtyard 
this is where industrial partners will set up shop 
to work with students and faculty researchers to 

develop new business ideas or work on engineering 
challenges they’re facing. the courtyard is a wide-

open space, similar to an airplane hanger, with 
ample electrical power and natural light.

Sunshades 
exterior sunshades 

help filter the 
afternoon sun on  

the west side of  
the building.
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Cooper Faust could have left Windsor to attend any number 
of  engineering schools, but the opportunity to learn and conduct 
research in magnificent new surroundings proved an enticement too 
tempting to resist.

“It’s really cool that we’re going to be the first ones in there,” 
says Faust. He is entering first-year electrical engineering this fall 
and will study in the brand new Ed Lumley Centre for Engineering 
Innovation (CEI).

Faust’s excitement about the CEI 
ignited earlier this year when his 
chemistry teacher brought him and 
a group of  classmates to a design 
competition for high school students 
in the CEI labs. There he got an initial 
taste of  its true scope and magnitude.

“I didn’t realize that it would be 
this big, and be so nice,” he says.  
“The lab we were in was really cool.  
If  they didn’t have something like 
this, I probably would have gone 
somewhere else.”

That kind of  enthusiasm is music 
to the ears of  people like Veronika 
Mogyorody who is the CEI’s academic architectural advisor. She’s 
been intimately involved with the minutia of  planning the building’s 
layout and design since 2007. She says tremendous thought went 
in to every little detail to ensure the facility will be a top-notch 
destination for engineering research and learning. 

Critical to the building’s design was the notion that it should be 
a space whose physical orientation facilitates teamwork and peer-
based learning, says Mogyorody. “People don’t work in isolation and 
most engineering is moving towards team-based problem-solving.” 

Besides reconfigurable classrooms that accommodate lecture-
based teaching as well as breakout group work, the building has plenty 
of  common areas designed to encourage students to socially interact 
with one another, a critical factor for planting the seeds of  innovation 
according to the Faculty of  Engineering dean, Dr. Mehrdad Saif.

The faculty is presently divided into four departments that 
reflect a variety of  engineering professions, but the building was 
designed to discourage the natural compartmentalization that  
often occurs.

“The whole point was to remove barriers and have people 
from different disciplines interacting with one another,” says Saif, 
who notes that the designers took their cues from such successful 

businesses as Microsoft and Google. 
“The spaces are designed for comfort, 
but also to stimulate creative thinking 
and collaboration. The space itself  
plays a major role in that.”

Engineering Student Society 
President Lotus Pupulin says that 
aspect is extremely exciting for 
students who until now have never 
really had a true space to call their 
own. “Now we have a place to learn 
and be innovative,” says the third-year 
civil engineering student. “It promotes 
more sharing and openness, and that’s 
how engineers work together. We can’t 
wait to have our own space.”

Pupulin says that students were consulted at every step of  the 
design process and were involved in a series of  meetings to gain 
information from them on what they wanted to see in the building 
and how to best utilize the new space.

“It was nice to see that the faculty always wanted input from 
various student groups,” she says.

Another critical component to the facility’s teaching capability 
lies in the notion that it’s a “live building.” Students, especially those 
from such disciplines as civil or mechanical engineering, will be 
able to look up to exposed ceilings and see the guts of  its heating, 
cooling, plumbing and electrical operations, while sensors built into 
pedestrian bridges will teach them about strain and load bearing.

Research labs, meanwhile, will be larger and offer greater 
versatility and functionality, while enjoying higher visibility than 

“The cei will be a drawing 

card for The besT and 

brighTesT young minds in 

engineering across The 

counTry.” DR. MEhRDAD SAIF, 

DEAN OF ENGINEERING

The Centre for Engineering Innovation

FORGING CONNECTIONS

by stePhen fielDs
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their former spaces in the basement of  Essex Hall, says  
Dr. Edwin Tam, assistant dean of  engineering.

“You can walk down the halls and see the signs on the door 
and get a clear sense of  what’s going on inside them,” says Tam.

Much like a sports franchise that constructs a new arena 
to attract top-notch players, Dr. Saif  says “The CEI will be 
a drawing card for the best and brightest young minds in 
engineering across the country.”

“We needed this facility in order to deliver to our students 
the first-rate education they deserve,” he says. “The building is 
an attraction. With parents and students, when you bring them 
on to campus and show them around, you need to have a story 
to tell them. The program itself  is important, but the facility is 
just as important.”

ENGINEERING AT UWINDSOR 

Students play an important part in building the world of  
tomorrow and in maintaining the world of  today.

UWindsor’s unique climate of  co-operation between 
academic, business and industry sectors gives students access 
to state-of-the-art engineering facilities and outstanding career 
opportunities.

The engineering programs at the University of  Windsor 
are designed to develop professional competence, and by 
breadth of  study, to prepare students to solve the technical 
problems of  society and the global environment. All engineering 
undergraduates tackle the fundamentals in a common, first-
year program. Students can then focus on an engineering 
specialization from the following fields:

• Automotive Engineering
• Civil Engineering (with Environmental option)
• Electrical Engineering
•  Industrial Engineering (with Automotive Manufacturing 

Systems Engineering, Supply Chain Engineering and a 
minor in Business Administration options)

•  Mechanical Engineering (with Environmental and  
 Materials options)

All Engineering programs are available as co-op with 
competitive entry.

The Centre for Engineering Innovation was designed with 
nothing but the most modern teaching methods in mind, 
according to Veronika Mogyorody, the University’s academic 
architectural advisor.

All of  its features were created with the idea of  stimulating 
a team environment and encouraging social interaction, but 
perhaps the most innovative and versatile learning space in  
the building will be the 350-seat, BMO Collaborative  
Learning Forum.

Until now, students might attend several lectures a week in 
one of  many locations scattered around campus and then go 
to a lab in another location to put into practice what they had 
learned in their classes.

With the new learning space, instructors will be able to 
accomplish all of  that in one room. 

The hall is divided into tiers, which are more like zones, 
with tables that are perpendicular to the front so students can 
face each other in clusters, but also listen to the lecturer at the 
front. An instructor could deliver a 20-minute lecture, have 
the students break out into group lab sessions for another 20 
minutes, and then reassemble to discuss their results.

“You can have the lecture and the lab all tied together in one 
space,” says Dr. Mogyorody, who is also a faculty member in the 
Visual Arts and the Built Environment program. “You can break 
out into groups without being in four different rooms. It’s a  
whole new way of  learning and really requires a different kind  
of  teaching.” 

Edwin Tam, associate dean of  engineering, said the new  
space will allow for much more productive use of  teaching and 
learning time.

“It’s difficult to do interactive, peer-based learning if  you 
don’t have the right kind of  facility,” he says. “This will be a 
much more efficient way of  learning. You can use different 
forms of  teaching all in one space, whether it’s PowerPoint 
presentations, group discussions, video or desk work. If  the 
instructor wants to be more innovative, the building really lends 
itself  to that.”

In fact, the building was designed to help promote the 
concept of  CDIO—Conceiving, Designing, Implementing 
and Operating—that has become a recognized contextual 
standard for engineering education. It’s based on the notion 
that beginning engineers should be able to conceive, design, 
implement and operate complex value-added engineering 
products and systems in team environments. They should 
be able to participate in engineering processes, contribute 
to the development of  products, and do so while working in 
engineering organizations. 

BMO LEARNING FORUM:  
INSPIRING MINDS
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GOING GREEN 

the university is developing the largest gold leeD certified building in the region, providing a structure  
designed and built to the highest environmental architectural standards that other universities and  
businesses can then emulate. 

For example, the CEI’s Termobuild air distribution system uses 
less energy than a traditional system by transferring air through a 
living wall of  plant material in the atrium to naturally filter the CO2 
content of  the air.

SOME OThER CEI ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY 
TEChNOLOGIES INCLUDE:

• low-energy lighting systems

•  a termodeck pre-cast hollowcore concrete plank 
terminal air delivery system utilizes the thermal 
mass of the building structure to reduce peak 
loads and air volumes, while reducing mechanical 
equipment and air ducting

•  glass and solar active systems (top left) for advanced 
lighting control 

•  a green roof (middle left) to collect and filter rain 
water to provide gray water

•  an exposed structural system comprised of various 
materials and assemblies: post-tensioned concrete, 
long-span, high-bay lab structure, light steel roof and 
‘glu-lam’ wood

•  a bio-filter living wall filters and re-oxygenates 
indoor air. re-circulated air is removed of its toxins 
and passively humidified

•  sensors installed throughout the building will 
continually monitor air quality, heating, lighting and 
cooling systems using specially designed software 
integrated into the workings of the structure

•  high-performance glazing, exterior vertical shading, 
(bottom left) occupancy and daylight sensors, 
demand-controlled ventilation with carbon dioxide 
sensors and energy recovery ventilator

• solar outdoor pole lighting

The green goal extends outside, says John Quinn, principal,  
Quinn Design Associates Inc. “Existing trees have been maintained 
wherever possible. Landscape elements such as an extensive 
bioswale (landscape elements designed to remove silt and pollution 
from surface runoff  water) in the parking lot will enrich learning by 
making sustainable ecological practices visible to students.”

Solar panels

The green roof

Exterior sun shades
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NORTh AMERICAN FIRSTS

the centre for engineering innovation will be a truly groundbreaking facility for the university. equipped with 
features not found anywhere else in north america, and some not even in the western hemisphere, the cei 
will also be groundbreaking for canada.

Centre For Structures Safety And 
Failure Analysis
The structures lab features one-and-a-half  
metre thick concrete walls paired with an 
equally strong floor to test durability and 
failure of  test components. Nothing like it 
has ever been seen in a university setting 
before. Equipped with a 20-ton crane, the 
strong room offers unparalleled learning 
opportunities for our students.

The wall is 4.92’ thick by 35.4’ high and the floor 
is 3.6’ thick. Casting of  these elements was a 
challenge and precautions were taken to minimize 
concrete cracking due to high temperatures 
reached in the concrete.  
Far left: construction crews on site as the strong 
wall was built before the exterior wall around 
it. Left: Naseem Samaan BASc ’12 shows the 
complete wall, and it’s impressive size.

Intelligent Manufacturing Systems Centre
Students will experiment with the entire chain of  innovation in the first centre to offer rapid 
prototyping and trial manufacturing assembly of  small consumer goods in the Western 
Hemisphere. Industry will no longer need to reconfigure their entire factory assembly chain 
to test new methodologies; they will be able to utilize UWindsor’s factory within a lab to 
find and gain efficiencies within hours.

Engineering post-doctoral fellows Sameh Badrous (left) and Tarek AlGeddawy examine a desk set they 
designed and assembled in the Intelligent Manufacturing Systems Centre. 

BMO Learning Forum
This 350-seat classroom turns the 
traditional Socratic teaching style on its 
head. Representing the inception of  a new 
brand of  cooperative learning, the BMO 
Learning Forum utilizes clustered student 
groups, unique placement of  whiteboards 
and teaching spaces, and integrated audio-
visual equipment to create a truly innovative 
educational experience.

Wind and Renewable Energies 
Centre of Expertise
The first of  its kind in North America, our 
wind energies centre will help to fuel new 
industry for the Great Lakes Region and  
offer students practical and actionable skills 
they just won’t find elsewhere.
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WORLD-CLASS RESEARCh 

students and faculty members conducting research in the new centre for engineering innovation 
have facilities at their disposal that rival anything else on the continent.

“There are very few facilities in  
North America that are able to do the  
kind of  testing that we can do,” says  
Dr. Nihar Biswas, a professor in civil and 
environmental engineering. “Students will 
see how tests are done in real-life situations.”

Among the facility’s 80 research and 
teaching laboratories are a thermal fluids 
lab, an electric vehicle lab, a tribology 
research centre, space for three wind 
tunnels, a manufacturing design studio 
paired with a reconfigurable assembly 
line system, and a clean room for making 
computer chips and other integrated circuits.

One of  the building’s more fascinating 
features is the new drop tower, which 
materials engineering professor Bill 
Altenhof  MASc ’97, PhD ’99, says takes  
the University’s research capability to  
the next level.

More than 10 metres high, the tower’s 
crane is capable of  lifting more than 900 
kilograms. Researchers who want to know 

more about how certain materials behave 
during collisions can drop giant masses 
on to such parts as car doors or fenders, 
which are placed below on the building’s 
strong floor, which is about 1.1 metres thick. 
By the time they hit the floor, they will be 
travelling at a rate of  about 45 kilometers 
per hour.

“We’ve always needed higher-rated 
testing facilities,” says Dr. Altenhof. “The 
combination of  all this equipment is really 
going to put us on the map and attract  
more industry.”

Altenhof  recently received an $110,000 
grant from the Natural Sciences and 
Engineering Research Council to purchase 
a high-speed, digital image correlation 
system, which consists of  two cameras 
capable of  capturing 500,000 frames 
per second. His research team will drop 
materials from the tower and record precise, 
highly detailed images of  the materials as 
they deform under pressure.

The knowledge they gain from those 
images will provide a greater understanding 
of  new energy dissipation structures, 
information that could be used for such 
practical applications as automotive, 
military, aerospace and personal safety 
protection. Understanding how something 
breaks down in a collision will help 
manufacturers of  cars, planes and  
personal safety protection make better,  
safer products.

A graduate student at work in the Advanced 
Production and Design Recovery Lab.

Students have played a vital role in ensuring that the CEI teaching and research facilities suit their needs. 
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The Ed Lumley Centre for Engineering Innovation (CEI) 
will help power Ontario’s economic engine by creating 
a crossroads where academics, business, industry and 
agencies converge.

The Windsor-Essex Economic Development Commission, 
for example, has already relocated to the CEI. It is the buiding’s 
21,000-square foot Industrial Courtyard, however, that is poised 
become the flagship facility for joint 
academic-industrial research, leading 
the cross-transfer of  knowledge, 
technology and expertise.

“Our University is fully committed 
to being a hub for the manufacturing 
sector and for industry and business 
across our region,” says UWindsor 
president, Dr. Alan Wildeman. “We 
welcome the addition of  partners in 
creating a regional address that business 
and government can point to as the 
place to go for ideas that could support 
investment in our community.”

The Industrial Courtyard will allow 
the University of  Windsor to:

•  Collaborate with more businesses, offering unprecedented 
access to University facilities

•  Provide for the cross-transfer of  knowledge, technology and 
expertise with Canadian businesses

•  Provide a steady stream of  highly qualified graduates to  
regional industry

The Industrial Courtyard occupants will come from a variety 
of  industry and engineering sources to conduct business and 
research in co-operation with faculty and students, who will gain 
unprecedented access to the “shop floor.”

The University is in the process of  developing those 
partnerships, including an agreement with Brüel & Kjær, the 
world’s largest manufacturer of  sound and vibration measurement 
apparatus, to establish North America’s first Wind and Renewable 
Energies Centre of  Expertise in the CEI.

The firm will provide $1.4 million in research equipment, 
including a large-scale wind turbine model and supporting software 

to study the generation of  low-frequency wind turbine noise, to 
the Noise Vibration and Harshness-Sound Quality Group led by 
mechanical engineering professor, Dr. Colin Novak.

Alan Humphrey, vice-president of  global sales for Brüel & Kjær, 
praises what he calls “an excellent partnership” with the University.

“We have worked closely with Dr. Novak and the NVH-SQ 
group to provide the engineering faculty with access to the latest 

technologies for both advanced 
education and application to industrial 
projects,” says Humphrey. “When 
combined with the expertise available 
from the University of  Windsor, I 
believe we will achieve major research 
advancements while being mutually 
beneficial to both partners.”

Those types of  partnerships will 
extend into the community, says Dean 
of  Engineering, Dr. Mehrdad Saif. 

“We cannot be confined by the 
physical boundaries of  the University,” Dr. 
Saif  says. “This building will be a catalyst, 
and the heart of  it is the Industrial 

Courtyard, which will bring business, faculty and students together, and 
forge stronger ties with the community.”

Those ties are strengthened by growing interest at both the 
federal and provincial level in applied research, with increasing 
support for work that can improve the lives of  Canadians in the 
near future. “The Industrial Courtyard will provide a venue for 
companies, researchers and students to work together to test ideas, 
solve problems, and develop strategies for translating research into 
commercially viable processes,” says Dr. Wildeman. 

“The Centre for Engineering Innovation will provide our 
University and the Windsor-Essex region with laboratories 
and research facilities to address emerging priorities such as 
environmental sustainability, alternative energy, nanostructure, 
lighter materials, and more efficient manufacturing systems.”

Watch for the announcement of  more partnerships in  
the Industrial Courtyard as construction is completed  
and the University formalizes policies and processes for 
commercial collaboration. nv

The Centre for Engineering Innovation
COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS

by Kevin JOhnsOn

“our universiTy is fully 

commiTTed To being a hub 

for The manufacTuring 

secTor and for indusTry 

and business across our 

region.” DR. ALAN WILDEMAN
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COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS

LIFE SAFETY
BY THE BOOK

1-877-441-8769

Troy Life & Fire Safety has life safety 
expertise dating back to the 1800s. We install 
and service best-in-class products to meet or 
exceed every code requirement. 

The University of Windsor relied on us for  
top-shelf fi re and sprinkler protection to ensure  
the safety of all students and staff, and to 
protect its facilities. We delivered the peace 
of mind that comes from dealing with one 
vendor for quality products and service. 

We make sure the i’s are dotted and the t’s 
are crossed. 

www.troylfs.com

Tell Us  
Your Story!

http://www.troylfs.com
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Proud 
Architects of 
the Ed Lumley 
Centre for 
Engineering 
Innovation

Moving Your World
A Higher Standard of Care

Amber Peterson 
Branch Manager/Operations/Dispatch 
Proud Members of the Campbell Group of Companies. 

amberp@hintonthemover.com
Tel: 519-966-1391
Fax: 519-966-1284

2657 McDougall Street, 
Windsor, Ontario N8X 3P3

• Local Moving
• Long Distance Moving
• Specialty Moving
• Freight Division

• Packing
• Storage
• Container Use
• Satellite Tracking

Buildings can do more  
while using less energy.

How? By harnessing the power  
of an intelligent building management  
system that delivers a greener building  
with a greener balance sheet.

Learn more today at  
www.schneider-electric.com/buildings

Make the most of  your energy

mailto:amberp@hintonthemover.com
http://www.schneider-electric.com/buildings


“PLANT A SEED”, THE FACULTY, STAFF AND RETIREES PORTION 

OF THE 2011/12 AGP CAMPAIGN, PROvED THAT CHARITY DOES 

bEGIN AT HOME. IT RAISED MORE THAN $275,000 WITH AN 

AvERAGE GIFT OF $413. THIS GROUP’S PARTICIPATION RATE 

INCREASED FOR THE THIRD CONSECUTIvE YEAR. IN 

RECOGNITION OF THIS TREMENDOUS SUPPORT, FLOWERS 

WERE PLANTED IN A NEWLY RENOvATED GARDEN, EACH ONE 

REPRESENTING A FACULTY AND STAFF MEMbER—PAST AND 

PRESENT—WHO HAvE MADE A CONTRIbUTION. THE GARDEN 

WAS UNvEILED AT A THANK YOU RECEPTION IN MAY.
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“Before I picked up the phone to make my first 
call as a student canvasser, I was uneasy about the 
responses I’d receive on the other end.”

Kaleigh Clark, a UWindsor student telephone canvasser 
for each of  the past four years, says the prospect of  asking 
for money for the Annual Giving Program (AGP) during 
tough economic times was daunting, but the positive 
responses she received have been rewarding. 

“UWindsor alumni are a pleasure to speak with, and 
philanthropic when it comes to supporting their university,” 
she says, adding that each positive conversation further 
spurred her enthusiasm. “As each call ended, I really looked 
forward to making the next call and the next connection.”

Since 1985, the AGP has served as the primary vehicle 
for all alumni, parents, and friends to help support and sustain 
the exceptional education at the University of  Windsor. 

In addition to the funds it raises each year, the AGP 

provides a collateral benefit, says Jonathan Braniff, vice 
president, University Advancement. “The tremendous 
impact of  AGP comes from not only the financial support 
the University receives, but from how the sharing of  
experiences among current students and alumni ignites 
a real community spirit in both. This is essential to 
UWindsor’s enduring success.”

The UWindsor Phonathon Program team consists of  
more than 40 current students from all nine faculties who 
possess a wide range of  talents, and are working towards a 
myriad of  goals. The phonathon takes place from the end 
of  September to the end of  November 2012. 

“During that time, our callers will connect with 
thousands of  alumni and friends of  the University,” says 
Mona Dosen, who co-ordinates the phonathon. “The gifts 
they receive will provide extraordinary opportunities for 
learning and discovery. They can augment our existing 

financial aid programs, 
enhance academic 
program offerings, upgrade 
library resources and lab 
equipment, and help meet 
the University’s emerging 
needs and challenges.”

Each caller’s goal is to 
ensure that the experiences 
of  future students will be as 
fulfilling as their own, Dosen 
says, adding that, “Our 
students enjoy speaking 
with you. So when your 
phone rings this fall and it’s 
a UWindsor student, we 
hope you’ll answer the call 
and stay connected to your 
alma mater.” nv

Annual Giving

ANSWER THE CALL

by Jennifer ammOscatO

Total funds raised: $684,000

Total funds raised: $604,580

Number of donors: 5050

$135 Average gift

Average gift

Average gift

$148

$179

Number of donors: 4085

Number of donors: 4937

Total funds raised: $885,000

Overall Annual Giving Program: Three-year Comparison

2009/2010

2010/2011

2011/2012
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$100,000+
alex s. Davidson

$50,000 - $99,999
frank and carolyn ewasyshyn
John b. macintyre
estate of Pauline mcKinnon
richard a. Peddie

$20,000 -$49,999
estate of william John bond
David and Donna couvillon
Purdy crawford
frances Devereux
Jack and barbara goodman
mary Kamen
roy lacoursiere
robert K. and Katherine 

little
michael D. rotenberg
lois smedick
robert weingarden
David a. wilson
frances Zdziarski

$10,000 - $19,999
robert g. bertram
John brussa
brian and Jennifer burke
bernarda c. camello-Doctor 

and family
roderick r. catford
bryan colangelo
David w. cornhill
anne forrest
estate of Paul frasca
John e. hall and heather 

morgan-hall
linda l. molnar
harry, izzy and sol sigal
David f. sobey 
larry stout
estate of ernest waddell
mary weingarden
alan wildeman and Debra 

henderson

$5,000 - $9,999
martin abbott
stephen and vicki adams
tom anselmi
Paul beeston
fraser r. berrill
graham brown
John and mary cassaday
ian clarke
Demarco family
estate of Pamela Dickie
Donna-marie eansor
rosemarie eansor
lenora and ivor fleming
Jerry and geraldine glos
Philip r. haddad
Dale harvie
Jeffrey P. and sherri hoffman
robert J. hunter
michael  Kuhn
claude lamoureux
rosemary legris
ed and Pat lumley
allan lutfy
robert maclellan
adele s. malo
John and barbara manera
michael and margaret 

mueller
ravneet randhawa
graham t. and carol reader
Pat rogers
maryhelen m. m. tso and 

tzy-Ping lin

$2,500 - $4,999
susan a. adam-metzler and 

Kurt adam 
ronald m. barron
shadi behpour
Philip and Pam bezaire
benjamin bordoff
John and norma 

brockenshire
robin brudner
John and ted carron
robert m. clark
michael connell
John James cowin

carole curtis
curtis m. cusinato and  

carla brewer
sharon Doyle
cyril and risa Drabinsky
gordon w. Drake
robert g. gaspar
leo groarke
mina grossman ianni
Jamie haggarty
myron hlynka
cecil houston
Paul m. huschilt
Peter and mary Kryworuk
Kevin e. laforet
David nonis
lou and Jennifer Pagnutti
Patrick a. Palmer
sudhir r. Paul
michael and mitzi Pohanka
Katherine roth and maurice 

O’callaghan
carolyne J. rourke
Dick and Pat schaphorst
charlene y. senn
richard h. shaban
inta sloman
robert P. sloman
bruce tucker and christina 

simmons
ayla unlu
aida m. van wees
ronald h. wagenberg
mardi J. walker
william and Jean wright
lucia yiu 

$1,000 - $2,499
tyceer and fatna abouhassan
lyndy g. anderson
adam J. bain
william e. baylis
william and marion bernath
frank J. bisson
howard s. black
william bogart and linda 

bertoldi
gerald v. booth
helena m. borges
Jane boyd

william J. braithwaite
Jonathan braniff and  

tara watts
Paige brodie
andrew and elaine buckstein
Darrell e. burns
angela g. capannelli-bates 

and mark bates
thomas carey and Jennifer 

carter
Jan ciborowski and lynda 

corkum
anna clark
wendel and Denise clark
william t. clark
David m. cohn
ralph collins
Joseph f. conway and carole 

Devine
David s. cooke
Paul J. courey
anthony e. cusinato
mike and marnee Da Ponte
Joan t. Dalton
Paul Demarco
chhavi Dhankar
neil a. and carolyn f. 

Donnelly
robert and bonita Drago
mike Drouillard
robert i. Duddy
Pasquale and carol a. 

Duronio
Denis Dwyer
trudy eagan
Janice l. elder
murray and frances elder 
bruce and nancy elman
wayne embry
Patricia fagan
Jeffrey t. fahey
Dennis and Janet fairall
e. Peter and terry farmer
David fisher
william and anna fisher
stephen D. flaherty
mary margaret fox
leona fracas
John b. friedrichsen and 

tracy l. cooper
alaina giannasi

geoffrey graham
sander grieve
robert O. gutwein
calvin haddad
Dean haddad
rosemary halford
alan hall
harold P. hands
John and carol harcarufka
chris hebb
catherine m. heffernan
Kai hildebrandt and susan 

wendt-hildebrandt
lucas hodgson
David hopkinson
michael c. houston
taras hrycyna
richard and michelle hunt
sushil and christine Jain
andrew James
bill Johnson
amanda l. Kanters
aristides m. Kaplanis
marc Katzman and marliee 

marcotte
bruce Kidd
frederick w. and  beverly-

mae Knight
thomas and Jan Knowlton
marlys Koschinsky
robert e. Krivoshein
erika Kustra
gerald Kwapisz 
rita and claudo lacivita
Diane landry
rose landry
Josh and Kim leeman
carol b. libby
frank J. liburdi
rand a. and lynda lomas
megan macDonald
alistair and anita macleod
David matlow
brian m. mazer and candice 

l. schachter
marg mcKillop
ronald melvin
Dean metcalf
graeme s. mew
barbara e. minshall
susan mitchell

bobi molchan and wayne 
holcombe

gregory monforton
richard and mary moriarty
Jerome morse and catherine 

lawrence
John r. mountain
michael e. murphy
graziano l. nazzani
Peter J. and Dianne 

neubauer
vic neufeld
Donna nielson
mary Jo and brian nolan
Kevin nonomura
brian and anneliese O’malley
alfred J. O’marra
samantha l. Passa
ross Paul and Jane e. 

brindley
thomas c. and meg Peddie
michael Pelyk
Keith m. Pennells
Kathy and mark Pfaff
James r. Pfafflin
frank Pizzimenti
richard c. Powers
nancy m. Pringle
John Purcell and Kathy 

harvie 
fred and lisa Quenneville
stuart m. Quick
steven and shari radovich
Daniel i. reisler
sherry a. renaud
christine a. riley
elizabeth robertson
steven rogin
Joel rose
harry rosen
Kevin l. ross
nancy ross
Jane rowe
mike and angela safranyos
James and Joann scarfone
glen silvestri
Kevin J. sisk
Darryl sittler
sherrianne smith
g. stan and margaret soteros
ann marie stewart

ANNUAL GIvING DOLLARS: IT’S EASY TO GIvE:
• Support scholarships and bursaries
• Enable students to present their research at national conferences
• Support student participation in competitions 
• Enrich student development programs
• Fund financial market labs and experiential learning opportunities
•  Allow the Leddy Library to keep pace with the need for online  

digital resources (digital journals and digital images of  rare books 
and archival materials)

• Help equip and upgrade nursing, computer and science labs
• Bring prominent guest lecturers to campus
• Enhance resources and equipment needs for student-athletes 
• Fund important alternative energy research 
• And much more!

1.  NEW! Interac on-line payments: You can now use your debit 
card to make a donation when you use our on-line donation form. 
www.uwindsor.ca/donations

2. Credit Card: VISA, MasterCard, American Express

3.  Personal cheque made payable to the University of  Windsor

4.  Cash: Visit us on the third floor of  the Assumption University 
Building, Rm. 309 

5. Payroll deduction for UWindsor employees

6. Monthly pension deduction for UWindsor retirees

support for the university of windsor is growing, thanks to the generosity of our alumni and 
friends. The following list includes our donors who have contributed to the university from 
may 1, 2011 until april 30, 2012. 

http://www.uwindsor.ca/donations
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Patti-anne tarlton
James and Janis teron
roger and audrey thibert
lynn J. tisdale
chantal vallee
gilles vallee
rosemary a. venne
John and Donna virban
sikander h. visram
lionel r. walsh
holly and robert ward
arthur and madelyn 

weingarden
sean and cheryl weir
susan e. wessel
J. brooke and steven white
betty wilkinson
sue m. williams
Jean w. wilson
aron winter
alan wright and marie-

Jeanne monette
Patricia e. wright 
martin wunder

$500 - $999
barry D. adam
robert P. adourian
saadia-anne ahmad and 

bilal h. itani
constantine alexiou
brian and Penny allen
Dana allen
g. michael c. allen
Peter J. arpin
Karl and Penny arvai
sandra and tony aversa
Patricia baldwin
John basich
tom bass
vincent c. and Patricia h. 

bassman
sandra e. beatty
Dawn benson
Kathryn bernard
John martin bernik
rudy a. bianchi
Dean blain
John and Debbie boots
Pierre J. boulos
ted brode
brian e. brown
shakeria bryan
michael a. bubas
lori buchanan
howard burshtein
Jeramie c. carbonaro
richard and wendy caron
albert v. carron
barbara J. caruso
beverly chapin-hill
mark and vicki chauvin
spyros chionos
John t. clark
John and nadine condon
susan Jane and John coulter
Jamie and tim crawley
Darryl P. Danelon
gary a. Daniels
brad Davidson
mary-rose Dawes
John Day and alice tsui
christine De santis
michael J. Deck
gina Delicata
Dan and brenda Devin
veronica Didoszak
mark g. Ditmars
Josef c. Doctor in honour of 

Kids care Phillipines
robert g. Doumani
Janice Drakich
ronald l. Droste and marie l. 

Durocher
richard a. Dumala
Joyce h. eaton
gwendolyn ebbett
John f. and mary a. ellis
anthony n. ezeife

rolf D. falkenberg
ronald g. fisher
simone r. fisher
amy J. fitzgerald
John fitzgerald
craig and angela fleisher
Kevin flood
Johanna foster
thomas e. foster
Jack l. freeman and maxine 

Quinlan freeman
laurie freeman-gibb
colleen and michael ganley
melanie a. gardin
Joseph c. giorgi
Deborah K. glatter
tzen-yi and tasha goh
susanne goodman
robert govaerts
gordon grace
elisa graceffa
trevor and Paulette grant
sean m. grayson 
David a. and maria harris
gisele c. harrison

adrian and Deborah hartog
John Purcell and Kathy 

harvie
Dennis and Judy-lynn 

hastings
wilhelm (bill) haust
mike havey
george helleis
glenna hemphill
christine b. henderson
ryan J. henderson
francine a. herlehy
carl w. hiltz
cathy a. hoffman
maxine a. holder-franklin
margery J. holman
stefan horodeckyj
michael g. and margaret 

horrobin
gary g. howell
william D. howison
liz smythe hoyle
Peter and Denise hrastovec
Joel r. huber
John and corneila huschilt
cindy m. hutnik
Judy inch
gary ing
bob and Danielle istl
marica Janisse
rick Jans
Jennifer e. Jones
clarence and Janet Kachman
James and elisabeth Kanasy
robert J. Kardas
fred P. Khoury
David m. Kiss
lawrence J. Klein
nestor and catharine 

Kostyniuk

heather Krohn
ted laurendeau
mark D. leach 
larry and helen leDuc
charles w. leonhardt
gerald and suzanne lesa
Jane lesansky
gerald and barbara levine
arthur lockhart
Jack n. logan
gina lori riley
martin f. lowman
george r. macDonald
John a. and susan 

macDonald
cathryn and colin mackel
adam t. macmillan
loris macor
bruce macPhee
linda a. makuch
ashvin m. malkani
timothy and elaine mann
steven b. and susan a. mayo
marg mccaffrey Piche
Karen l. mccleave

Kathleen mccrone
bruce r. and mathilde 

mcgarvey
John b. mcmahon
gerry mcPhail
alan and heather metcalfe
John r. meyer
wendy l. miller
veronika a. mogyorody
calvin w. and Kim l. moore
Jim and Dianne moore
Kim l. moore
sean and Jacqueline moriarty
rita mueller
melinda munro
blair v. mutch
bulent mutus
ernest w. ng
Patricia a. noonan
elizabeth a. Oakley
michael P. O’Dea
John g. Ohler
sandro l. Orlando 
David and alonna Palmer
michael Paraschak
Donato Parente
nancy l. Parker
linda J. Patrick
erica n. Pecile
arla and michael Peters
anna Petrozzi
stephen i. Pilkey
lilianna Z. and David w. 

Pillon
bill Pinnell
Joe Piruzza
barbara Pollard
Joshua Polsky
John and marga Pomponio
heather Pratt

m. louise Proctor
thomas J. Puskas
Katherine Quinsey
b. l. rapley
erika rebello
lucas reindler
harold remark
aiden and marilyn renouf
saverio rinaldi
roger rivait
stephen c. roberts
richard c. rohde
terry sefton
Daniel J. shaheen
sharman sharkey-bondy
george and margaret short
glen r. simpson
Jonathan sinasac
Kevin and marilyn smith
robert soteros
egidio and liliana sovran
Jerry sovran
linda e. staudt
andrea r. steen 

voy t. and boguslawa 
stelmaszynski

hap stephen
erica stevens-abbitt
michael r. stoddart
lorie and ed stolarchuk
John stout
David l. strelchuk
Keith and barbara taylor
richard taylor
lynn teahan
alice techko
nelly tedesco
mark D. tims
marium c. tolson-murtty
nick c. torchetti
tim e. traynor
caroline ursulak and Jon-

carlos tsilfidis
terry vida
victor and bonnie vogel
sid and belle walman
James and annette watson
lynne watts
Daniel J. weeks
Jim and sherri weese
barb weinberg
Joseph h. wener
Jennifer l. whitehead
elaine and larry whitmore
bob and Peggy wright
shi Jing xu
Jennifer r. yee and albert 

schumacher
winston w. yee
John r. and nicole Zangari
thomas g. Zuber
colleen Zubyck
conrad Zurini

$250 - $499
mona aaltonen
Joseph abramson
Philip adamson
brigitte ala
Jack c. albert
Pamela and Daniel allen
Pat and antonia allevato
John and maria ansems
Donald e. arpin
Jonathon m. artale
Daniel w. and erin atkinson
David a. avard
Kerri and James avery
David and Dorothy badregon
vladimir and audrey bajic
lesley baldwin
margaret e. balzer
Pearce bannon
edward e. and lynn K. barber
giuseppe barile
betty barrett
nancy battagello
carmela and Doriano battisti

sue baxter
robert n. and claudia 

beaudoin
Daniella a. beaulieu-scarano 

and luciano scarano
Paul e. begin
alfred and adele beitler
walter m. benzinger and iuna 

tomasini
Joseph and anita berecz
eva bernachi
Jeff berryman
sally bick
barbara biggar and richard 

macDonald
ranjana bird
niharendu biswas
Derek s. blair
mansell and anita blair
sally blyth
george bociurko
giuseppe and teo bonasso
gabriella bonn
tracy m. bonvarlez
susan bortolin
bill boyce
robert and margaret britton
alan and Doreen broadbent
Patricia a. brunelle
charles and Jean burge
Denis burns
Peter r. burrell
christopher r. busch and 

christopher hickman
Dennis buset
David J. and valerie butcher
michael J. byrne
John and marilyn callahan
w. sheila cameron
anthony a. campagna

Patricia canil-Durocher
John f. cappucci
gregg t. carter
Joseph casey
Jane e. caspers
D.rosemary cassano
Danny a. and rita castellan
hing-Poon chan
mark s. chandler
william and marisa chang
neil s. chapman
leah chestnut
elaine and robert chevalier
marguerite chevalier
rodney w. child
timothy r. child
see-tho william chng
sang K. choi
irene chyz
marcela ciampa
ralph ciccia
rob cloutier
Jay codling
vicki and Paolo collavino
Dennis and Jane collison
christopher, lindsay and 

audra corneal
beverley J. coulston
Penny craig
shannan l. crowder
cathy a. crowley
thecla Damianakis
brian J. Davies
James Dawson
tyrone Deacon
michael P. Deans
lynn D. Delabarre
Kathryn a. Deshaies
agostino g. Di Pietro
mario c. and mary Di salle
Dino and Joan Digiuseppe
richard h. and margaret b. 

Donald
milan and mona Dosen
Jeanette Ducharme
monique l. Dugal
John and barbara Dupont
edward J. Dydo
Kim Dymond
mary a. ellig
brian evans
william e. everitt
mark and fedela falkner
Jean fancsy
carol and victor r. fathers
george D. and Diane t. 

faught
Paul fazio
elizabeth s. felet
Dan feniak
shannon e. fisher
michelle fitzgerald
felicia D. fitzpatrick
clifford fletcher
cardinal fomradas
David s. foulds
Douglas and randi fox
robert fraser
gregory w. frederick
stephen and claudia 

freeman
luc m. gagnon
Pasquale J. and Jan galasso
Keroline garrett
David garrick
gordon f. gauthier
James s. gauthier
william and ann gawman
amanda and mitch gellman
maurizio gherardini
larry and twyla glassford
anna m. godo
aubrey a. goldstein
Jeff gordon
bill and Karen gordon
James m. gosselin
sarah a. greatrix
Daniel green
Janet green
fred J. gregoris

“through your generosity, you have made 

university easier and more accessible to many.  

you have created an entire group of students 

whose experience at the university of windsor 

will be so positive they’ll want to give back to 

the university as well.”

Kimberly Orr, Fourth Year, Environmental Studies
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Kenneth J. hale
beverley hamilton
laura and David handsor
m. heather hartley
todd b. haskell
michael l. hawkeswood
robert hawthorne
craig e. hebert
lydia and steve hesman
sherrill l. hext
J. michael hickey
ed hiutin
David and lynn hoath
Peter b. hockin
charles e. hogg
mona may and richard 

hohendorf
robert D. howe and lynda g. 

hutchison
leslie howsam and neil 

campbell
John hoy
John w. huggins and cynthia 

Kennedy-huggins
linda and max ingram
leo a. innocente
rena isenberg
usha J. and satish c. Jacob
laverne Jacobs
robert J. Jacques
nancy K. Jammu-taylor
godfrey J. Janisse
tina Jewer
Kevin Johnson
cindy Jubenville
Jasminka Kalajdzic
warren D. Kennedy
reynold Kim
george and Kimberly King
isabelle Kolodziej
gary and Jane Komar
Kyle and Kara Kootstra
Ken Kreiger
marianne P. Kroes
Jane Ku
catherine Kuharski
Peter and barb Kuker
andrew and nancy Kuntz
annamma Kuruvilla
Kathryn D. lafreniere
maurice g. lamarre
mary l. lambros
glenna c. lane
apollonia lang steele
brian g. laragh
nancy lauzon
roger c. and elia lauzon
Peter w.r. lemon
susan c. lester
Paul r. levac
brianne livingston
teresa and elio lori
mark e. loya
Joanna luft
Joe and Judith lukes
brett D. lumley
Drew r. macaulay
mark g. macDonald
Peter macgregor
craig D. macKay
maureen macKay
alexander macleod and 

crystal garrett
shirley D. magee
franco and Jelena magliaro
elias Kurian and 

graceyamma manavathu
richard J. marcotte
marilena marignani
lori marzinotto-spyropoulos 

and vassili sypropoulos
marilyn a. mason
mike J. mayer
rosa mayer
David c. mccloskey
george mcfadyen
James mcginlay
ian D. mcintosh
susan a. mcKee
bruce J. mclean

David a. and vicki l. mclean
virginia h. mcmanus
Paul and mary meanwell
Karl g. melinz
fran meloche 
linda J. menard-watt and 

Daniel f. watt
marco e. mendicino
antonio meriano
win v. miller
Janice P. and gerald f. 

minard
giancarlo and Diane mincone
tom mitchinson
Denis and martha moher
wayne moore
neil D. morrison
michael mugan
beverly a. mullins
connie and vincent mullins
rita mullins
george g. murray
Jacqueline murray
brian r. mutterback
Jim nicell

John g. and cathy l. nickels
James e. Oates and lillian 

saar
mike w. O’grady
tim and lynn Oliphont
rachel Olivero
Dan and Karen Omahen
edward r. Orsini
David and Debbie Palmer
victoria Paraschak
mary margaret Parent
angela J. Pastorius
David J. and susan Paterson
lawrence t. Patrick
vlad and noelle Pavlovic
robert c. Pearson
John r. Peddle Jr.
iva Peklova
Jeff Pellarin
april and chris Peterson
Julianna Petruk
thien t. Phan
michelle c. Pilutti
trevor Pittman
garnet t. and mary-lou Plant
Kathy Poissant
cheryl Polfiet
lucian Pop
curtis Pope
David and Jill Porubovic
norman P. Presello
barbara a. Priest
Janet c. Prudham
norman J. and eileen Purdie
Jody e. Quenneville
Janis e. radford
Diane rawlings
Duncan read
arlene reaume
ray r. refcio

leticia reid
John a. renaud
mary h. ricketts
michael ricketts
David riddick
frank w. ries
alistair t. riswick
anthony rizzetto
calvin c. robb
michael t. robert
sadiki J. robertson
laura J. robinson
carol ann robson
Jacqueline a. robson
marcia h. roitberg
John b. ropac
christopher J. ross
Jonathan D. ross
Peter a. rudakas
ron runstedler
geri salinitri
timothy samson
James and Dianne sanderson
John h. sarnovsky
nick sauro

Zora sanson
Kevin m. scott
stuart and suzanne selby
stephen w. semeniuk
raymond l. shaw
Patricia a. shepley
nancy m. siew
Katherine and adam simon
Jeffrey c. simpson
theresa sims
Judith Ohlmann
Dave and robin smith
Dianne smith-sanderson
meredith smye
martin and Karrie-beth 

sobocan
scott g. soutar
Denise l. spadotto
mark K. spearing
faye m. squire
r.D. stanley
Joseph and nancy stasko
Jim stevens
ruth stewart
hong su
John m. susko
John sutcliffe
edward and sylvis suttor
george and maddie szczepski
brian taylor
thoi moon J. tham
carolyn thorne
michael and susan tilka
anastasia timakis
Joan e. tinkess
robin toffolo and michael 

arnold
Peter e. tomes
brian l. tomsich
remi tosti and Kelly remi

gary m. travis
rhys wyn trenhaile
brian and cynthia trudell
Jeffrey K. turner
terry and Donna turner
genevieve ustrzycki
Jennifer l. valente
lynn vandervloet
adam n. a. vasey
george and lucy vasic
helen vasilic
John verhaegen
mel and Deanna wachna
william J. waldron
virginia a. walsh
Jim watt
gwyneth J. and Kenneth 

watts
elaine s. weeks and 

christopher J. r. edwards
gary f. wegener
gary J. weir
robert weir
gary westfall

Juanita westmoreland-
traoré

e. irene and albert wigle
David J. wilbur
Dave williams
Janet m. willoughby
Joanne wills
william and Patricia willson
fraser r. and shelley wilson
anne and clare winterbottom
gerri l. wong
lloyd and Debra wright
chet wydrzynski
charlene m. and shawn e. 

yates
lauren yee and Jerry tan
william c. yeung
grant P. youdelis
martha b. young
rick and Josie Zannese
Dongshan Zhao
bernice Zub

$100 - $249
John a. abbott
Jack e. abbruzzese
yakut m. abdulhalim
elizabeth abraham
Daniel J. abrahams
Peter P. accadia
John D. K. and Johanne acton
george D. adamidis
valerie adamson
raymond adkin
robert and elizabeth adlam
brian K. adsett
celina g. l. aguero
Paul s. ahima
majid ahmadi

charles g. and Pat ainslie
Daniel c. aitken
robert aitkens
robert c. ajersch
s. Zafar akber
Patricia m. aldighieri
ian alexis and family
Jerry alexis
heather b. allan
Katherine and craig allan
rich allin
ethel i. allison
christina allsop
Duncan almond
Olga s. almond
bernard P. amlin
leslie a. amlin
Peter andersen
hugh anderson
John l. anderson
sandy l. anderson
David andrews
Dawn P. andrews
gerry P. angus
Paul D. ankrett

charelle n. anobile
Peter g. antaya
biagio antogiovanni
Peter J. archambault
samuel and elsie archer
francine ares
Jennifer armenise
louise armstrong
Dan arts
haran aruliah
Juhachi asai
brent and Kelly ashby
bianca O. asselin
Joan and richard atchison
Kamal s. athwal
gregory J. atkin
natalie atkin
michael J. atkins
Paul m. atras
Judith m. atwood
siu-hung a. and anita au
brian m. austen
monique a. aversa
robert h. aylesworth
nadia azar
sharon babcock
scott a. bacik
Kenneth c. bahen
sudarshan bains
michelle c. baker
robert w. baksi
ramaswami balachandar
linda l. balazs
Darrell r. baldock
steve balestrini
Derrick D. balzer
maria D. bannon turvey
Paul e. and alison barbisan
James s. barbour
margaret and thomas barlow

Patricia a. barnes
Pamela J. barnett
harold O. barnoff
David c. barris
michael g. barry
c. fred barth
michael r. bartlett
robert bartley
malik saad bashir
tanya basok
alphonse J. and Diane l. 

bastien
claude l. bastien
victoria r. batters and Paul 

J. Oliver
Jonathon bayley
Donn and Jane bayne
carolyn beacroft
william t. bealor
marcia a. bear
mark D. beaten
robert w. beattie
ron becht
lawrence a. beck
wendy bedard
margaret beddoe-lawrence
barbara l. bedford
Jean-claude c. begin
lamont c. begole
mark r. belanger
robert g. belanger
susan m. bell yester
larry f. bellis
george benak
winfred g. benedict
marcella beneteau
theresa m. beneteau
ivan and susan benko
randolph w. D. and elizabeth 

m. berends
george bernik
mary l. berry
Joseph berthiaume
mohan bethur
lewis bevan
Patricia a. bezaire
sanjive K. bhatia
louie f. biagi
Jeffrey m. bianchi
linas bieliauskas
william J. bies
John bietola
maureen bird
michael e. biro
rita m. bison
matthew blain
barry blay
ronald blizchuk
Karlene bloomfield
alan and margo blostein
mary J. bodfish
Kara s. boehnert
michael boffa
Donald l. bojin
m. theresa boland
mary-ellen bolt
stephen c. bolton
mark g. bomben
David s. bond
Peter and marj bond
salvadore and yvonne bondi
craig J. bondy
Patricia bondy
Paulette m. bondy
rosaire bondy
bruce Pickering and Diana 

bon-Pickering
claire borders
Judy and David bornais
matthew w. borowiec
gloria bortolin
william t. bourque
elizabeth J. bower
helen w. bowie
ruthanne l. bowker
elizabeth boyd
David and robin boyer
beverley J. boyes
brandon s. boyko
James boyko

“the generosity that allows me to be here is 

just overwhelming. as a student, who is also 

a husband, father and employee, i am so 

appreciative to be the recipient of a scholarship.  

i feel grateful that a large financial burden has 

been lifted from me, and am so glad there is a 

resource like this.”   

Martin Crozier, PhD student, Philosophy
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Donna J. boyle
frank J. bradacs
beverley a. and george 

bradley
robert s. brain
Douglas and Jean branch
carol r. braun
Pedro bravo de laguna
Peter J. brennan
David brescacin
James D. bricker
michele m. bridges
raymond f. brien
lori brienza
chris briggs
f. wayne and Purita bristow
Daniel britten
John brkljacic
James a. brock
Kendall brockbank
David and frances 

brokenshire
ann and andy broderick
marten h. brodsky
David s. brombal
Doug n. brombal
Donna m. brooks
robert J. brooks
gillian brouse
Dianne r. brown
edmond O. brown
iris e. brown
John and helen brown
lucia a. brown
mark s. brown
randle w. brown
yvonne m. brown
Patricia m. bruckman
Donald and monika bruner
Joyce l. bruner
susanne and Dwayne brunet
tim and ann marie brunet
clare a. brunetta
Joel g. brush
herbert D. bryant
howard f. buchan
arlene buckley
steven budinsky
alex bugailiskis
christopher s. bumbacco
gayle burke
Patricia J. burke
ralph burke
John burkhart
carol and terri burney
brian and Jill burnie
Peter J. burns
Diane b. and brian burton
brian and mary burtt
David bussiere
Jordan l. butcher
Donald b. butler
murray and lynn butler
Julia and John byrne
Patricia caille
Joseph m. calabrese
John f. callaghan
tracy calsavara
David campbell
susan m. campeau
Jacqueline t. campigotto
Patricia m. canning
steven g. canto
Philippe m. capelle
emily f. carasco
Jane m. carere
leonardo and gioia caro
Pamela J. carpenter
elaine m. carr
bob carr
warren n. and Diana J. carr
John and Joan carrington
hugh J. carroll
ted g. carron
James and Diana carter
Patricia carter
Joseph w. carty
michael e. caruso
chris P. cashin
christina l. catenacci

Peter and maeve catomeris
Patrick and bette catton
craig r. cavanagh
Kelley m. cavanagh
Kevin t. cavanagh
robert and Denise cecile
samuel and Karen ceman
nino v. cervini
K. tyler chadwick
James r. chaffe and robin a. 

Dodokin
Judy m. chaif simko
shil chakrabarti
frank and fran chalmers
frank and Katherine chan
gilbert b. chapman
mary lou chapman
Peter l. chappell
michelle charette
Debra l. charron
beth chase
tom D. chau
Prad m. and gale m. 

chaudhuri
Doreen a. chaulk
Diana and winston cherry
robert D. chesnik
Kin Ping vincent cheung
nicholas chevalier
conrad J. chiarcos
gordon c. chong
Dennis choptiany
terry s. c. chow
alan K. chun
william w. churchill
brian churchmack
myroslav t. chwaluk
ernest b. cicchi
Joseph and mary ann cimer
brian ciuciura
christopher J. clark
Joseph e. clark
matthew D. clark
thomas w. clark
neil calydon
David J. cluff
andrew D. t. coates
carmen m. coccimiglio
lora m. coco
Joe cohoon
martin c. cole
wilfred J. collacott
william arthur collins
sharon l. colman
andrew g. confente
charles P. connor
Katherine conrad
e. anne conway
evan a. cooke
gerry a. cooper
m. caroline and John corbett
John cormack
Joan and robert cornwall
trudy cornwell
leonardo and mary-lou 

cortese
william J. cotnam
timothy coughlin
morris P. cousineau
Pat cousins
beverly couvillon
rudi covre
c. bruce cowen
fred n. cowlin
brenda l. coxon
James coyle
Jim and chelly coyle
elizabeth D. craig
lee a. craig
susanne reeves craig
Jacqueline crandall
Jean a. crawford
george and Donna crowell
barry m. cullen
Dubravko culumovic
lisa cunningham
Patricia a. cunningham
raymond J. curran
James D. currie
Darryl and yvonne currie

edith a. curtin
Dino cusinato
mieczyslaw a. czajkowski
edward and maria czilli
marek Dabrowski
Denis DaDalt
betty Dadd
nella l. D’agostini
Joan Dale
Patricia m. Dale
giovanni D’alessandro
Jack f. Dalgleish
andrew Dallabona
russell and Diane Daniels
lada Darewych
Paulah J. Dauns
william r. Davie
Pearl and roderick Davies
Jean-claude Davis
shannon n. Davis
shellie a. Davis
margaret a. Davison
Jo-ann m. Dawe
anne Dawson
elizabeth Dawson
Joseph r. De angelis
Peter P. De angelis
David m. De freitas
fabio and anna De menech
guy and Jan De rose
alicia t. De souza
nishanti r. de Zoysa
Donald g. Deathe
thomas and melissa Debevc
anna maria Decia-gualtieri
mary Degoey
christian de Keresztes and 

Jodie waisberg
remo Del col
franco f. Del Papa
Jean-Paul g. Delaire
michael m. Delgobbo
D. Jeffrey and anne Dello
f. leroy Delmore
carl J. and Dana Deluca
Paul Demaiter
frank s. Demarco
Joseph and Kimberly 

Demarco
bradley D. Deneau
Patrick m. Dennis
Paul t. Dertinger
martin w. Desjardine
John noel Desmarais
christopher Dewart
luigi a. and elena Difazio
tony Diab
Joseph Dibattista
John f. Diederich
roy r. Diklich
m. sandy Dimartino
aldo Dinardo
richard and marilyn Dinham
Jeffrey a. Dinsmore
eric D. Dionne
santino DiPasquale
Donald Diubaldo
edward a. Dixon
Jess Dixon
mildred Dmowski
laura Doan
veselin Dobrota
Quillan w. t. Docherty
tam Doey
michael Doi
candy Donaldson
Joseph m. Donohue
gerald and rosemary Doran
John e. Dorion
James b. Douglas
James m. Douglas
richard l. Douglas-chin
eric h. Downing
timothy e. Doyle
ed Dragan
margaret b. Dragan
edward a. Drouillard
John r. Dryden
mary a. Dryden
regina du toit

catherine l. Duboisson
brad r. Duby
rudolph a. Dudinksy
Dale f. Dudley
Denis Dufault and elaine 

venne-Dufault
elizabeth c. Dufour
roger b. Dufour
sherry m. Dugal-nevin
Doreen Dulmage
ronald and m. anne 

Dumouchelle
gary s. Dunlop
robert and shirley Dunlop
connie and t. D. Duong
Diane Dupuis
Jennifer l. and bruce Durfy
Dwayne e. Durocher
marilyn l. Durocher
gregory K. and margaret 

Durst
Dennis c. and susan h. Dutry
marten Dykstra
Jean D. echlin
terrence g. edgar
sarah e. edwards
mary r. eidukas
David and lisa ekblad
Jiku J. elamathail
brianne K. eldridge
mary D. elliott
David and barbara ellis
robert and elizabeth ellis
winson elzinga
francis r. and maureen engli
Joan l. epp
roger P. epp
g. scott essery
brian D. etherington
Joe evans
marc and brenda evon
christie ezeife
Janice and tony facecchia
rose a. faddoul
christopher m. fader
andrew f. falls
margaret l. fanella
Paul m. fang
elena fantaneanu
mark and Kelly fathers
Dorothy m. faulkner
thomas c. faulkner
frank fazio
garnet and maryellen fenn
Judi ferne
cathy ferry
carol a. finch
Janet D. finlay-clark
nicholas and Kathleen finney
ralph m. fish
Joan r. fisher
les fisher
michael fisher
Jeff flacks
martina flanagan
Dianna g. flannery
Karen a. fleming
michael and mary fletcher
robert w. flewelling
nancy J. flickinger
alan c. and frances flint
John b. foglia
angela l. folino
J. luc m. forand
scott forbes
michael a. forcier
flavio and assunta forest
Janice e. forsyth
David J. fortin
andrew D. foster
bert a. fournier
John g. fowler
bob fax
lisa m. fransen
Paul r. frasca
gerald l. fraser
Julian fraser
John frederick
aaron freeman
Patrick s. freeman

shane freitag
Daniel and nancy friesen
maureen and John friest
Jason r. l. frost
brian fry
Peter O. fuerth
John r. funnell
felice gabriele
ronald P. gagel
Janis l. and Pierre l. gagne
norman a. gagnier
alfred and linda gagnon
louis and cheryl gagnon
michael galego
morgan J. gallagher
margaret a. garabon 

cookson
agatha m. gare
Debbie gauthier
william g. gawley
Dennis t. gazarek
babatunde O. gbadamosi
tina gelinas
trevor-ross J. georgie
vincent e. georgie
matthew gervais and blaire 

Kniaziew-gervais
frank giblin
scott D. gibson
John giffen
gerald a. gignac
Karen m. gignac
John and mary gilbride
barbara P. gillen
calum i. gillespie
clifford m. girard
martin and Dorit girash
Danielle c. giroux
wallace givens
sasha e. gladwish
Jeremie r. gobbo
brian r. and susy m. 

goldstein
esther goldstein
robert w. goodearle
t. earl goodeve
Dennis J. goodman
lorretta l. goos
Donald r. gorassini
marie gorman
martin m. gorski
Krystyna g. gorzelska
spyridon and georgia govas
elizabeth gowanlock
izzy grafstein
frances m. graham
gerald r. graham
gary and ann gravelle
brian P. gray
John m. gray
Ken w. gray
Kerry gray and family
leon a. gray
leroy l. gray
thomas J. grayson
thomas green
steve a. greenidge
John greenway
Kevin J. greenwood
Jerry J. grenda
James l. gretes
Judy grossutti
randolph c. groundwater
urmi guhathakurta
laura m. gusba
geoffrey r. guy
rita P. haase
waseem habash
Joseph and mary-lou 

haddad
chris and Dawn hadre
catharine and andrew 

haggert
andrew m. hahn
linda c. haist
Julie a. hakim-larson
christopher c. hales
rebecca l. halko
mildred b. hall
stacey haliday

Jim and lee ann halpin
valerie hamel
Patricia m. hamilton
helen r. hanak
gregory w. hanaka
Pamela D. hand
Peter haney
forrest c. bud hansen
Jens hanson
michael harber
madeleine harden
Jaynelle harding
mary anne e. harding
gail D. hargreaves
June e. harris
michael r. harrison
richard J. harrison
Drew harvie
winnifred harwood
gregory hasen
michael and nancy 

hawkeswood
thomas and margaret hayes
Jeanne D. hays
mary f. heather
Daniel J. hebert
rose hebert
victor J. hebert
nigel e. hedgecock
ernie and wendy hehn
Philip and erica heil
ingrid a. helbing
Doris b. hellenbart
Donna i. henderson
Patrick and cheryl 

henderson
Kathryn a. hengl
rod henning
Kelly a. henriques
brian t. henry
terry henry
nick herberholz
ute g. hertel
Douglas r. hertz
Jeffery s. hewitt
robert and margaret hewitt
Olive D. hicks
frank and gloria hidi
linda and John higgins
James higginson
Pamela g. hines
Keven and laurie hockley
Daniel w. hodgkin
brian hodgson
charles e. hoffer
Jim and Karey hogan
ed hogan
richard and Kelly hogan
elizabeth f. holden
Don P. hollerhead
reta holmes-Desmarais
gary hong
Darlene s. horn
ralph and elizabeth horne
David s. hornstein
tom horodniczy and 

catherine Dwyer
Pat horstead
shannon hosford
Danielle m. hough
mark houghton
murray b. howard
Kathryn s. hoye
Karen l. hoyland
ann-marie hranka
robert and marisa hrvatin
sandy shen-yu hsieh
Zhiguo hu
Joan e. hubbard
barbara hudson
shane w. hudson and mary-

ann candussi
tawny huff
brenda J. hunter
wendy c. hunter
thomas and Peggy hurst
mary Jane hutchinson
Dorothy a. huynh
David e. hyttenrauch
iole m. iadipaolo
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sheema inayatulla
charlotte a. innerd
alexander D. israel
maureen e. Jackman
christine a. Jackson
herbert O. Jackson
John t. Jackson
Joanne l. Jacobs
tony Jacobs
Karen and Keviin Jacques
randi P. Jakobsen
Dolores Janisse
robert h. Janzen
sheldon Jarcaig
gina m. Jefferson and David 

l. labute
Jane e. Jennings
howard P. Jobin
carl Johannsen
george g. John
Jody e. Johnson
Kaye Johnson
Peggy c. Johnson
charlene f. Johnston
gerard edmund Johnston 

and nancy m. carr
Pamela a. Johnston hornby
ross and norma Johnston
mike and edie Jubenville
gerjon Kalaci
sandeep m. Kamat
rajani Kamath
betsy r. Kane
Deborah J. Kane
francis P. Kapasi
mark Kaplan
Katherine Karoulis-newman
gregory P. Katchin
ian P. Katchin
timothy m. Kavanagh
elayne Kazlauskas
James D. Kearney
breen and Judith Keenan
Jeff Kelly
lawrence J. Kelly
Kathleen m. Kelm
marion K. Kelterborn
elizabeth J. Kendall
Deborah f. Kennedy
francis w. Kennette
ryan Kenney
Kenji and claire Kenno
Darlene Kenny
nick and marilyn Keren
claude r. Kerr
alan Kester
cheryl and ed  Ketterer
michael a. Khan
boen t. Khouw
suzette r. Killen
Donna c. Kimball
graham King
g. frederick and catherine 

Kingston
Jason Kinnear
David and anna-maria Kirby
Peter g. Kirby
andy Kizik
chris Knack
russell t. Knibbs
ray a. Knight
Kevin w. Knox
scott and terri Kolody
helen and george Kominek
fred Konyen
ann Z. Korenic
herbert and clara Kornelsen
stanley and colette Korosec
Peter J. Koshulap
thomas a. Kosnik
Joseph J. Kostroman
richard s. Kosty
randal e. Kott
frank Kovacic
Paul Kozak
lucjan Krause
christine s. and Donald e. 

Kreibich
magdalena Krieger
Diane m. Kruger

Paul r. Krumeh
steven Kubicki
teliang and beth Kung
s. leonard Kupisz
tom and Judy Kurtz
steve Kuziw
timothy Kwan
rosemary Kyryliuk
John P. labute
mark s. lacasse
robert w. lacey
lisa m. lafond
James laird
chak-Kwong lam
sean c. lambert
gianni lametti
chadwick n. lamoure
george P. lan
elizabeth a. langill
richard m. and lenore K. 

langs
edward K. lanktree
carol a. lanoue
chris and enza lanoue
eric a. lansdell
suzanne m. lansens
richard lanspeary
John and suzi laPorta
frederick K. larkin
chosen and winnafred lau
len laurin
michael J. lavelle
John laycock
bassam lazar
Phuc hong michael le
Joan e. leach
catherine g. leatherdale
lynda leckie
thomas g. leclair
brent lee and beverley 

hamilton
Douglas w. lee
martha f. lee
wai-nar lee
ronald and maria lefave
f. w. lemire
betty m. and emanuele 

lemmo
susan g. leonard
Jonathan D. lerman
roberta lesansky
susan i. leslie
wayne r. lessard
charlene e. m. lester
Jerry and lynda lev
stan  levesque
randy levinson
ian levstein
Jay D. lewis
John f. lewis
Pat lewis
trevor D. and victoria a. 

lewis
eric n. libman
angela liburdi
colin a. lightbody
richard g. limoges
Denise a. link
hing y. lo
claude g. loiselle
Paul r. lojewski
Donna m. longmoore
anthony J. lopes
lisa m. lortie
armand J. and cathy losier
alexandra loukas
robert w. love
charles lovegrove
sheri lowrie
arie lubienietzky
mary Kaye and Dale lucier
rosita lugosi
Jane and george J. lung
felix c. luppke
mike h. lyster
c.l.b. macDonald
cheryl a. macdonald
george and susan 

macDonald
irene f. macDonald

John and Dihah macDonald
mary e. macDonald
Philip a. macdonald
bob macDonald
Kristy l. macgregor
roger h. macgregor
Zygmunt J. machelak
iain m. macinnes
leona and frank macintyre
Douglas m. macKenzie
h. angus maclachlan
sandra J. maclean
leslie macPherson
Donald c. mactavish
ian madell
amanda h. magda
Joan magee
Jelena and franco magliaro
majed mahmoud
Donna mailloux
mabel mak
Peter mak and constance 

yuen fan mak
Ken malec
Dennis l. malette
renee m. malette
michael s. malian
richard malicki
charles malone
David mallender
mark P. mamer
ronald m. manchen
harry g. l. mancini
Karin P. manley
george s. mann
mark mao and lai wong
caryl marcellus rosenberg
John Paul J. marchand
robert h. marchand
John r. marchenkowsky and 

lisa J. sutton
ellen and Pierre marchildon
vincent and barbara marcotte
leo b. marentette
Davy mariani
luciana b. and Daniel J. 

marier
george and nancy houde-

marino
susan l. mark
gordon t. markham
Dimitri markoulakis
cynthia c. marshall
Donald g. marshall
catherine a. and harvey 

martel
David a. martin
James e. martin
Jorge D. and Joan hurst-

marzetti
Jody maskery
gary t. and heather maslen
carolyn a. mason
Daniel m. masterson
margaret a. and Kevin b. 

masterson
miracolo mastronardi
Jojo P. mathai
george mather
marven and Joan mathers
b.J. matheson-bodnar
richard and ruth matthews
evelyn J. and robert mayo
ethan i. mcalear
claire and James mcallister
Kaitlyn mccabe
sheila a. mccabe
Kenneth J. mccarthy
elizabeth J. mccartney
tina mccomb
mark w. mcconnell
heather m. mccurdy
elizabeth mcDermott
william v. mcDermott
John e. mcDonald
gary and sharon mcDonald
roderick and laurie 

mcDowell
scott mceachran
Kandi J. mcelary

robert and sarah mcelwain
michael mcgarvey
Debbiel and wayne c. mcgill
Denise m. mcguire
tara mchugh
Patricia mcKay
sandra mcKay
James r. mcKechnie
mary and Douglas mcKeen
sharon mcKenna
John mcKeown
Danielle mclaughlin
ian mcleod
allison e. mclister
george and Dorothy J. 

mcmahon
sharon mcmahon
george and stephanie 

mcmahon
william and Kathleen 

mcmanus
Kathy mcmillan
Paula r. mcmurtry
beth mcnamee
christine mcneil
e. ann mcrae
susanne l. mcrae
william m. mcrae
scott D. mctaggart
michael s. mcteague
David c. mcwha
velma meconi
mary e. medcalf
Karen mee
Kelly e. meehan
Paul h. f. meier
Pauline meilleur
sonia melancon
John P. meloche
Kathy J. meloche
monique m. meloche
Jose l. menendez
richard merlo
george merrett
Karen a. metcalfe
mary P. metcalfe
bryan and Joann meyer
matthew robert michalik
vincenza mihalo
cathy milec
Philip c. and beverley r. 

miles
linda t. miller
margaret a. millican
loretta and David millinoff
K. milne
Pamela J. milne
Kenneth and lisa minello
richard a. mitchell
Kay moderwell
barbara D. modesto
Joseph P. mokanski
noelle mollard
clifton and Diane molyneaux
fred mommersteeg
gerald g. monforton
Deborah a. monk
ronald s. montelpare
lance J. montigny
Douglas c. montrose
Kenneth i. moon
bonnie elizabeth moore
michael g. moosberger
christopher and mary 

morand
andre and marisa morassutti
Dante morassutti
antonio m. morga
Donna m. and andrew J. 

moro
sherry l. morrell
gene moscicki
garvin s. moses
megan mossip
roger a. mousseau
ruth moutain
alen mujacic
terry J. mulligan
angus m. mumby
Janice murphy

margaret murphy
stephen musy
stuart mutch
ermes D. muzzin
eugene J. P. nadeau
abby nakhaie
gediminas a. namikas
barclay c. nap
alessandro v. and Joyce l. 

nadone
leisha c. nazarewich
eric w. neill
Phyllis f. neilson
rose nemec
cary sze-cheuk ng
george t. ng
Oliver K. t. ng
laura K. nicholson
barbara niewitecka
shellah m. nimjee
Joe nirta
michael b. nolan
nancy and saul nosanchuk
sue novakovich
maureen c. nye
Dena Oberman
virginia marie Obierski
milan mitch Obradovic
r.t. O’callaghan
Kevin J. O’connor
marcel m. O’gorman
timothy and norma O’hagan
bradley s. O’hara
greg Olczak
emily J. Oldenburg
myron n. Oleksyshyn
lloyd P. Oliver
sandra Olsen
sean O’malley
barbara m. O’neil
Dennis m. O’neil
Patricia m. O’neill
Olivia K. Oppong
gordon t. Orr
lisa Osak
Patrick Osborne
Janet and Ken Ouellette
t m. Ouellette
marion Overholt
barbara w. Owen
chris and Jo-ann Owen
David m. Owen
Jerrold Owen
gerri and vincenzo Pacecca
charles Pachter
D.J. Page
theodore and Denise Pageau
Dante and elizabeth a. 

Pagliaroli
sandra m. Pagliaroli
eleanor Paine-Piotrowski
christopher e. Palmer
elaine a. Panikkar
louis and nina Panontin
george Papas
cynthia c. Paquette
leonard e. Parent
claude l. Parker
bryan J. and Karen Parkinson
terrance h. Parkinson
John v. Parr
barbara m. Parrott
Paul and sandra Parsons
thomas b. Parsons
edward w. Paschin
Kathleen Paterson
steven l. Paterson
susan a. Paterson
h. richard and anna m. 

Patterson
christopher c. Pattison
barbara P. Paul
roderick m. Paulin
howard r. Pawley
hilary g. Payne
margaret a. Payne
lawrence r. Pazner
lynne Pearlman
hugh r. Pearson
Karyn l. Pellatt-caron

Peter h. Pelletier
John Peloso
Patricia a. Peloso
angie Penev
michael D. Penny
catherine v. Pentland
barry a. Pepper
carol Perkes
andrew b. Pernal
matthew Perri
Don Perry
adrian J. Peters
frances m. Peters
susanne Peters
mary and J. charles Peterson
Jason and heidi Petro
edward l. Petryschuk
edward e. Petryshyn
Joanne and craig Pettipiece
richard c. and Karen Pettit
silvio Pettovel
ronald g. Pfaff
Jill and ronald Pfaff
shawn Philbert
r. Daniel Philips
ian g. Phillips
Donna Piccinin-craig
maxim J. and velma m. 

cocchetto-Picco
David and Janice Piche
Ken Pickthall
Dathathry t. Pillay
Pillon family
bernard e. Plant
richard r. Plantus
rosemary Plastow
stewart and sandra Plotnick
Dawn w. Pocock
Donna r. Pollock
richard l. Pollock
angela f. Poole
Donald g. Poole
John s. Popovich
brenda Porter
ben Postuma
Judith m. and ronald Potter
David J. Poulin
Kathleen Poupard
John c. Powell
michael P. Power
rosalyn m. Power
nicolina a. and santino Pozzi
andrew l. Precop
Danielle a. Preece
michael J. Pretli
Dawn a. s. Price
leonard J. Price
berislav Primorac
cindy D. Prince
elizabeth a. Prince
Joanne Profetto-mcgrath
David w. and mary Prpich
Kenneth and Kathleen Pryke
murray and gwen Purdy
Devamma Purushotham
asma Qadri
marian and gerard 

Quenneville
catherine Quinn-boroski
Kenneth rachner
anna m. radon
victor radovich
Joseph and angela hoy 

raheb
susan f. and evan ralyea
leela c. ramaswamy
charles m. ramin
elizabeth a. ramsden
glenn P. and lisa ramsumair
brad randall
ron g. randall
stephen P. randall
gary and Janice rankin
louis a. J. ray
robert rea
tylene reaume
laurie and James regan
henry e. regts
margurite reid
wayne and Kathryn reid
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robert w. reinhart
ralph and michele reiser
Debbie a. remekie-maxey
gregory renaud and nora 

mcbean
Jeannine m. renaud
richard and marie renaud
matthew renaud
mary-ann and tom rennie
Katherine a. rethy
Donald w. reynolds
gregory reynolds
rachel reynolds
william c. reynolds
John P. riberdy
David richardson
Debbie and rick rickeard
Delynne and christopher 

riddell
robert and marlene rideout
robin rilett
victor P. rivest
sandra J. rizzetto
george and marjorie robarts
mary e. robb
Judith robenson
James D. robertson
Keith and margaret 

robertson
bettyJean and Donald 

robinson
Dexter robinson
Kyle r. robinson
Karen rockwell
william J. roddy
eleanor J. roe
edward roemmele
christine rogers
richard h. rohmer
Karen roland
Peter and nancy Johns-root
laura m. rosebrugh
Janet rosenbaum
andrew i. ross
Peter and ann roth
marvin and Pat routliffe
John h. rowland
Dino rubli
linda ruccolo
Deborah and christopher 

rudy
vince J. ruggirello
irene l. rusek
lisa ruttle-maavara
robert m. ryall
bridget l. ryan
garnet e. ryan
Kevin b. ryan
elizabeth a. sabara
francine b. saby
mehrdad saif
timothy salayka and lea ray
m. saliba
iain samson
grace samuel
campbell sanderson
robert sanderson
geraldine c. sandre
todd sands
robert and Patricia sanford
wayne g. sargent
David a. savel
Joseph P. scalia
Jeffrey l. schaafsma
ritch schaafsma
linda scheer
Jerry and irene schen
J. albert and bonnie 

schepers
nancy b. schepers
sally e. scherer
m. Jane schiller
greg and francine schlosser
reuben l. schnayer
michelle schryer
Jonathan a. schwartzman
alan scoboria and myrna 

scoboria-chan
randy scotland
e.a. margaret scott

brad and lori Pinter
cordell s. seaby
beverly and robert searcy
linda a. seewald
rita seguin
James e. seidewand
susan sellick
frances and brad semeniuk
mary senese
tom serafimovski
thomas l. seymour
fred f. and Jacqueline shady
Phillip s. shaer
grace shafran
Piratheep shanmuganathan
leo raymond shapiro
stuart and sandra shaw
Kathleen m. sheehan
richard shelson
lori sheppard
stanley b. sherr
lillian a. shery
Jin J. shin
catherine m. shoniker
richard r. shore

stacey r. shuel
michael m. a. shust
Kathleen and David 

shuttleworth
lynne a. sibley
gurkiran s. sidhu
Paulo silva and lauren bale
John simes
william J. simmonds
lyla simon
alan g. sine
Douglas J. singbush
Jasna sivell
frank skerl
allison small
amanda a. smith
charles a. smith
clayton smith
Darrel c. smith
Diane J.smith
lyle and vicky smith
rick smith
robert smith
robin smith
susan smith
timothy and elaine smith
margaret a. smole
gemma e. smyth
eleanor snelgrove
hermohinder s. sodhi
John and marie solarski
eugene e. somerville
sanjay soni
aline e. soules
J.robin southgate
Krista and Dino spagnuolo
James sparrow
John m. speirs
richard c. spencer
andrew sprague

ann m. sprague
madeline sproat
Krishnaswamy sridhar
eve m. stacey
Daniel and Jacqueline 

stagner
Janee J. stallard-cogliati
alexander J. stanat
ellen starkiss
Dennis J. and brigitte staudt
marilyn i. stawecki
ihor and anne stebelsky
michael D. and adele stebila
Daniel and marilyn stecher
walter and milda stechyshyn
michael b. steer
millie steer
Peter steeves
maurizio stellato
robert and carole stelmack
gloria m. stephenson
randy w. stephenson
erica stevens and Jerry w. 

abbit
mary-anne r. stevens

gilbert stewart
Patricia e. stewart
Douglas and Kathleen stocco
David m. stone
raymond g. stone
David s. stoute
Joan stoute
John D. and Paulette a. m. 

strang
melissa D. strange
Kevin m. strong
Jay s. strosberg
wenkun su
sarah s. subhan
siona v. sullivan
fariza sultana
David susko
marilyn sutton
stuart J. sutton
Donald e. swanson
James e. sweeney
christina m. sweet
maryellen symons
Jeannette syroid
neda tabatabaie
marijke taks
matt g. tales
eric a. tamm
Daniel tang
sandra taranto and John P. 

frattolin
r. mark tarbush
Donna-marie taylor
greg and Janis taylor
gwen h. taylor
Kim taylor
John v. and michelle taylor
blanche teahen
theresa tedesco
Kevin r. tedford

s. blake teichman
James and sandra tellier
nicole tellier
lesly a. temesvari and Karl 

J. franek
anna temple
murray and anna temple
william and rochelle 

tepperman
rita marion thachuk
Donald r. thibert
Pierre thibodeau and leila 

wallenius
stanley J. thomas
stephen thomas
tom thomas
Douglas w. thompson
howard b. thompson
Donald and Joanne thomson
richard c. thrasher
Jacob and bernadette thun
John D. tofflemire
nicholas toltl
fulton tom
andrew D. toms

Pong-choi D. tong
elizabeth a. tornabene
taras toroshenko
c. tortorice
raymond J. tracey
william and Karen traynor
richard i. J. tremain
alan and susan trenhaile
lisa m. tripp
curtis g. trothen
sandra trott
wendy e. truant
Jean m. trudell
hing h. a. tsang
irene s. tse
Danielle m. tullio
marilyn ursulak
lawrence e. vadori
louis P. and betty ann 

valente
Paul valentine
laura J. van Dam
william vandenborn
william h. vandenborn
eric s. vandenbroucke
leonard varrasso
valerie veinotte
michael and arlene veitch
soma venkat
tadiboyina venkateswarlu
Drew verdam
Karen and marc verhoeve
Dorothy J. vermeulen
steven vlachodimos
carolyn vogt
millicent vorkapich-hill and 

James hill
Kornel vuia
Paul and sylvia vyrostko
Judith Kelly waalen

John g. walker
marie walker
trudie wall
Jamille J. walls
Duncan e. walton
shouye wang
John r. warbick
Paul D. warkentin
andrew warman
Joslyn warwaruk-lefler
Daniel D. wascher
sharon and mark wasyluk
tami l. waters
James J. and constance 

watson
Judith a. watson
r. michael watt
michael v. watters
william J. waugh
susan a. waymouth
michael D. weekes
P. l. weir
marc s. weisz
John h. wellington
brian w. werbinsky

James c. wesenberg
David west
Janet leigh west
Peter westfall
theresa whelan
robert w. whent
gloria m. white
Jane white
teresa b. whiteside
David s. whitfield
christopher P. whittall
David a. whitten
lee n. whitwell
sandra wieland
gordon K. and claire wilbur
mark J. wilk
Donna and arthur williams
John w. and loes williams
mita williams
Karen m. williamson
raymond f. willick
David wills
sandy wilson
Kenneth r. wilson
margaret m. and roger 

wilson
verla wilson
michelle D. winterburn and 

Don casey
James wittebols
Jan e. wojcik
David w. wolanski
gunther wolf
althea m. wong
ernest g. wong
gordon wood
roland f. wood
william r. woodward
thomas J. wright
collie c. yan

xiaohong a. yang
David P. yawney
wai l. yee
william K. yee
howard yeung
Powfoo yong
David yott
william v. youdelis
barbara a. Zakoor
ronald v. Zaldin
Danilo and margaret Zannier
lia Zannier
raul Zarate
earle f. Zeigler
yasheng Zhao
george Zhou
David Ziriada
sonja a. Zold
suzanne lepine Zonneveld
John J. and shelly Zubyck
robert f. Zuffelato
lorne P. Zwaresh

$1 - $99
P. carlo and nancy abati
frank e. abbott
melissa l. abdellah
Donna abraham
giovanna abraham
bob and bridget abrams
mahmoud abu Khatir
shaun abushar
anthony and mary aczel
sherry lee c. adamo
lisa a. labute
tom adams
Kelly l. adlam
rawle g. agard
ghazala ahmed
Jwelly ahmed
tracy a. airhart
Dewan mohiuddin al azad
muhammad m. alam
rosa f. alam
Daniela a. alberelli
sari anne h. albert
armand aldighieri
ann w. alexander
David w. alexander
george alexander
Jacob c. alexander
mohammad a. ali
aghlab al-Joundi
David r. allan
cynthia l. allen
Jean m. allen
larry w. allen
e. merilyn allison
sylvia m. allison
helen almas
ahmed m. a. almatary
Jennifer a. almeida
serena a. al-Obaidi
Jessie J. alonsozana
melissa J. alsbergas
elis altaweel
margaret alton
Jonathan g. ambeault
angie c. ames
Donald g. ames
Kevin an
lihua an
ed and giovina anderson
Orville D. anderson
susan m. anderson
catherine v. andrew
Despina D. angelakos-

brooks
lena angelidis
heather l. angus
marianne angus
gayle J. annett
hayley anso
mirjana and slavko antic
george m. antinori
maria antinucci
Khurshid anwer
Karla i. arauz
Kelly P. arbuckle

as a faculty member and alumnus of the 

university of windsor, the decision to give back 

is relatively easy. i reap the benefits of giving 

every day through my positive interactions with 

students. although my focus changes slightly 

from year to year, i like to give to scholarships 

and grants so that other students will have the 

opportunity to see why uwindsor is a great place 

to study and work. Dr. Jess Dixon, Kinesiology professor
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r. scott archer
ron arkell
anna armaleo
shirley i. armour
andrew armstrong
thomas w. arndt
Janet m. arnold
John ascott
isaac i. asemota
mina asgari mosleabadi
wendy b. asher
bruce f. ashton
akan askim
Paula and vince asschert
elaine astles
matthew aston
mary t. atkinson
erika g. auer
P. Dawn augustine
harmanjeet s. aulakh
angela s. au-yeung
helen avdoulos
g. aversa
Diane Demers awram
andre c. ayotte
md. anwarul aziz
muhammad m. aziz
brett babcock
Dennis and c. elaine babcock
Dorothy a. baby
antonella bachetti
helen and Donald badder
larry badder
richard badowski
eugene and sandra baggio
luigi a. baggio
robert J. and helga bailey
giselle m. baillargeon
Diane e. baker
matthew w. baker
franca r. baldo
cecilia m. bannon
gail m. baran
nancy r. barat
charles w. barclay
michael J. barichello
theresa m. barichello
nancy barkley
candice a. barlow
Kevin r. and marian e. 

barltrop
gerald barnes
Jason D. barreiras
sheila e. barron
matthew barry
giselle g. basanta
teresa basile
vanessa and Johnny basile
Debbie bastien
Diane l. bastien
scott a. g. bastien
maunzer batal
John battaglia
Dario and lisa m. citton-

battel
cassandra l. bauer
andrew J. baumann
charlotte bautista
cheryl-ann baxter
wayne baxter
maryellen bayer
Judith m. beale
scott beaten
catherine J. beattie-chittle
richard and sue beauchamp
Darlene s. beaudet
John c. beaudoin
barb beaulieu
Jacques J. beaulne
m. clare bechtold
bryan and Joanne bedard
anne beer
natalie beer
wayne r. beger
carol a. begg
Peter beglaubter
manfred and carole behrens
gerald r. belanger
Paul michael r. belanger
Julie m. belanger-hogan

christopher m. belch
sally bell
shannon bell
brian h. bellaire
victor r. bellaire
Katie belland
giovanni belotti
Dorothy r. belowus
richard m. beneteau
Jordan benincasa
Denise benning-reid
mariana beno
Jennifer benoit
Katia benoit
b. lynn benoit
Patricia a. benson
lesley bentein
Karen benzinger
Donna m. bergamin
roberta J. bergman
Dianne m. berkeley-frenette
nancy berthiaume
ada berti
rosemary bettany

mary alice beyer and richard 
gammon

marlene bezaire
maureen l. bezaire
Pardeep bhachu
vishal bhandari
sanjeev bhardwaj
lynn marie biasucci
antonio bietola
barbara J. billey
brianna l. binder
Karen m. bingham
claire h. birch
David m. bird
melissa c. bishop
Paul bisson
chris bitove
amanda g. biundo
Josephine P. biundo
nels a. bjorkman
David J. black
fred blain
tyler blais
Daniel and ana blata
Dennis J. blonde
Dolores J. blonde
carolyn e. bloxham
adrian n. bobeica
christopher J. bodegraven
barry r. boehme
barry and barbara boghean
sandra m. boglitch
Paul boin
agnes and aldo bomben
serena bon
James r. and Jane bond
angela P. bondy
beverly a. bondy
David e. bondy
Dawne m. bondy

gerald J. bondy
Jessica a. bondy
John h. bondy
James and Dianne boniferro
thomas J. boniferro
arthur and barbara 

bonsignore
navindra boodhoo
cynthia l. boogaart
henry l. boon
Judith a. borman
Paul and Pauline bornais
antonio bortolin
Dino bortolin
louis J. bortolin
sandra m. bortolotti
shirley e. bott
robert D. bouchard
mary ann boucher
lorraine J. bourdeau
catherine a. bourque
Donald g. and rita i. boutette
Jordana m. boutette
John w. bower
shannon K. bowman

sheila and warren bowyer
Kathleen brackeen-Putnam
Pearl a. bradd
Paula s. brady
sarah and warren braganza
gary bragnalo
frank and Joanna braun
David b. bravo
barbara a. brazier
J. e. breault
Jo-anne brecka
michael l. bredeson
ryan a. brelich
Philip and Jeanne brennan
stephen J. and Kathryn J. 

brennan
Joan brescia
luba J. bridge
anna maria and frank brieda
michael f. brieda
carol J. briglio
bozidar b. brkovic
thomas e. broderick
mary r. bromley
niven and Deborah brooks
James t. brophy
maria broser
carl D. brown
Judy a. and John brown
Kimberly e. brown
louise a. brown
m. catherine brown
michael r. brown
scot a. brown
Donna m. brownell
Jonathan m. browning
alexander D. bruce
herman and Patricia 

bruckman
James J. brunet

Joseph c. brunet
sharlene m. brunet
frank and margaret brunetti
tom and brenda brunt
eric and Pamela brush
Jaclyn m. brush
Phil and sharon bryan
Karl a. brysch and mary J. 

najvar
lucy buccella
glenys s. buchanan
David buchner
Katherine J. buchner
glyn and tracie buck
mary l. buckridan
Dorothy bulat
lisa m. bullock
yvette m. bulmer
John c. burford
Pamela a. burford
Paul and suzanne burener
angela burgess
John burgess
monika burgess
arthur burggraaf

catherine J. burgoyne
Kelly burke
cheryl m. burnett
wanda D. burse
Peter h. burton
heather a. busby biltcliffe
Donnalee m. butcher
mary i. buttery
Douglas f. byrne
mary louise byrne
monica m. and richard J. 

byrne
Josephine cahoy
ruo cai
robert r. caille
felice calamita
vencenzo calamita
bernard J. callaghan
ralph callen
allan and Donna callery
craig i. cameron
christina m. campagna
John campagna
Daniela campanaro
teresa campanaro
carlton r. campbell
mark and claudette 

campbell
roger campbell
tracey l. campbell
John campigotto
lorraine cantin
tony capuano
Kristine and stephen carey
John carlan
wendy and elmer carmichael
James f. caron
Jeremy l. caron
Jodie l. caron
robert J. carricato

John P. carrico
Patricia J. carroll
irene m. carter
lindsay i. carter
maureen a. cartier
laurie carty
giusepppe a. caruso
robert caruso
Kristen casalena
michael s. casasola
barbara cassidy 
a. ceccucci
Persis s. chacko
enrique chacon
David chae
David r. chalcraft
christopher l. chambers
gary l. and mary champ
Jody l. champagne
chun lam b. chan
frederick c. s. chan
hon c. chan
margaret fellows chan
ivor a. chandler
Dan P. charette

christine a. charlebois
lori a. charron
ernest J. chauvin
stephen and barbara 

cheifetz
Khaled chekiri
stephen D. cheong
nancy and John cherry
Dorinda l. chiang
Patrick J. chiarelli
David J. chiesa
alice m. chinnick
caterina chiocchio
Joan chivot
Julie a. f. choja
Karen P. chomniak
David w. chorney and laura 

andreozzi-chorney
benjamin chow
israr h. chowdhury
elizabeth m. christie
Jacqueline christie
royal r. church
valerie ciavaglia
Delia e. cicconi
stephanie J. cichon
lily ciganovic
bozena ciliak
rosa v. and sam J. cipparone
mirella cipriano
william g. clancey
elaine clark
heather J. clark
michael a. clark
robert c. clark
scott J. clark
stanley e. clark
bonnie clarke
Karen e. clark-lauzon and 

rob lauzon

marina and walter clemens
Dorothy m. and gerald 

clement
michelle l. clement
cam cobb
Darren m. cocchetto
Donald g. coghill
miriam cohen
mary cojocari
marcia e. colborne
David r. and sharon cole
mary margaret cole
Joseph J. colella
maria collavino
Doug collier
evan J. collins
sandie a. collins
terry collins-williams
lucille r. and learie 

colthrust
Onorio colucci
val r. colusso
nancy J. comiskey
John and louise comisso
mary lynne compton
marilyn J. conforzi
James a. conlon
John f. conlon
John f. conlon
Doug and sue connolly
suzanne and John conroy
P. w. conway
David m. cook
John D. cooper
helen cornett
Joel a. cort
raul and melissa cortijo
michael cosentino
Kenneth cossoy
John costa
luigia costella
Daniel J. costigan
meaghan b. cote
sherrilyn l. coulter
connie D. courtney
shauna cousineau
Donna g. cowie
charlene c. cox
raymond a. cox
Patsy coyle
Joe v. craddock
Dale and Janet craig
mary craig
robert craig
rochelle c. craig
billy cranney
Jacqueline J. crawford
michael J. crawford
valerie e. creech
Janice creighton
Ken P. crich
robert a. criddle
Patti cronin
Pamela K. and michael 

crowley
lynne s. and John crozier
P. grant crozier
cameron s. cruickshank
J. allan cruickshanks
Janelle m. cruickshank-way
vera s. cruise
Petar and Janice c. cuckovic
mary cummings
alan r. cumyn
robert h. cunningham
James curry
David and annette cushman
elsa a. cusinato
carol a. cyphery
edward and maria czilli
teresa Da costa
laura Da fre
wendy and James Dade
Daniela D’agnillo
frank D’agnillo
Patricia D. D’agostino
salvatore Dagostino
connie D’alimonte-good
michael D’aloisio
Karen and Dave Dalpe

“the scholarships reduced my financial concerns and allowed me to continue to 

concentrate on conducting great research here at the university of windsor. for 

students, every bit of financial support means a great deal. also, recognition for 

my hard work makes me want to work even harder to achieve my goal of being a 

university Prof.” 

Chirag Patel, PhD student, Biological Sciences
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liana a. Daltoe
gabriel D’amore
tony and angela D’amore
catherine and andre 

Damphousse
Diana Damphousse
claudio D’andrea
edward l. D’andrea
tina m. D’andrea
John l. Danesi
wafa J. Danner
elise b. and robert g. 

Daragon
seema r. Das
rahma h. Daud
Debra m. D’aversa
g. bruce Davidson
lauren Davidson
linda m. Davies
maureen f. Davis
Pierre Davis
botagoz b. Davletova
Janice l. Dawson
marie e. De caluwe
Douglas J. De gelder
Peter s. Desimio
Kim t. Deane
andrew Debenedictis
matthew a. decorte
colleen Decou-Jones and 

Joe Jones
arlene and gord Deeming
christopher Deir
a. Peter DeKoning
roseanne Dela rosa
loredana Del Duca
monica h. Della valle
Joe and nancy Demarco
Dennis Demers
alice m. Demore
albert m. den haan
brittany Denboer
edward Denduk
John Dengel
Douglas and sandra 

Dennison
howard Dennison
John P. Denniston
mark and mary-teresa 

Denomme
linda and gary Denys
michael and Joy clarke
mary l. Derbecker
anita c. Derkatz
alan and anne Deshield
Kris Desjardins
art Desjarlais
Patricia a. Desmarais
Jo-anne Despins
claire m. Desrosiers
margaret r. Devos
sarah e. Dewar
sharon m. Dewit
rosa DeZan
Pia Dezorzi
ravinder Dhaliwal
irene m. Di Domenico
Kevin Di Pietro
Patricia a. Di veto-ackland
Peter Diab
sylvana Diab
John D. Diamond
David g. Dick
lavinia J. Dickenson
lynn c Diemer
Jennifer D. Dietrich suzor
shawn c. Diewold
norman and moira Diffey
lisa a. and Johncarlo Dimaio
isobel Dinardo
trevor and shannon Dinham
shiv Dinkar
sheila Dinnendahl
Kae ann DiPietro
mark a. Diponio
Donald v. Diubaldo
natalie v. Dixon
hormoz Djahanshahi
Daniel Docherty
Denise Dodman

Judith a. Doher
marian Doll
Jay t. Dolmage
anthony D. Donatelli
selene r. Donegan
michelle J. Dore
Josh Dorion
John n. Dorner
Patricia a. Dos santos
Jessi c. Doucette
alan r. Douglas
Jonathan J. Douglas
Diantha and leslie Dowdell
mary Jo a. Dowie
Kevin J. Dowler
Kenneth francis Downes
christopher a. Dowson
anne-marie Drapeau
Jeffrey P. Drexler
sue Driscoll
robert K. Drobitch
bernadette r. Drogosz
barbara Drouillard
eric c. Drouillard
sheila m. Drummond and 

Donald P. flaming
Olaf m. D’souza
anne Dube
richard n. Dubinsky
Paul J. Dubois
gregory J. Ducharme
barbara Dugal
ivanna r. Dugal
ed h. Duklas
liliana m. Dumouchelle
robert a. Dunlop
James i. Dunn
ronda Dunn
carly Dunster
rita Dupon
ellen m. Dupuis
Kathryn a. Dupuis
sarah m. Dupuis-boucher
adriana m. Duquette
stephanie e. Durocher
Debashis Dutta
Philip Dutton and lisa 

sylvestre
sheila Duval
rita Dwornik
mike D. Dwyer
elizabeth D. Dykeman
ronald a. Dywelska
sheila eagen
frances D. eagleson
timothy J. eansor
simone ebbinghaus
s.J. eberlie
adam eckert
Joyce D. edmonds
maureen r. edwards
sherry D. eenink
michael J. egan
leroy K. eid
alexander J. eisenberg
Jacqueline eisenberg
laurie eisenberg
erich m. ekert
Karen elash
fred eldridge
nancy ellig
sean m. ellig
James w. and shirley e. elliot
Phyllis P. elliott
John f. emery
susan m. enns
walter and hilda enns
colleen and John enright
yvette m. erickson
nancy c. esposito
mervin c. and marilyn essery
catherine evanyk
leonard f. everett
mary e. ewer
edward and maria facca
ahmad l. fadel
adam e. fallenbuchl
angelo fallone
Patricia fantin
Jillian m. fantuz

Peter r. farah
bruce a. farber
sylvia e. farkas
mary ann l. fathers
John and margaret faust
Karin K. fedak
malcolm m. feeley
lynn J. fehr
nancy c. fejes
irene fejes smith
Onorio g. felet
adelaine h. fenech
wei feng
gary J. fera
ethel ferguson
fran ferguson
meliha ferhatovic
mary c. ferrera
ruben l. ferrone
John f. and carolyn fetter
Janice m. fialka
thomas g. fife
nancy l. filby
Denis P. filiatrault
Douglas a. fillion
mary Jane finn
Patrick s. fioret
marie l. fiorilli
william and Deanna fisher
martin e. fishman
christine s. fitchett
larry fitzhenry
Joan fitzpatrick
melody l. fitzpatrick
tammy fitzpatrick
Diane l. fizzell
Donald flaming and sheila 

Drummond
henry D. flaming
Jeanette g. fleischer
marc a. flisfeder
hermine m. flynn
David fogel
John n. foglia
Joseph and Kristen foglia
sandra ford
shawn w. forfitt
florence h. fortune
Jason a. foulds
susan fox
John frabotta
robin francis
Johanna l. frank
edith f. frankum
beth fraser
ian fraser
Karen m. fraser
cynthia l. freeman
Douglas D. freeman
Kathy m. and frank freeman
Jennifer friedl
Jacqueline l. friest
susan e. friest and larry 

Papernick
alessia frighetto
Peter and chathie frise
andrea m. frossard
louise and John fry
Judy e. funkenhauser
maria l. gabriele
sandra gage
gary and heidi gagnier
carol l. gagnon
Joyce and gabriel gagnon
Judy gagnon
rodney a. gagnon
siobhan gaizutis
larry e. galimanis
Kimberly m. gallant
Peter gallo
J. brian gamble
Jeanette h. gammon
bill ganderup
Patricia a. gangnon
honggang gao
rose a. garant
Kelly a. garbe
John f. garbutt
linda garbutt
Kevin m. and sharyn gardiner

David m. gardner
andrew garlatti
Joan m. and John garside
marina gasic
antonio f. gaspar
michelle l. gaus
garry and Janet gauthier
corey a. gauvin
laura m. gavin
nishant gehani
Patricia gehl
lily gen
glenn h. and angela genik
iva gentcheva
stacy g. george
frances a. georgeff
theresa georges
svetlana georgieva
catherine m. gernaey
Patricia gertsakis
Kathleen m. gerus
achla ghai
maria giampuzzi
Joseph gibala
edwin g. gibb
adrianne c. gibbons
Joanne gibbs
Patricia m. giesler
christine gignac
Danielle c. gignac
Keith D. gilbert
Paul and Joanne gilbert
r. a. gilbert
ronald gilchrist
Olga P. gill
Kevin P. gillen
John K. gilliam
Peter O. gilmore
gabriel and alexandra 

giordano
sonia giovanatto
gerry girard
gabriella girardi
s. girling
Dan gladman
James g. glasier
sasha glavic
brian and Judith glover
Kyle w. goettl
raymond h. gohren
marlene s. gold
Pamela J. gold
greg P. goldhawk
noel f. goldhawk
r. e. goldstein
christine a. goodchild
alexis gordon
martha a. gould
Deb goulding
stephanie gower
Jonathan D. gowing
lisa m. grabowski
Jeffrey J. graham
carol grainger boyes
Jessica h. grajczyk
caterina grammatico
linda l. grant
barbara gray
herbert e. gray
the graybiel family
Joy e. green
margaret and David green
wallace and marie green
mary e. green
michael J. green
Douglas g. greenfield
carolyn l. green
thomas r. greer
John r. greven
catherine m. grey
Danny J. grignion
george and brigid grode
Krista groen courneyea
Patricia l. grom
claire m. grondin
Diane e. grondin
lorraine grondin
Jiyi gu
yanjie gu
Jianfei guan

christine a. gudas-murphy
carmen a. guenzel
tristan guerrero
lynn guest
lino guidolin
gurpal s. guram
edward and Jean gut
lynn guthrie
maxine e. guyitt
nadia a. hachem
wilda m. and george 

haddock
george w. hadre
marilyn l. and Omer l. 

hageniers
andrew e. haggert
maureen haggith
marcus hahn
John D. hall
elizabeth a. and robert 

halliday
linda P. hallinan
michelle D. hamelin
thomas m. hamilton
george c. hammerschmidt
Danielle m. l. handsor
carla v. hanneman
wilma and brian hannon
glenn D. hanselman
azizul haque
mary l. hargreaves
sina hariri
Jeremy r. harness
frances J. and ralph harper
Janet and Paul harris
aline and ray harrison
brian K. harrison
aaron K. hart
elnora hartford
randolph J. hartwick
marilyn a. harvey
n. harvie
ida hary
geri a. haskell
cliffie r. hasson
carr hatch
christine a. hatt-Pyne
gordon w. l. hau
brad haughey
allison D. hawkins
marie a. hawkins
Douglas c. hayes
corey J. hayter
Peter J. healy
lynn heaphy
Janice l. hearn
mary r. heath
linda and mark heavens
ronald g. hebert
violet r. hecnar
Jo ann c. heil
Karen hellerman
ruth a. henault
m. lynne hendershot
alana l. henderson
thomas a. henderson
Judy lynn henry
anna henshaw
Paul f. henshaw
Donna l. hered
blanca e. hernandez 

villagomez
glenn herrell
Jeffrey J. hewitt
K. hibbert
anne higgins
Dennis higgs
constance c. hillgartner
Jeffrey and lynne hillman
martin and leah hills
carol and neil hines
frederick b. hines
eshai i. hirshberg and renee 

n. Dufour
winona J. hoad
nancy J. hoberg
brenda l. hobson
syed a. hoda
lisa m. hodgins
Orval w. hodgkin

Jean hodolich
cameron m. hoepp
timothy J. and wendy e. 

hoffman
robert veteri and Kathleen 

hofmans
Joy a. and bill hogarth
mary l. hogg
Keith hole
susan holiga
timothy hollett
susan holloway
carol holm
roger l. honsberger
ed and terri hooft
carl t. horn
bill horne
candice J. horton
Donald w. hotchkiss
yizhen hou
mike houlahan
youfong hsieh
gang hu
lingwei hu
fengming m. huang
xiao huang
bunny hubbard
sandra e. hudec
Joseph f. hueglin
l. hughes marsh
Paul t. hughes
tanya l. hughes
adam J. hunsberger
martin hunt
thomas s. hunt
mark s. hunter
Paul g. hunter
carrie hunting
larry and irene hurajt
christina J. hurlock-

chorostecki
laurie a. hurst
benjamin s. hussey
Keith and barbara hutcheson
Janice l. hutchison
irma e. hybsky
scott m. hyland
Peter iacovone
anna iatonna
mary-ann ienna
bret ifill
catherine m. iles-Peck
rita infanti
luigi ingratta
wilfred and Jane innerd
Donald J. and lucy e. intihar
gregory ioanidis
ilan ishai
glenn a. israel
Kalid Jaboo
David t. Jack
michael g. Jacko
william a. Jacko
John K. Jackson
chirs and lori Jacobs
ron Jacobs
mary f. Jaffray
rosemary K. Jakovcic
Jo-ann f. Jamail
suzanne r. Jamail
m. June James
r. craig and frances James
roy g. James
albert and stephanie Janisse
mark and Karen Janisse
Paul and belinda Jankulovski
lena Janosik
mary m. Janzen
margaret i. Jennings
roberta a. Jennings
chunjiao Ji
alan Johnson
allan Johnson
allan m. Johnson
Deana Johnson
Jen a. Johnson
Jessie Johnson
Karen e. Johnson
ralph h. Johnson
sonia Johnson
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Doreen Johnston
glenn Johnston
J. robert Johnston
mary anne c. Johnston
matthew t. Johnston
Jennifer and george Johrendt
John f. Jolie
stephanie Jolie
frances P. Jones
gloria m. Jung
rebecca a. Kacaba
shane r. Kadlec
frederick and filomena 

Kaiser
Dzana Kalajdzic
anna m. Kancko
Kulwant s. Kang
morton Kaplan
vesna Kaps
antoni Karaczyn
louise and mark Karch
michael Karcz
scott w. Kariunas
mohammed a. Kashem
Donald l. Kasta
Jacqueline a. Kavanaugh
martin Kaye
wanda Keeling-walter
Patricia a. Keenan
ruth Keenan
robert D. Kefgen
Judith m. Keightley
helmut Keil
Jerrold J. Keilman
norbert and anna marie 

Keller
carol m. and Kenneth Kelly
mike and maria Kelly
Patricia n. Kelly
robert J. Kemler
geoff Kemper
lilli e. Kenna
cara Kennedy
linda J. Kennedy
sandra Kennelly
mary l. Kenny
John D. Kent
Pamela Keppie
Josette m. Kett
clare e. Kettlewell
amir h. Khashayar
Joseph l. Kieczor
alice K. Kielly
Jaimie l. Killingbeck
Jim King
Jodi Kipg
linda D. and robert Kipping
lisa Kiritsis
allison m. Kissner
Diane l. Kitowski
ashley Klunder
eugene and Josephine 

Klymko
agatha J. Knelsen
Donna J. Knight
shirley Knight
christopher g. Knowles
terrence J. Knuckle
Jennifer m. and Jeff 

Kobayashi
susan J. Kocela
catherine Koch
catharine m. and John 

Koekuyt
r. John Kominar
elizabeth r. Kominek
Dorothy m. Konyha
sandra l. Konyu
maryclare Koopman
John r. Kosanovic
John Kosnik
mira Kovacevic
william K. Kovacs
andrew Kovarcsik
nicole c. Kovats
John and heather Kozolanka
Kenneth J. Krapf
catherine e. Krebs
rudolf Kreis
richard and Joan Krieger

arun Krishnamurti
Justin D. Kritikos
Jean h. Kroes
nikola Krznaric
stephen a. Kubica
nikki Kumar
lynne J. Kuntz
Kenneth J. Kupisz
anthony J. Kurecka
Oluwabukola J. Kushimo
martina Kusi-mensah
shirley and arthur Kussner
Katherine m. Kwiatkowski
michael D. Kyryliuk
cathy and tony la tona
m. Debra and Dale labute
lise lacasse schultz
trudy m. ladanchuk
michel laferriere
laurie l. lafferty
James b. laforet
michael and ann lafreniere
Dorey lafreniere
sridatt lakhan
Jayshree D. lakhani
mary Jane lally
tracy and vincent lally
annette c. lalonde
Patricia a. lalonde
tammy l. lalonde
mark lalovich
bon and cynthia lam
man-ho D. lam
John g. lamantia
rosemarie K. and william 

lamb
angela y. lambing
larry and laura lamon
ghislain l. lamothe
gary l. and antoinette 

lamphier
Kenneth l. P. lancaster
Dan and lisa landry
J. mark langdon
m. craig langley
Joseph g. langlois
erica a. langpeter moir
nelson D. laporte
wendy l. a. laramie
emmanuel y. and carol r. 

larbi
Kim and wendy larsen
heidi J. lasi
stephen laufer
lori laughton
nathan m. laurie
Paul c. lawhead
terri m. lawrence-tayler
chantel m. lawton
brian  lazarus
cari-lynn m. lazarus
franco lazzarin
Kiera c. le
Jo-ann D. leake
margaret a. leathers
elaine m. leblanc
susanne c. leddy
hyunshik lee
Jessica lee
Jonathan P. lee
lawrence lee
marta lee
roy r. lee
timothy and susan leeney
lilian e. lee-shanok
Jerome P. and Judy lafaive
robert b. leggat
lube lemarbe
David J. lennox
John r. lennox
sam leong
Judith e. lePage
bruce a. and gayle lepine
frank lepore
lynn m. leroux
wayne a. lesko
Joy lesperance
rodica leu
claire-marie levesque
martin levesque

gerard and simone levesque
gerald J. and barbara levine
sheila a. lewandowski
Jamie lewis
laura lewis
lisa m. lewis
John and lori lewis
michael w. lewis
andrea m. lewis-longmuir
Qiuping Q. li
su s. liang
randy licastro
lynda a. lieberman
sin-onn liew
nick m. ligori
andrea r. lim
Peter J. lind
sylvia m. lindquist
John linn
linda linnell
corona liscio
calvin little
helle little
David t. y. liu
wei liu
Deborah livneh
charlotte loaring
Phyllis lockrey
Pauline m loewenhardt
Jewell D. lofsky
Joseph lok
Joanne and bill lombardo
tao long
gary K. and marilynne 

lonnee
caterina  and sal lopez
richard loreto
Denny b. loucao
wayne louie
shannon louks
Dianna m. lovell
leigh-anne loxton
ann loyst
sharon and christopher 

lozinski
brandi l. lucier
carole a. lucier
Petar lukic
richard m. lumley
robert O. lumley
meighan e. lung
Dianne l. lussier
steven lutsch
Diane luu
cathy a. lynd
nancy lynk
brad lynn
clara lyons
Jane K. lyons
Joan h. lyons
Janna maaten
James macadams
steven a. macchio
catherine m. macDonald
elizabeth m. macDonald
John h. macDonald
Patricia macDonald
ray f. macDonell
gordon a. macgibbon
mairi e. macgregor
brenda macintyre
Danielle m. macintyre
lee f. macisaac
alison macKenzie
carolyn macKenzie
Drew l. macKlin
Kevin macnaughton
lillian g. macneil
rodrick g. macPherson
James v. macri
brijesh K. madaan
John t. madigan
geralyn a. mady
Diana mady Kelly
lynn e. magda
Kathy and mark magee
mary maggini
Darlene and Jay c. mahler
mary f. mahovilich
chad r. mailloux

David t. mailloux
Jeanine l. mailloux
sharron e. mailloux
Kim m. maisonneuve
george mak
brian s. makaric
victoria makel
edward J. maksimowski
ruth f. malenda
lisa m. malenfant
michael malkoun
brenda J. mallat
brenden mallette
Joanne m. mallette
anna malo
Dawn malone
steven m. malone
robert J. malpass
Domenic mammarella
Karen l. mammonas
Dino  mancini
melissa mancini
ryan l. mancini
grace m. manias
tamara and Dave manicom
laurie and bruce manzer
Donald and gianna 

manzerolle
John and sandra manzig
christopher and maria 

manzon
anna marano
sandra marar
Percival marcaida
mary a. marchand
michael and fabiana 

marchand
toni marcon-stewart
gilles marcoux
Jean-Paul w. marentette
monique J. marentette
Paul s. marentette
marijaana marietti
Jerome e. marion
stan J. markiewicz
robert markovich
bonnie l. marn
geoffrey v. marr
gavin marshall
annette l. martin
erin r. martin
nicole martin
ronald c. martin
vicky l. martin
anna martinello
regina martinello
francesca s. martino
frances martino-soulliere
Danielle maryschak
carol a. mascherin and 

stephen negridce
robert J. masino
brian masse
chester b. masse
richard J. masse
Denise m. masse-tetreault
Julien masson
brian w. masters
alexandru v. mates
Diane f. and stuart mathew
nawal mathkoor
anju mathur
Karen m. matsui
michael J. matteis
Douglas J. matton
cristiano mauricio
Jan mavraganis
Janet n. max
mary ann max
Jan e. maxwell
Jeffery g. may
John r. mayhue
Kevin a. maynard
ian P. mayo
monique Diotte
John h. mazloumian
carolynn l. and O. m. 

mazuryk
rodrigo a. mazza
maria mazzorini

brian mcadam
terry m. mcalinden
laura e. mcalister
christine D. mcallister
robert and margaret 

mcallum
Peter mcbean
emily m. mcbride
Diane e. mccahill
David a. and linda mccallum
tom and euleen mccann
Janet and edward mccarron
Karole mccart
molly a. mccarthy
John mccauley
sherry mccauley
Daniel K. and suzanne l. 

mcclean
missy J. fiorino
christiane m. mccloskey
Janet m. mcconnell
Ken mccorkle
linda r. mccormick
susan c. mccracken
Dana J. mccullough
scott a. mcDowall
alice mcDowell
roderick and laurie 

mcDowell
Paula e. mcDowell
shane mcevoy
J. marian mcewan
amanda e. mcewen
Paul and Diane mcgary
ashley mcgee
frank mcgee
James f. mcgee
frank a. mcgilvery
stephen mcgrail
barbara a. mcgregor
lisa m. a. mcguire
elizabeth a. mchugh
terrance e. mchugh
mary mcilmurray
Kris mcinnis
Kathleen e. mcintosh-authier
terrence s. mcKay
Karen h. mcKechnie
allan J. mcKenzie
amanda c. mclachlan
s. D. and grace mclaren
Katherine s. mclaren
Jean e. mclaughlin
luisa and robert l. 

mclaughlin
Pauline t. mclaughlin
beverly g. and David mclean
bonnie h. mclean
gerald and iris mclean
Jennie mclean
lynn mclean
robert i. and m. Joyce 

mclean
rod and Patricia mclean
mary-anne mclellan
lynn mcleod
neil e. mcleod
charlene mcmahon
Dawn l. mcmahon
Kathleen mcmahon
marie mcmahon
nancy mcmahon
rita c. mcmahon
James a. mcmillan
matthew J. mcmillan
lily r. and Ken mcmorine
edward a. mcnabb
robert mcnally
terry w. mcnally
allan mcnamee
terry mcnamee
Jada mcnaughton
elaine t. mcneil
linda mcQuade simms
Jim m. mctaggart
malcolm D. mctaggart
sandra mcvannel
Jackie mcvittie
esmaeil mehrabi
mahesh m. mehta

Paola f. melconian
robert J. mellon
David e. melnyk
Jason J. melo
richard J. meloche
thomas e. meloche
tracy m. menard
liz mendler
madalin mently
theodore c. mercado
mary s. mercer
Kalju merimets
heather merritt
mary m. mersereau
alan and heather metcalfe
Donna and gary meunier
alexander J. meyer
brian a. meyer
maria mijac
Daria milenkovic
cynthia l. miles
helga miletic
ursula i. miletic
carolyn millar
Judy D. millard
Kimberly a. miller
marilyn and gary miller
sheryl a. and James miller
craig c. milliken
David and gayle mills
adam and marie mills
michal miloszewski
James a. and Patty minello
vaughan minor
henry minton
ada mio
vincent mior
maria a. miranda
charmaine m. miron
maryam s. mirtaheri
arthur b. miskew
Don b. miskew
srdjan miskovic
anne misner
frederick w. mitchell
vivian l. mitchell
edward mock
rosemarie moher
lillian g. mokievski-Zubok
mario i. mollicone
robyn K. molyneau
montana molyneux
mehdi monfared
Kevin P. mongeon
maureen a. monk
nicholas m. montagano
spurgeon and ellen 

montague
Kenneth c. moon
Pamela a. moor
Karen e. morand
blake h. and Deborah a. 

morden
maria i. g. morgado
lynda and Jim morgan
robertand evelyn morin
ron and tracy morley
John f. and Denise morneau
bob morrison
David and marla morrison
Patricia-lynne moscatello
Douglas and Jeannine mosey
irene h. moskal-moumeni 

and abrahim moumeni
louise e. mouradian
rose and adnan mousaly
Phil mousseau
amon m. mpagazehe
rolf w. mueller
bernard J. mulhern
bryan and marianne mulhern
bernadette m. mullen
Judith and robert munro
Kimberly J. munro
robert a. munro
Johnny m. murer
ivana s. murphy
leisha  murphy
Paul and lorraine murphy
rosa m. murphy
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thomas and rosemary 
murphy

walter J. and violet murphy
gail murray
megan a. muscat
Peter P. muscedere
Judy a. musgrove
roy musgrove
David e. myles
John P. mysak
Patricia a. nadasdi
stephanie nagle
cecilia naiem
robert nairn
vera najdovska
timothy a. namespetra
stephen nardone
mena r. nargi
Pat nash
bichitra n. nayak
robert w. and carol nebel
wendy a. neil
natalie albani
howard s. neubauer
Debra newell
helen newman
hung-chee ng
tah m. and clara ngo
Daniel nguyen
heather a. niblock
susan l. nicholas
lori J. nicholls-car
Donald h. nicholson
nancy J. nicholson
Peggy nickerson
virginia nicol
vasilia b. nicolas
Domenic n. nicoletta
Karen l. nicoletti
ellen r. nightingale
marko nikolic
steven b. nixon
irene l. and albert nizzero
Kristine nohavicka
Philip b. norton
susan norwood
sabrina notarangelo
anne novak
Jo-anne novice
Ositadinma nriagu
stephen J. nuspl
Zdzislaw g. Obierski
andrew t. s. O’brien
grace O’brien
Kelly s. O’brien
matt O’brien
sylvia O’brien
tom O’brien
Diana O’connor
leo J. O’connor
Diane l. O’Dell
margaret a. and neil 

O’gorman
vartan Ohanessian
sam a. Okkema
Paul O’leary
rosemarie h. Olivero
marcella a. Olivotto
carol a. O’mara
Peter J. O’marra
michael s. O’meara
mary a. O’neail
celeste l. O’neil
cornelia s. O’neil
margaret a. O’neil
Patrick b. O’neil
James v. O’neill
mark O’neill
nzenalu O. Onuoha
goolam m. Oozeer
thomas w. Orchard
edward g. Orendorff
michael r. Orenstein
barbara r. Ormond
louise v. Orr
lynda Orton-hill
robert w. and Debbie 

Osborne
tracy J. O’shaughnessy
gerry Ouellette

heather Ouimet
Jane and John Oulton
shona e. Outridge
Jean m. Overholt
David s. Owen
brian m. Owens
carol r. Owens
cory Owens
Kristyn Owers
louis l. Ozbolt
claude a. Page
elio and edda Palazzi
Janine r. Paley
rosamund Palmer
margit Palnau
Pareshkumar Pandya
minocher and nilufer 

Panthaky
Donna J. Pantin
angela m. Papas
lisa m. Papoushek
enzo a. Pappini
Diane Paquette
emilienne Paquette
Jonathon l. Paquin

angela m. Paradis
stephanie a. Paraschak
virindar K. Parasram
Jeffrey s. Parco
steven r. Pardy
Jennifer n. Parent
Kristine m. Parent
stephanie Parent
Joseph and cynthia m. 

Paribello
Jenny a. Paris
gino P. Parisotto
michelle Parkes
David D. Paron
Katharine e. Parr
laurel c. Parson
tommy m. Pase
Diane Pastorius
walter J. Pastorius
Dushyant P. Patel
raj Patil
J. Kathryn Patterson
Jennifer Patterson
rick K. Patterson
clifton and margarita 

Pattison
Omar f. Patwari
noelle Pavlovic
richard a. and margaret 

Pawelek
John c. Pearson
Kerry e. Pekrul
sandra J. Pelka
maria Pellarin
stephen e. Pellarin
suzanne m. Pellarin
catherine Pelletier
linda a. Pelshok
barbara i. Penhale
lisa Penick

Joan K. Pepper
tony Peraino
valerie Percival
andrea l. Percy
henry Pereira
evelyn s. Perez-youssoufian
conrad a. Perl
mario Perri
valeria Perry
ivan w. Pessotto
frank and ann Petrlich
steven l. Petroff
michelle Petrosenko 
ryan P. Petrozzi
michael g. Petrunik
ruth a. Petryshyn
walter r. Petryshyn
gerald m. Pfalzer
Paul D. Pfeiffer
sandra s. Phelps
lynne P. Phillips
timothy s. Phipps
william s. Phounpadith
Ornella Piccolo
David w. Pickford

ranieri m. Picotti
beth Piet
marianne i. Pieters
Janice l. Pillon
terry ann m. Pillon
David and lisa Pinciuc
Joanne m. Pinkalla
lynda Pinnington
Joseph Pintur
tom Pistore
Pierina Pittao
nicholas Pizzacalla
Dawn m. and ralph Pizzo
ada Pizzolitto
angela m. Pizzuti
Zina m. Plantus
steve D. Platz
angela m. Plaunt
frederick and anne Plexman
marilyn J. Plotzke
michael f. and victoria 

Pocock
Donald l. Pohlman
marc and Diana Poirier
marlene m. Poisson
armand and hilda Poitras
ali Polat
Kathy Poli
Peter and wendy Pomponio
elizabeth a. Pongratz
michael c. Poole
adrienne e. Popa
frank and Diana Porfilio
robin Porter
mike Porubovic
vera Potocek
Kelly l. Potter
william J. Poulos
baden m. Powell
Deborah and Peter Powell

william P. Power
norma J. Powers
lily anne Powis
scott Powrie
Joyce m. Poynter
laura c. Prada
sankar n. Prakash
michael s. and susan e. 

Pranschke
eliana Prantera
Douglas w. Pratt
Kimberly a. Pray
michael and helene 

Predhomme
heather a. Preston
marjorie g. Preston
Paul Pribojan
natalie n. Price
monique Prieur
Patricia Prieur
Janice Primeau
catharine a. Proctor
lorne h. Propas
fernand g. Proulx
mark r. Provost

Joe m. Prsa
assunta t. Pugliese
Joe Puhl
florence r. Pullo
Preston g. Punga
sasha Purio
andrew g. Pushalik
Joe and carol Quattrocchi
therese a. Quenneville
Janet l. Quinlan
Jeffrey r. Quinlan
Jamie a. Quinn
nancy Quinn
roderick J. and brigitte 

Quinney
connie Quinn-vaillant
linda f. Quirk
sharon racicot
James e. radmore
Delores raffin
Jessica raffoul
Jag rai
idumban a. rajan
Jerry f. rakus
carol a. and David a. 

ramsdale
andrew e. ramsz
emily a. randle
lorie l. ranieri
David v. raniga
catherine e. rankine
surath rao
Donald J. raper
idalia h. rappe
Karen rapson
frank and Debra rastin
edward m. raymond
anthony P. rea
lynda J. rea
lawrence P. reaume

marissa l. reaume
Daniela rebellato
michael J. reeb
Jennifer l. reed
lisa m. regan
John a. regier
henry e. regts
lisa g. reichheld
madeleine reid
robert e. reid
scott reid
edwin D. reimer
henry J. reimer
Joseph m. reis
nathan and nikki reiter
carol renaud
roland renaud
wayne and Denise renaud
mohammad Z. reslan
rena respicio
erin reynolds
stephanie f. rhea
m. Patricia ricciatti-lenyre
michele and randy rice
fred and christine richard

David P. richards
heidi m. richards
Danielle richer and Paul 

finlayson
michelle l. richling
glenn w. rideout
vern riediger
colin rieveley
w. gordon rigby
barbara rilett
anne l. riley-Zebarth
anthony i. rimac
Kristal D. ringham
roxann ritchie
Patrick a. rivait
r.J. rivard
francis x. rivest
Patricia and Kevin roberts
cathy e. robertson
Jack w. robertson
Karen m. robertson
susan robinet
brian P. robinson
Douglas and victoria 

robinson
helen robinson
rachel m. robinson
John robson
enzo f. rocca
gary P. and emily rocheleau
craig a. rogers
craig v. rollins
J. Owen romagnoli
lucas romeo
catherine e. romiens
thomas a. root
franklin b. rosar
irlma rose
edward rosenbaum
wanda rosicki

andrew t. ross
James and beatrice ross
norman ross
susan e. ross
warren ross and beryl wang
Karen roth
susan roth
Kathleen m. roy
lucille a. roy
susan D. roy
carla gatti rozell
elaine ruba
emily a. ruch
william and nancy ruch
george J. rudanycz
Kaziu f. rudzinski
maria ruisi
a. June rummerfield
mary Karen rundell
James b. rundle
elaine rupke
lynda m. rush
robin rushinko
nevi m. rusich
raoul rusich
susan i. rusk
nina russell
gerald and beverley russette
Kimberly l. ruston
victor ruszczak
elliot rutherford
lora l. ruttle-moser
Kate ryan
michael t. ryan
robert P. ryan
sean m. ryan
tim ryan
steven D. ryckman
elizabeth ryzer
edward a. sabga
Judy and Keith saby
edward and Paula sacilotto
Jeraline sadi
tim and Kerry sadoquis
myrna e. sage
carmela D. salice
sandra g. sallach
steven e. salm
alan walter salmoni
alison e. samson
sheba samuels
Jennie l. sanders
nicholas m. sandirasegaram
mary sandre
robert sandre
Joseph s. sanfilippo
naaila sangrar
nithiyananthan 

saravanamuthu
John P. sarlo
michel sassine
Paul and sandy sasso
barry c. saunders
Joseph e. sauve
mark and lorri sauve
Kevin m. savard
Joseph savoni
Peter c. and hilde sawatzky
alan e. sawtell
susan s. sawyer-beaulieu
sabatino s. sbrocca
frank scarfone
Kenneth w. schaphorst
David a. schatzker
sydney schatzker
Jerry schen
bonnie and J. albert 

schepers
william m. schertzer
charles a. schiano 
Patricia e. schifferli
horst schmidt
christopher J. schnurr
Donald J. schnurr
margaret g. schram
brenda schreiber
Diane l. schroeder
Doris a. schroeder
John w. schwanneke
Donelda J. schwartzentruber

the education i received at the university of windsor gave me the necessary 

skills to succeed in multiple facets of my life. giving back is the best way to 

show thanks to the place that is a large reason for what i am and who i am 

today- both professionally and personally.

Chris Clark, B.Comm ’94
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Patricia a. schwing
antonino sciacca
mary-alice searles
margaret r. seech
henry h. seewald
Jeffrey J. segeren
barton J. seguin
tracey seguin
michael l. seicean
bryan sellan
James b. sellan
george and Jo-anne service
warren J. seton
mark a. seupersaud
lana t. sgambelluri
Karen m. shamblaw
Daniel g. shand and marion 

b. O’sullivan
helen a. sharabura
christopher m. sharland
heather i. sharp
trimbak shastri
Katherine h. and robert b. 

shaw
larry shaw
timothy shea
maureen sheehan
Omer sheikh
robin and carol shepherd
Jennifer shepley
brian J. sherman
chris shewfelt
vanessa m. shields
subhash shinde
celina shoji
sandi shoust
mary a. showell
glyn and tracie buck
yat yee r. shum
Jennifer sibley
akram h. siddiqi
a.siebert
walter n. sigmund
David silcox and linda 

intaschi
tricia silliphant
brian simard
akos simon
carmen and Deborah simone
stella simonitto
barbara m. simpson
brian c. simpson
magda n. simpson
John r. and Deborah sinasac
lisa a. sinasac
yvonne m. sinasac
Kimberly a. sinclair
matthew c. sinclair
John a. singleton
Daniel r. sionov
michael D. sirizzotti
samuel a. sisco
vera sitar
hoda skaff
r. shakun
Pamela e. skillings
Jeanette a. a. skinner
toby c. sklash
Josephine skuza
laurie a. slingerland
inga sliskovic
Patricia m. and lyle sloan
Deryck e. small
Dennis J. smart
michael smiles
Julie smit
arlene and Donald smith
christopher smith
clayton, angella and eva 

smith
colleen and gerald smith
constance l. smith
harley s. smith
Katrina a. smith
marty u. smith
mary ann smith
nancy l. smith-wilson
Dalton and margaret snelling
Philip l. so
alessandra soane

michael soave
richard s. solcz
christopher J. solet
mario sonego
stephanie soulliere
gino souran
cecil c. southward
gino sovran
frank a. spadini
rosalie spence
rita sperduti
lynn m. srokosz
Kevin and linda st. Denis
Denise m. st. louis
evelyn st. Pierre
gerald and lucille st. Pierre
m. hazel st. Pierre
Judith l. st. Pierre
Kim and terry st. Pierre
melissa st. Pierre
Patricia a. st. Pierre
w. earl stadder
ana-maria staffen
mary Katherine stainton
amanda standel
Kimberly J. stanley
celene m. stanley-beck
louis J. stark
eddy staudt
george staudt
John w. steel
william c. and glynis steel
lillian steele
ryan n. steer
etna stefani
Joseph m. steiner
roula stergianis
Kathryn and larry sterling
James stevenson
linda l. stevenson
Jeannette stewart
robert and Kay stezycki
Kirsti m. stipanicic
luigia stivella
william D. stockwell
Zoran stojkovski
louis J. stokes
Paul J. stothers
Jill and matthew stoyanovich
marjorie stoyanovich
nels stoyanovich
barbara a. strauss
robert J. street
gerry strong
robert J. strong
ross e. struthers
michael and mary stuart 

melanson
william and marilyn 

stubberfield
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giuliana tricarico and alberto 

nunez
mattia trinier
evelyn and raymond 

tronchin
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Paul J. trudell
brian and tammy trudell
John tsakonas
mary P. tuck
fred f. tuerke
K. tulloch
anne turgeon
Katherine turnbull
christine and Jeff turner
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Daniel and althea tymec
anthony tymstra
md Jashim uddin
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christopher s. urban
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gordon vail
mark van bekkum
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ronald and mary van 

Koughnett
ed van veen
neil t. van velzen
randy and ann van wagner
Kathy t. vandelinder
edna vander muren

marcia vanderheyden
Kevin J. vandolder and 

christine m. beaudin
John f. vani
tracie a. vanvrouwerff
shirley varcoe
nick vecchio
mireille m. vegso
Krishnaveni velayutham
thomas a. vella-Zarb
maria f. ventura
cathy venuto
mary verbeek
sue verbeem
matteo verrilli
brian J. verschraegen
gary P. verslycken
christopher s. vertz
robert veteri and Kathleen 

hofmans
margaret a. vicente
nicole t. vignone
Paula l. and nicolino vincelli
allan g. vinni
frank a. vita
Zina c. vivier
Dennis m. voakes
veronica voakes
michael vogel
harold K. vogt
Dante vozza
Denise m. vriesacker
maria vrzoc
audrey e. waddell
helen m. and robert b. wade
Donald r. wadsworth
Kendall r. wadsworth
rafael w. wagner
Patrick P. wai
Karen e. walker
Kim walker
lisa walker
lori l. walker
maureen m. and bryan c. 

walker
susan v. walker
vicky a. walker
hugh e. walling
David a. walsh
larry g. walsh
Keqin c. wang
yeqiang wang
Donna m. warkentin
alden h. warner
angela and timothy warnock
Kathleen warren
margie warren
rafid m. warsalee
christopher waters
Diane l. watson
elizabeth K. watson
Josephine watson
michelle l. watters
cindy l. webb
terry b. webb
norman J. webster
Deborah c. weeks
ronald g. weese
wendy s. weinberg
ann e. weir
clinton J. weir
ivan m. weis
helmut welker
christine and william 

wellington
Jodi wells
J. Paul west
lyn t. westfall-tramble
grant westlake
David and norma wheatley
mark J. wheatley
alexander P. white
Dean white
michael J. white
Paul J. white
wayne and shirley whitfield
Judith m. whiting
tammy l. l. whitlock
gregory w. whittal
Doris l. whitteker

Kristopher J. wickens
natasha g. wiebe
ronald w. wieleba
f. w. wigle
Peter J. wigle
David wilcox
letitia wilcox
michael K. wilcox
carol a. wilk
Julie m. wilkin
robert h. wilkinson
wm. and f. wilkinson
Denise h. williams
noel and  margaret williams
walter P. willms
victoria r. wills
carolyn P. wilson
Doug b. wilson
mary c. and thomas wilson
melinda m. wilson
shirley wilson
anton e. wimmer
Kenneth r. winch
John a. winchester
alister and Diane 

winsborough
Don winterton
Johannes P. winzinger
ronald D. witton
Janine m. woehl
marian c. wolanski
tad wolanski
mark m. wolfe
martha K. wolfe
holly l. wolter
tony t. t. and Dung l. wong
David P. wood
Jason wood
Kevin b. wood
laura h. wood
sarah woodruff atkinson
madeleine woods
glenda l. wootton
richard r. wozenilek
sean wraight
heather i. wright
miriam wright
torrie l. wright
hao xu
hui xu
Di lian yang
Pearl c. yauk
ama f. yeboah
Kofi yeboah
elaine yee-howarth
gerald c. young
man b. yu
Dennis J. yurke
rachel Zachariah
trevor w. Zachary
christian and elena Zaharia
sam and mary Zaltz
angela Zanier
susan m. Zanin
christopher b. Zappio
John s. Zarebski
maxim Zavet
christopher Zelezney
Joseph Zerafa
Jamie g. Zettle
chi Zhang
shuzhen Zhao
Jia hai Zheng
alison Zilli
monica r. Zimmer
barbara Zimmerman
J. terence Zinger
Patricia Zoch
Kerri Zold
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sabrina botsford has always been determined. starting her 

fourth year in the bachelor of science honours in behaviour, 

cognition, and neuroscience, she has already successfully 

completed her medical college admission test (mcat) and is 

on track to medical school.

Determined as she is, Botsford has had much help along the 
way. Since the beginning of  her undergraduate experience in 2009, 
Botsford has maintained the Dean’s Renewal Entrance Scholarship 
($1,750 per term). She has also acquired numerous bursaries, 
ranging in amount from the Community Scholar Bursary ($500) 
awarded in 2009 to the Father Louis J. Bondy C.S.B. Bursary ($1,000) 
awarded in 2010. Botsford has also received esteemed awards such 

as the Ben Meyer Memorial Award ($1,800) in early 2012. 
“I’ve really been able to focus on my studies,” says Botsford 

about the benefits of  receiving her scholarships and bursaries. “It’s 
cleared up my [work] schedule a lot.” 

Botsford explains that financial aid has enabled her to take on 
new experiences beyond the classroom. She is currently president 
of  the University’s Golden Key Chapter and is working throughout 
the summer in Dr. Lisa Porter’s lab for the Department of  Biological 
Sciences, where she is also developing her thesis on tuberin, an 
essential protein that is also a tumour suppressor. 

“I really love my program of  study,” says Botsford 
enthusiastically. “It’s busy, but I enjoy it. Learning and working is a 
good combination.” 

Passionate as she is about her education, Botsford admits that it 
would not have been the same without the generosity shown to her.

“My education has always been on me,” explains Botsford, who 
comes from a single-parent family. “Honestly, money and finances 
have never had to be a concern.”

Donations to University of  Windsor students stretch farther 
than most realize. 

Of  her scholarships and bursaries, Botsford adds: “It really helps 
me keep focused. I’ve enjoyed my time in the lab so much during 
my undergrad. It would be amazing to someday combine research 
and patient care.”

To make a donation is to make a difference in the life of  a 
student like Botsford. The commitment and support that the 
University of  Windsor receives is an investment in the bright future 
of  its students. 

DETERMINATION TO SUCCEED

LEGACY CIRCLE
Legacy donations, usually made through wills and insurance plans, are directed by the donor following much care and consideration 
and often reflect a life of  dedication to the University of  Windsor. Thanks to all members of  the Legacy Circle who have honoured this 
institution and its students with a planned gift. 
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$1,000,000 +
bruel & Kjaer sound & 

vibration measurement 
a/s (h.Q.)

$100,000 - $999,999
avaya canada corp
municipality of leamington

$10,000 - $99,999
centerline (windsor) limited

$5,000 - $9,999
cf Design (blue ridge 

numerics)
Donald e. arpin
mayhew and associates

$2,500 - $4,999
caPe testing services
earle m. Jorgensen canada
george and Kimberly King

$1,000 - $2,499
cartesian tube (vr3 

engineering)
fastenal
manor tool & Die inc.
msc software

$500 - $999
advanced machining services 

inc.
advantage engineering
anm industries
george solomon & sons
lacasse Printing
Pamela macarthur
schaeffler group usa inc.
service mould inc.
windsor laser cutting

$250 - $499
apex tool group (crescent 

wrench)
aurora bearing
briggs and stratton
calspan
calvin w. and Kim l. moore
canadian laser
canadian tire
carstar
cross canada auto body 

supply ltd.
international hardcoating inc.
JD lincoln
landau gage ltd.
Omni tool limited
Printworx windsor
spartan slings
university of windsor school 

of visual arts
urgent e.D.m. service inc.

windsor Precision gundrill
windsor upholstery and auto 

trim ltd.

$100 - $249
fcf custom fab
Jet xstream
mclearie & sons heat 

treating ltd.
rick’s Performance
us steel automotive centre
xact Pattern & fixture

Each year, programs across campus receive gifts that are 
greatly appreciated, yet whose value is difficult to quantify.

These are not gifts of  cash or convertible equities. These are the 
many particular goods or services that are extraordinarily helpful for 
students. 

Gifts in-kind are items such as those the School of  Dramatic Art 
may receive that bring real authenticity to a University Players 
production. These are the specialized electronics equipment or 
software that enables a project in a technical program to go forward. 
Other gifts may fulfill needs for a varsity team, the Odette School of  
Business, the Paul Martin Law Library or even a group of  graduate 
students whose project takes them into a remote corner of  our planet. 

For Rino Marinelli of  Omni Tool, gifts in-kind are an annual 
routine. “We let students on the SAE Baja and Formula teams use our 
tooling, under our guidance, to build components of  their vehicles. 
This is a different aspect of  the students’ learning experience and we 
are happy to help them learn the link between designing a part and 
being able to manufacture it.

“These students may be future employees, or leaders in our 
industry,” says Marinelli. “We feel it is important to give in this way 
because it is important for all of  us.”

CORPORATE AND FOUNDATION DONORS

$500,000 +
the sprott foundation

$100,000 - $499,999
cibPa windsor - charitable 

endeavours inc
windsor family credit union
windsor mold group

$50,000 - $99,999
152245 canada inc
uwindsor alumni association
the Joan & clifford hatch 

foundation
maple leaf sports & entertainment 

ltd.
the toldo foundation
the wb family foundation

$20,000 - $49,999
the morris & beverly baker 

foundation
bell canada
harry rosen inc.
the Kenneth m. molson foundation
scotiabank
toronto chapter u of windsor
united communities credit union

$10,000 - $19,999
blake cassels & graydon llP
bmO bank of montreal
c.a.w. canada

cadillac fairview corporation 
limited

canadian education and research 
institute for counselling

canadian vehicle manufacturers 
association

centerline (windsor) limited
coco group of companies
courtesy ford lincoln (bill and Ken 

eansor)
the ford motor company
friends u of w inv. b/ball 

tournament
goodmans llP
graduate students society
green shield canada
istituto italiano Di cultura
Jetport inc
linamar corporation
manulife financial
martinrea international inc
mercedes-benz financial
Postmedia network inc.
shoppers Drug mart
toyota motor manufacturing canada 

inc.
victorian Order of nurses

$5,000 - $9,999
1500103 Ontario limited
association of law Officers of the 

crown
blouin, Dunn llP
circle of seven
club riverside bingo account
faculty association university of 

windsor

John ferguson bingo in trust
grosman, grosman & gale llP
the Jackman foundation
Katelyn bedard bone marrow 

association
lanterra management limited
mayhew & associates inc.
mctague law firm llP
meDa limited
molson coors canada
norton rose canada llP
OPus (Organization of Part-time 

university students)
riverside community Programs
riverside sertoma club
st. anne’s french immersion 

catholic school
bill & rochelle tepperman 

charitable foundation
university of windsor students’ 

alliance
windsor community ladies club

$2,500 - $4,999
amJ campbell van lines
arK medical services inc.
caw local 200 social Justice fund
caw local 444
cypher systems group inc.
enwin utilities limited
fccP Ontario education foundation
general contractors section of 

s.c.a.
general motors of canada limited
heavy construction association of 

windsor

investors group financial services 
inc

labourers’ local 625
lasalle community recreation 

corporation
mba corp Project fund
mccague borlack llP
mercer (canada) limited
miller thomson llP
Ontario Power generation
Polonia centre
Professional engineers of Ontario
riverside fun camps - general 

account
sertoma club of guelph
society of Ontario nut growers
howard sokolowski foundation
tD insurance meloche monnex
tim horton (Petawawa)
windsor Port authority

$1,000 - $2,499
3m canada company
5 corners Productions inc.
a breast or Knot
autO21
bartlet & richardes llP
the bellringer foundation
marilyn & Joseph bolton charitable 

fund
borden ladner gervais llP
g. caboto club
canadian association of crown 

counsel
canadian union of Public 

employees local 3740
cassels brock & blackwell llP

chemfab industries inc
chrysler canada group llc
cogeco cable canada inc.
collavino group
criminal lawyers’ association
Deloitte management services lP
Desser sports media inc.
Dillon consulting ltd.
eganville rotary club bingo account
harold g. fox education fund
foyston, gordon & Payne inc.
franson limited
gold medal consulting group ltd.
the guarantee company of north 

america
harbour sixty steakhouse
melanie Jane harrison foundation
hub international Ontario limited
human Kinetics canada
human resources Professionals 

association of windsor
hutchinson charitable fund-

strategic charitable giving
the insolvency institute of canada
Jasel
Jewish community endowment 

fund of windsor
Jewish community foundation of 

monteal
Justnics inc.
walter Kindiak fund - strategic 

charitable giving foundation
Knights of columbus council 9671
Korn/ferry canada inc
KPmg llP
KPmg management services lP
lexis nexis canada
local 444 caw social Justice fund

IN-KIND GIFTS UNIQUELY vALUAbLE
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Dr. bill macPhee Dentistry 
Professional corporation

maxims limited Partnership
new beginnings
the northern trust 

company, canada
Odgers berndtson canada 

inc.
Pace law firm
Pape salter teillet
rhr canada ltd.
rosati construction inc.
the rotary club of chatham 

service fund
rotary club of windsor - 

roseland
rotary club of windsor 1918 

(raffle account)
royal canadian legion 

balfour branch 362
s&e sponsorship group
schukra of north america
searchlight capital Partners 

canada ltd.
slaight communications
torkin manes llP
union gas limited, a 

spectra energy company
waterloo law association
winclare management 

services inc.
windsor essex community 

health centre
windsor essex county real 

estate board
windsor factory supply 

limited
windsor mold inc
windsor Police services 

board
windsor regional hospital
windsor-essex economic 

Development corp
windsor utilities 

commission
barry and stephanie 

Zekelman foundation

$500 - $999
11 am coffee club
2b consulting inc.
916891 Ontario ltd.
harry abbott-strategic 

charitable giving
aleo associates inc.
bereskin & Parr llP
cch canadian limited
certified general 

accountants assoc. of 
Ont.

chapman, gordon, gardin, 
stewart llP

Dayus register & grille
De francesca law Office
the essex terminal railway 

company
facca incorporated
fasken martineau Dumoulin 

llP
george’s marine & sports
gowlings
halford foundation - 

strategic charitable 
giving foundation

Dr. bruce harle Dentistry 
Professional corporation

highline Produce limited
J.l forster band reunion
Jain family foundation - 

strategic charitable 
giving

Kel-gor limited
Dr. Jody Kingston Dentistry 

Professional corporation
link engineering
mcDonald fuels
miller canfield Paddock & 

stone, llP

Ontario nurses association 
local 8 windsor

Ontario registered music 
teachers association

P.x. smith medicine 
Professional corp

Prestressed systems 
incorporated

Pricewaterhouse coopers 
llP

Prince and associates ltd
Quality safety systems 

company
r&P tool & mould spotting 

services inc.
refine fitness
sae international
sherrard Kuzz llP
sisters of st.Joseph of 

london
toyota canada
windsor sertoma club
windsor technology 1985
wKh Promotions

$250 - $499
1137040 Ontario ltd
1156787 Ontario limited
1646219 Ontario limited
865541 Ontario inc
a.a. boscariol & associates 

limited
abrams towing
accretive 360 canada ltd
aecOm
amico infrastructures inc
aPc
archon architect 

incorporated
beta sigma Phi windsor city 

council
bonnechere valley builders 

supply
brightside tanning
c.u.P.e. local 1393
canadian Online giving 

foundation
canadian union of Public 

employees
caw local 2458
checkfluid inc
clarks barristers and 

solicitors
criminal lawyers 

association of windsor
Daryls hi n r g bars
Dean construction company 

ltd.
Di maio archictect
emeryville collision
glasscell isofab inc
golder associates ltd.
holiday inn
hydro One inc
hydro One networks inc.
King materials handling ltd.
Kipping tire & automotive
Koskie minsky llP
the Krooked Kilt
la gill enterprises inc
lanoue & meloche
lasalle Police association 

inc
the law society foundation
leamington international 

trucks ltd.
lucente engineering inc.
mancini battisti savoni 

Provost llP
motor city community 

credit union
mousseau Deluca 

mcPherson Prince llP
Oscar construction 

company limited
Osler, hoskin & harcourt 

llP
rotary club of windsor 

foundation fund

roth mosey & Partners llP
royal canadian legion
sisters of holy names of 

Jesus & mary
southland travel ltd.
sun life financial
sutts, strosberg llP
tepperman’s furniture
thunder selects basketball
windsor chrysler 

superstore
windsor unemployed help 

centre
windsor university retirees’ 

association
world auto body & sales
xtreme labs inc.

$100 - $249
1323185 Ontario limited 

(sterling’s no frills)
1413441 Ontario limited
1603933 Ontario inc.
944768 Ontario limited
account ability
albamor construction & 

engineering ltd.
amherstburg basketball 

club
barat, farlam, millson
the canadian salt company 

limited
council of canadians
cranker submarines ltd.
Dillabough’s food ltd.
essex Dental lab
forest machine & mfg. inc.
formula One collision
global mould & engineering 

inc.
John mcgivney children’s 

centre
Kingsville District high 

school
Koppert medicine 

Professional
leamington cougars 

basketball association
lorelei walsh Park
lumi spec
Dr. marshall Dentistry 

Professional corporation
mathias investments (2010) 

inc  O/a the room
mssc
nantais sport shop (1990) 

ltd.
near north realty ltd.
Ojibway transportation inc.
Optimist club chatham 

bingo
QP consulting inc.
rKm awards, Promotional 

Products & apparel
roseland-trinity a.O.t.s. 

men’s club
sovran & greenaway
sss gracanica choir
st. leonard’s house
stars of the game
students’ law society
sunshine corner nursery 

and Day care
superstore # 2827
tecumseh baseball club
the staff of the Ontario hiv 

treatment network
theatre alive inc.
tilson & birchall
ursuline religious of the 

Diocese of london in 
Ontario

ursuline sisters la Paz
lorelei walsh Park and 

associates inc.
western Ontario sports 

injuries & rehab. clinic
windsor District labour 

council

windsor feminist theatre
women for sobriety
york north basketball 

association
yovanovich medicine

$1 - $99
1609720 Ontario inc.
2148958 Ontario ltd.
4005775 canada inc.
canadian auto stores ltd.
canadian federation of 

university women 
(windsor)

caster homes
District 5 little league 

(southwestern Ontario)
express scripts foundation
ibm canada limited
implementation branch
law Office of t.e. reilly
Juljan lushnja
south windsor skating club
st. Jules elementary school
telus
elizabeth temporal
third world resource 

center
ucc flower fund - it 

services
van ltl courier
windsor choristers athletic 

club
windsor club 240
windsor-essex catholic 

District school board



Graduate student Bryan Esteban wants to simplify the process of  charging an electric vehicle.
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Bryan Esteban is working on research that could change the 
face of  electrified transportation.

A master’s candidate in electrical engineering, Esteban works 
as a research associate at the University’s Centre for Hybrid 
Automotive Research and Green Energy (CHARGE). He is 
collaborating with the Faculty of  Engineering on a prototype project 
that he actually began as a student.

Esteban hopes to provide a new 
way for electric vehicle (EV) owners 
to charge their vehicles, also known 
as “wireless power transfer”. This 
new approach would allow drivers 
to charge an electric vehicle without 
physically connecting a plug from the 
vehicle to a power source. Esteban’s 
system would do it automatically.

“The general essence of  this 
technology is that you have one disc-
like coil attached to the ground of  a 
garage, and a second coil mounted on 
the bottom of  a car,” says Esteban. A magnetic field is generated 
on the bottom coil, which stores potential energy. When a car parks 
over the bottom coil, it draws on the stored energy to charge the car.

Esteban says the system would detect if  the car needs charging 
and dispense the correct amount. When enough energy is 
transferred, the system would automatically disengage. 

“The main thing is convenience,” Esteban says. “With this 
technology you could automate the process of  fuelling your vehicle.”

Dr. Maher Sid-Ahmed, department head of  Electrical 
Engineering, initiated the idea, suggesting it to his engineering 
students as one possibility for their final year major projects. 

“Wireless charging will play a big role in electric vehicle design,” 
says Sid-Ahmed. “An EV battery can be charged wirelessly in 
special designed parking spaces in hotels, shopping malls, highway 
rest areas and at home. Charging can start by activating an app in 
a smart phone. The amount of  energy used to charge the battery is 
then stored on the phone and eventually sent to the utility company 
to be added to the utility bill of  the car owner.”

Esteban hopes that the system will one day be found in home 
garages as well as public parking spots and workplaces. If  a driver 

accesses a public system, billing could be done electronically, 
perhaps by e-mail or a smart phone application.

“This is something brand new,” says Esteban of  the prototype. 
“When the opportunity to work on this project at CHARGE arose, 
right away I knew that’s what I wanted to do.”

Esteban was born in England where his parents had emigrated 
to from Venezuela to learn English. 
They returned to Venezuela in 1995, 
when he was 12, but then moved 
to Canada in 2001 to escape the 
deteriorating political and economic 
situation at home. Esteban enrolled at 
the University of  Windsor in electrical 
engineering 2005 when his mother 
joined the Faculty of  Education as an 
assistant professor. 

Upon graduation in 2011, he 
had two job offers waiting for him, 
but decided to pursue his Masters 
of  Applied Sciences in Electrical 

Engineering at UWindsor instead. 
“My decision to remain here after my undergrad was based on 

the support from the department and my professors,” he says.
Esteban’s work is being conducted in the University’s Centre 

for Engineering Innovation (CEI). “It’s clean, it’s spacious, and it’s 
very modern and state-of-the-art. The equipment they have here is 
amazing,” he says of  the facility. “It’s a breath of  fresh air.”

Working in the new CEI building is also making a difference in 
research and how students respond to the learning experience.

“It makes a difference in how you feel,” Esteban adds. “If  you’re 
in a crammed lab with instruments and tools that are old, you don’t 
feel as motivated.”

Looking into the future, Esteban hopes to get the prototype fully 
functional, ready to “transfer even a kilowatt of  power,” as well as 
complete his graduate studies. “With a finished system, perhaps a 
partnership can be formed to promote this sort of  technology,”  
says Esteban.

“This has been a very steep learning curve, but challenges come 
along with any new endeavour.” nv

stuDent PrOfile

Student writer Jenna Bontorin is in her second year of  the Digital Journalism Program at the University of  Windsor.

by Jenna bOntOrin

“This has been a very sTeep 

learning curve, buT 

challenges come along 

wiTh any new endeavour.” 

BRYAN ESTEBAN

ALL CHARGED UP
Bryan Esteban 
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There are a number of  solutions to make the border 
between Canada and the United States operate more 
efficiently, but adopting a continental perimeter probably 
isn’t one of  them, according to William Anderson.

“I’m not saying that we shouldn’t purse this perimeter 
approach,” says the University of  Windsor political 
science professor, “but that Holy Grail of  European style 
of  perimeter approach where you basically get rid of  
the borders is not anything we’re going to see in North 
America any time soon.”

Dr. Anderson, the Ontario Research Chair in Cross-
Border Transportation Policy, recently released a document 
called The Border and the Ontario Economy, a sweeping 
report that examines the importance of  an efficient 
border to provincial commerce and makes a number of  
recommendations to make it work better.

Besides embracing new technology and moving 
certain functions away from the border crossing, the 
report examines the Schengen Area, a group of  26 
European Union states within which all border controls and 
inspections have been eliminated. The solution might work 
in Europe where countries were able to harmonize certain 
regulations in order to allow for the free flow of  people 
and goods across borders, but Anderson expressed doubt 
that the same level of  harmonization could be achieved 
between Canada and the U.S.

“Do you really think we’re going to have a common 
policy in North America on firearms?” he asks. “We’re 
always going to have to check vehicles coming in to 
Canada from the United States for firearms.  We’re not 
going to have a common policy on refugees, or on visas 
in general. If  you don’t have that common policy, you’re 
always going to have to check people for immigration 
purposes to see if  they’re legally eligible to come in to 
Canada or the United States.”

RESEARChER RELEASES REPORT ON BORDER IMPACT

Dr. William Anderson is the Ontario Research Chair in Cross-Border 
Transportation Policy.
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TURN YOUR COLLEGE  
DIPLOMA INTO A DEGREE!
Learn more at www.uwindsor.ca/college

JUBILEE MEDALS FOR UWINDSOR RECIPIENTS

University of  Windsor President Dr. Alan Wildeman 
received a Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee 
Medal in Windsor on August 25, in recognition of  his 
exceptional achievements. He joined professors  
Dr. Peter Frise, Professor Diana Mady Kelly and  
Dr. William McConkey, who were also honoured this 
year. The Canadian government created the medal to 
mark significant achievements in celebration of  the 60th 
anniversary of  the Queen’s coronation. 

“I am truly honoured to receive the Queen Elizabeth 
II Diamond Jubilee Medal, and will forever cherish it,” 
Dr. Wildeman said. “It is without question a tribute to the 
efforts of  the faculty, staff  and students at the University  
of  Windsor, and of  the many alumni, friends and 
volunteers who work with us, to make the Windsor-Essex 
community stronger.” 

Wildeman was cited for his outstanding contributions 
to higher education and the economic development of  the 
Windsor-Essex region. 

Frise, professor of  mechanical, automotive and 
materials engineering and head of  the AUTO21 Network  
of  Centres of  Excellence, was recognized for his 
outstanding contribution to Canada’s manufacturing  
and automotive sectors. 

Drama professor emeritus Mady Kelly received the 
medal for her outstanding contributions to the Windsor 
area and the theatre community. 

Physics professor emeritus McConkey was cited for 
his world leadership in the field of  atomic, molecular and 
optical science, both as a teacher and a researcher. 

http://www.uwindsor.ca/college
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The UWindsor campus and greater community is 
invited to the University’s Campus Transformation 
Open House, which will be held on Monday, Sept. 19,  
4-7 p.m. in Ambassador Auditorium, CAW Student Centre. 

UWindsor president Dr. Alan Wildeman will host 
the event, and will be joined by City of  Windsor 
representatives, consultants and architects who will be 
available to answer questions.

UWindsor is in the midst of  a campus transformation 
that will impact every UWindsor student, each faculty 
member, and our community for years to come. It will 
form the foundation of  the University’s next 50 years of  
education, research and partnership.

The event will address this process, which began with 
the construction of  the Medical Education Building and  
the Centre for Engineering Innovation and now includes 
plans for an Innovation Centre and spectacular  
downtown campus. 

for more information, please visit  
www.uwindsor.ca/transformation

hERE WE GROW! CAMPUS TRANSFORMATION OPEN hOUSE SEPT.  19

View from Freedom Way

Below: Updated architectural renderings of  the Armouries portion of  the downtown campus, a significant element of  the University of  
Windsor’s campus transformation plan. Renderings courtesy of  CS&P Architects.

New entry lounge

Informal meeting place

Multi-use performance space

http://www.uwindsor.ca/transformation
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PARTNERShIP TO PROVIDE STUDENT ACCESS TO ETEXTS

A groundbreaking etextbook licensing partnership, 
the first of  its kind in Canada, will provide UWindsor 
students with lower costs and greater access to high-quality 
course materials in a wide range of  digital formats.

Gwendolyn Ebbett, dean of  the library, spearheaded the 
University wide agreement with Flat World Knowledge, the 
largest publisher of  openly licensed college textbooks.

In time for the 2012 fall semester, and as part of  a pilot 
program studying etextbooks, UWindsor purchased 2,000 
seat licences to the company’s course content.

Using a per-student, per-course seat license, the 
company pledges the new approach is more economical, 
convenient and environmentally sustainable. 

And most importantly, all students assigned to a Flat 
World Knowledge textbook will have access to their course 
materials on the first day of  class. Students will be able 
to download the digital files onto any computer, laptop, 
e-reader, tablet or smartphone. Once they do, the content is 
theirs to use for as long as they like.

Students who prefer a physical book will have the 
option to buy a low-cost print book through the UWindsor 
bookstore’s print-on-demand service.

Flat World’s open licensing model gives UWindsor 
faculty the ability and online tools to revise, remix and 
incorporate their own contributions into the content, so it 
more directly relates to the focus and learning objectives of  
their course.

“I am a firm supporter of  open access, which makes 
Flat World Knowledge the ideal partner to provide the 
building blocks of  a campus-wide etextbook program,” 
says Ebbett.

Jeff  Shelstad, founder of  Flat World Knowledge, says 
“UWindsor is leading the way in using digital technology 
and high quality open content to increase access, 
affordability and personalization—key factors to improving 
student retention and outcomes.” 

Consider  
the Possibilities 
of what a graduate degree at UWindsor  
can do for you 

We offer:
- Opportunities for lifelong learning 
- 58 Master’s and doctoral programs 
- Committed faculty 
- Individualized learning 
- Innovative partnerships 
- Culturally diverse, international community 

 www.uwindsor.ca/grad 
 gradst@uwindsor.ca 

http://www.uwindsor.ca/grad
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Editor’s note: This is one in a series of  articles about students  
who were involved in research, scholarly and creative  
activities during their summer break from classes. For more,  
visit www.uwindsor.ca/DailyNews

Whenever Stephan Pigeon signed up for a graduate 
level history course with professor Guy Lazure, 
he figured that Evan Suntres was the student he’d be 
academically duking it out with for top marks. 

Instead, Suntres became one of  his best friends—a 
relationship further cemented this past spring by a research 
trip the history majors took to Palma de Mallorca, an island 
off  the Mediterranean coast of  Spain.

Dr. Lazure invited the students to spend several weeks 
working in the library of  the Foundation Bartolome March, 
a wealthy Mallorcan collector of  art and rare books who 
died in the early 1990s. The students helped catalogue 
a collection of  almost 1,700 early printed books, hoping 
to find some of  the nearly 12,000 volumes that had once 
belonged to a 16th-century learned ecclesiastic from 
Seville named Luciano de Negrón.

De Negrón’s books eventually came in to the 
possession of  the Duke of  Alcalá, a rich local aristocrat. 
His descendant, the Duke of  Medinaceli, sold the collection 
to March. Through this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, the 
students managed to trace and identify books from the 
Negrón-Alcalá collection, including some that date back to 
before Guttenberg’s printing press.

“To sit down and hold the physical object, to see  
how it’s bound and stitched together, how they feel, how 
they smell, looking at these bright inks and gold-leaf  
pages…,” says Pigeon. “It’s an artifact. I was like a kid  
in a candy store.”

Pigeon said the books were everything from small 
pieces to monstrous tomes, and the students were tasked 
with looking for those that had ownership plates, which 
they would photograph, while making note of  titles, author, 
place and year of  publication.

“We were just trying to trace how these books went 
from one person to the next,” he said. “At the end of  our 
trip, all of  our data went back to the library.”

One of  the most fascinating features of  the books, 
they said, was copious notations in the margins they 
contained—drawings, sketches, notes, and remarks that the 
owners had made in them.

Suntres, who is doing his master’s work on how certain 
social upheavals in the 1960s and 1970s affected the 
way conservative males expressed their masculinity, said 
he enjoyed getting a sense of  what’s required to be an 
academic historian.

“It was a real eye-opener,” he said. “The trip was just 
a huge indication of  what’s possible in this field.” Both 
students say they are interested in pursuing careers as 
academic historians. 

hOW ThEY SPENT ThEIR SUMMER

Evan Suntres (left) and Stephan Pigeon pause for a photo while 
taking in some of  the night life around Palma de Mallorca.
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Of  76 teams entered in a 100-km hike along trails south of  
Georgian Bay, only 29 completed the task intact, including a 
four-person team with three members of  the UWindsor staff.

“By all accounts, this was the toughest Trailwalker to have  
been done in Ontario,” says Chris Busch, who joined Barb Gormley 
and fellow staffers Richard Taylor and Richard Hayes on the  
hike July 13 to 15, a fundraiser for the international development 
agency Oxfam.

Their team, dubbed “Barbie and the Barbarians,” finished 19th 
among those that completed the course, and raised 95 per cent of  
its $5,000 goal. In total, participants raised more than $310,000 in 
support of  Oxfam.

“It’s truly an inspirational achievement and a great example of  
our staff  making a impact on our community both domestically and 
internationally,” Busch says.

And even though the walk is over, the work isn’t, he adds. 
Any supporters wishing to make a donation may do so online 
through the team’s sponsorship page: www.facebook.com/
BarbieAndTheBarbarians

STAFF TEAM COMPLETES  
100-KM ChARITY hIKE 

UWINDSOR GOES GOOGLE FOR 
STUDENT EMAIL
The University of  Windsor is partnering with Google to 
provide the University’s 16,000 students with the use of  
Google Apps for Education. This will include Gmail to manage 
UWindsor student email accounts. The goal is to provide students 
with access to more technology and services, delivered at a lower 
cost to the University. 

Students will retain their @uwindsor.ca address and receive 250 
times more disk space than before. They will have access to such 
new services as calendaring, Google talk, Google Drive and Google 
Docs. There will be no advertising or data mining by Google.

“Our new service provides users with more than 25 gigabytes of  
storage space, compared to 100 MBs in the current system,” says 
Sean Moriarty, acting executive director of  Information Technology 
Services. “In addition, students gain access to other services, 
including calendaring, chat functions, and the Google Docs suite of  
products. UWinGmail uses Google’s familiar Web interface, so it also 
improves ease-of-use and comfort for students.”

Elizabeth May
Market Research 
  Coordinator
CTV Bell Media

Kim Forrest
Category Implementation  
  Specialist: Cycling
Canadian Tire Corporation

Waqar Hussain
Project Manager, Finance
Parkland Fuel, Calgary

Wen Teoh
Research Commercialisation  
  Associate
University of Windsor

Joe Yacoub
Financial Specialist
Chrysler Canada

Stephen Gerhard
Sales Coordinator
Tampa Bay Sports  
and Entertainment

Mina Mikhael
Health Solutions Associate
Purdue Pharma

Robert Sulea
Buyer
Syncrude Canada Limited

Nick Dunn
Associate Buyer
Tepperman’s

As 2012 Odette MBA graduates, these young professionals have applied what they’ve 
learned to launch rewarding careers in the real world of modern business. Your true 
potential is waiting – reach it with the Odette MBA. Our progressive business program 
integrates advanced education, intensive collaboration and supportive inspiration.  
If YOU want to be transformed — not just taught — then we invite you to begin your 
journey with the Odette MBA. Odettemba.ca 

Creating 21st Century Leaders 

They made the TRANSFORMATION.
Now make yours.

http://www.facebook.com
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Light pours out of  an assembly tent as I stand outside. 
A chilly breeze whips through Occupy Windsor’s 
camp on this November night. My tape recorder light 
blinks as Paul Chislett, the leading demonstrator of  the 
group, tells his tale – it’s the key interview in my first major 
story. Somewhere during these first moments, I decide that 
this is what I want to do with my life.

My name is Jason Rankin and this is how I started my 
journey to become a journalist.

I came to the University 
of  Windsor in 2010 from Port 
Perry, Ont. A five-hour drive 
north of  Windsor, it’s quite a 
distance to travel, but I was set 
on coming here for the creative 
writing program. It is one-of-
a-kind in the province, and its 
courses would help me chase 
my dream of  being a novelist.

After I finished my first year 
and went home for the summer 
in 2011, I became nervous. 
Was my goal realistic? I found my answer in June when I 
received an email one day about a new UWindsor program 
in digital journalism. I decided that I had to apply. I enrolled 
as part of  the program’s first class that fall. I was going to 
be a journalist!

“The University saw a need to deliver a different kind 
of  education,” says Marty Gervais, an instructor in the 
Digital Journalism program. “An education that provided 
a practical application of  skills, but at the same time, what 
the University is offering is something that’s a very rich, 
liberal arts education.”

Digital journalism at UWindsor is a co-major program, 
meaning that students combine their courses with those from 
either the departments of  Political Science; Communication, 
Media and Film or English. English has the creative writing 
stream and the language and literature stream. I am tackling 
the digital journalism and creative writing major—so I’m still 
stretching my creativity to its fullest extent.

“Instead of  just doing a how-to program, you learn how 
to communicate with what you see in the world around 
you. There’s a big difference between just learning the 
skills,” says Gervais.

Kate Du Toit, one of  my classmates, told me that what she 
likes about the program is the personal interaction with our 
professors. “We really got the chance to interact one on one,” 
she said. “It gives you the ability to show your prof  what your 
strengths are. They can see those and work with that, and say, 

‘Hey, let’s adjust this assignment 
to suit your talents, your skills, 
your likes, your dislikes.’”

In first year, students take 
an introduction to journalism 
course, a writing course, and a 
studio course. Subsequent years 
branch out to cover more digital 
aspects of  journalism: audio, 
video, web, and the tools behind 
the trade. Plus, students take 
courses from their co-major.

“A significant hallmark of  our 
program is what are called ‘collaborative studio lab courses’,” 
says program co-ordinator Blake Roberts. The courses 
are meant to mimic newsrooms. “Those courses exist in 
each of  the four years. The intention of  those courses is to 
have students working with each other in groups, or in a 
collaborative arrangement of  some kind to solve problems.”

Joey Acott, another classmate, says, “The learning 
experience has been phenomenal. I’ve enjoyed all the 
classes so far.” What he says particularly stood out for 
him was the studio course taught by Gervais: “It was very 
practical and hands on. He kept making us go out into the 
real world and actually do real stories.”

Just 12 students comprised the first class. Its enrolment 
will reach 200 at full capacity over the next three years. 

As for me, I will plunge into the world of  journalism. I 
will write for newspapers and magazines, and try my hand 
with radio and video. And one day, I will sit down and write 
my novel. nv

“i was seT on coming here 
for The creaTive wriTing 
program. iT is one-of-a-
kind in The province, and 
iTs courses would help me 
chase my dream of being a 
novelisT.” JASON RANKIN

UWindsor launches Digital Journalism
ON THE WRITE PATH

Left: Jason Rankin is entering his second year in the Digital Journalism program at the University of  Windsor. 

by JasOn ranKin
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PRESTIGIOUS INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION BESTOWED ON GRACE

UWINDSOR BASKETBALL COACh ASSISTS WITh CTV OLYMPIC COVERAGE

Athletics director 
Gord Grace has been 
recognized by his 
peers for leading his 
department through 
a transformation that 
has helped to bring the 
University of  Windsor to 
the forefront of  Canadian 
university athletics. 

Grace received the 
International Athletics Director of  the Year Award from 
the US-based National Association of  Collegiate Directors 
of  Athletics at its annual convention in Dallas in late 
June. The association represents more than 6,500 college 
athletics administrators at 1,600 institutions throughout the 
United States, Canada and Mexico. 

“This is quite an honour, but I really feel this is a 
department award,” says Grace. “It is a reflection of  the 
effort and hard work put in by the staff, the coaches, and 
the athletes.” 

UWindsor president Dr. Alan Wildeman said, “We are 
proud of  Gord’s efforts to raise the profile of  the University 
of  Windsor through our very successful athletics program 

which continues to gain national attention. This prestigious 
award from an international group of  his peers is very well-
deserved, and speaks to the high level of  dedication Gord 
has to the success of  all our Lancers.” 

Among the accomplishments it cited in honouring 
Grace were: 

•  The success of  Lancer varsity teams, including  
three national championships in 2011, seven squads 
ranked in the country’s top 10 that season, and 
individual student-athletes winning provincial and 
national recognition 

•  A campus recreation and intramurals sports program 
praised for its excellence in diversity of  programs and 
student opportunities 

•  Improved athletic facilities that include a new outdoor 
stadium and the Forge Fitness Centre 

•  Grace has also taken on leadership in his profession, 
recently completing a term as president of  Ontario 
University Athletics and serving on the Canadian 
Interuniversity Sport board of  directors 

This winter, he will be back on the international stage 
as he serves as the chef  de mission for Canada’s entry into 
the 26th FISU World University Games in Trentino, Italy, 
December 11 to 21.

Lancers Women’s Basketball Head Coach Chantal Vallée 
brought her expertise to the London Olympics as a basketball 
analyst for CTV Sports Canada basketball coverage. 

Vallée, who coached her team to back-to-back 
Canadian championships in the past two years, covered 
Team Canada’s games during the Olympics. She worked 
out of  the studio in Toronto alongside play-by-play 
announcer Paul Jones. 

Before the Games, Vallée said “I am thrilled about this 
new adventure and for the chance to share in the Olympic 
Games this year. I’m honoured that CTV and producer 
Gord Cutler has given me this opportunity. It will be great 
exposure for our program, our university and our City to 
be represented on CTV during the Olympic Games. I am 
looking forward to this new challenge and to experience the 
Olympics in a different capacity than solely a viewer and fan.” 

LANCER 
NEWS
scOre bOarD  – What’s been happening with your teams, events and celebrations

get the latest on the lancers by visiting www.golancers.ca

by elisa mitton bcomm ’05

gord grace

http://www.GoLancers.ca
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She is perhaps the most famous, controversial, 
intriguing—and ultimately inspiring—case of  
multiple personality disorder in history. 

Shirley Mason is “Sybil”.
Mason suffered from what is now known as dissociative 

identity disorder and unwillingly shared her mind with 15 
other personalities. 

Mason, a shy and withdrawn child, grew into a timid 
and forgetful adult who often experienced blackouts and 
breakdowns. Her case puzzled therapists and doctors. It 
was not until she moved to New York in 1954 to reunite 
with her first psychiatrist, Dr. Cornelia Wilbur, that she 
received a definitive diagnosis of  multiple personality 
disorder. It most likely stemmed from the physical and 
sexual abuse she endured at the hands of  her mother. 

With Wilber’s blessing, author Flora Schreiber worked 
with Mason to publish her story, protecting her identity 
by using the name Sybil Dorsett. The book, Sybil, was a 
sensation and later adapted into an Emmy-winning film 
starring Sally Field. 

Almost four decades later, Mason is again the 
subject of  a book about her life. However, this time, she 
collaborated with University of  Windsor alumnus Dr. 
Patrick Suraci BA ’57 to tell the story in Sybil: In Her Own 
Words. The Untold Story of  Shirley Mason, Her Multiple 
Personalities and Paintings.

Suraci, born in Rochester, N.Y., earned a scholarship 
to Assumption College, predecessor of  the University of  
Windsor, and graduated with a degree in psychology. “I 
have always remembered my days in college as one of  the 
best times of  my life,” says Suraci. 

In 1973, he met Sybil author Schreiber while they both 
taught at John Jay College in New York City. He found 
himself  drawn to a painting in the author’s office. “It held 
an aura of  mystery about it. It had no signature.” Schreiber 
left the painting to him upon her death. It was only when 

Suraci had it reframed that he discovered Mason’s name 
etched into the frame and realized she was its painter.

Mason fascinated him, leading Suraci to devote 20 
years of  his life to learning more about her case. While 
under the care of  Dr. Wilbur, Mason had never relapsed. 
When Wilbur died in 1993, however, Suraci says he 
wondered about Mason’s well being and decided to call her. 
The two formed a deep friendship. 

Sybil: In Her Own Words is a well-documented version 
of  the last five years of  Mason’s life and the time she 
spent with Suraci until her death in 1998. It includes actual 
conversations, providing Mason with the chance to reveal 
herself  in her own words and allowing the reader to see 
behind the controversial medical case into the human being 
who was its subject.

A unique aspect of  the book is the inclusion of  Mason’s 
paintings, which were created by several of  her alternate 
personalities. They give haunting insight into some of  the 
defining facets of  Mason’s life, including the abuse she 
suffered and her dream of  having the perfect family. 

Suraci says that the most powerful lesson in the 
book was the strength that Mason displayed in the face 
of  adversity. “She had the courage to persist in therapy 
for 11 years until she was cured. She had the courage to 
speak with me about her incredible life for five years while 
she had cancer. When she was in pain, she always said, 
‘tomorrow will be better.’” 

Sybil: In Her Own Words. The Untold Story of  Shirley  
Mason, Her Multiple Personalities and Paintings, by  
Patrick Suraci, PhD, is available at Amazon.com and 
BarnesndNoble.com in hardcover, paperback and  
e-book versions.

Student writer Dawn Trottier is in her second year of  studies in the 
University of  Windsor’s Digital Journalism program.

by Dawn trOttier

The Untold Story of  Shirley Mason, Her Multiple Personalities  
and Paintings, by Dr. Patrick Suraci BA ’57

SYbIL: IN HER OWN WORDS

camPus authOrs
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visit www.uwindsor.ca/alumni

ALUMNI 
NEWS

MESSAGE FROM ThE PRESIDENT

November marks the end of  my term as president of  the 
Alumni Association. During the course of  my two-year term, 
I’ve had an opportunity to meet students and alumni at events 
on and off  campus. I’ve travelled across the country to take part 
in chapter events. I’ve presented awards to deserving alumni, 
students and faculty. Perhaps most rewarding, I’ve watched 
thousands of  students walk across that stage at convocation 
and become members of  the UWindsor alumni family, which 
now numbers more than 110,000. 

Equally exciting and rewarding, I’ve witnessed first-hand the rapid and on-going 
transformation of  our campus. This edition of  VIEW focuses on the new Ed Lumley 
Centre for Engineering Innovation. Our plans for a spectacular downtown campus, 
Innovation Centre and Welcome Centre are well under way, with many more exciting 
changes to come. And, of  course, we are in the midst of  planning for the University’s 50th 
Anniversary celebrations in 2013. 

All in all, serving as your alumni association president has been an incredibly 
memorable experience that I shall always treasure. 

If  you are interested in joining the alumni board, we are now accepting nominations 
for three vacancies, including director. Elections will take place at the Annual General 
Meeting & Awards Presentations in November. I hope you will choose to get involved. 
Or, if  you know of  others who may be interested, contact us at alumni@uwindsor.ca to 
request a nomination form. 

It has been a privilege to represent you, and is my pleasure to welcome Mike Bates  
BHK ’95, MBA ’04 as our incoming president. I look forward to seeing you at alumni 
events in the future. 

Go Lancers! 

sue williams bhK ’85, mhK ’88
President, Alumni Association

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS

EXECUTIVE

PresiDent 
Sue Williams BHK ’85, MHK ’88 

Past PresiDent 
Tom Porter BA ’74, LLB ’78 

vice PresiDent 
Michael Bates BHK ’95, MBA ’04 

treasurer 
John Renaud BComm ’01 

DIRECTORS

Don Bruner BComm ’70 

Chris Busch MSc ’03, MBA ’07

Paulah Dauns BA ’81, LLB ’82

Anna Godo BASc ’86, MASc ’90

Raed Kadri BASc ’09

Christine Primeau BA ’82

Beth Ann Prince BA ’91

Sarah Renaud BA ’03, BSW ’04 

Julia Robarts BComm ’05  

Jennifer Rooke BA ’02, LLB ’05

Michelle Watters BA ’94, BA ’04, MEd ’06 

Elaine Whitmore BScN ’88 

Jean Wright BA ’71, BEd ’72 

EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS

Dr. Alan Wildeman 
President, University of  Windsor

Brian Brown BFA ’74 
President, Faculty Association

Kimberley Orr 
President, UWSA

Kannappan Thiagarajan 
President, GSS

Dr. Ed King MA ’61, BEd ’76, MA ’91, MA ’01 
President, OPUS

BOARD OF GOVERNORS REPRESENTATIVES

Vince Bassman BComm ’70

William Wright BA ’70, LLB ’73 

SENATE REPRESENTATIVE

Mary Schisler BA ’88

DIRECTOR, ALUMNI AFFAIRS

Susan Lester

http://www.uwindsor.ca/alumni
mailto:alumni@uwindsor.ca
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David Phillips ba ’66
As a senior climatologist for 
Environment Canada, David 
Phillips is Canada’s weather guru. 
He grew up in Windsor, studied 
geography at the University of  
Windsor and first worked at 
the Meteorological Branch of  
Transport Canada—conducting 

research on the Great Lakes in Toronto. Phillips produced 
various reports, including an article about a Climatic 
Severity Index that ranked 150 locations in Canada for 
their most extreme weather. When the article was cited by 
Southam News in the 1980s, Phillips was asked to go on 
television to respond. He has since become the spokesman 
for the Environment Canada Meteorological Service.

Phillips received the Patterson Medal for Distinguished 
Service to Meteorology in Canada, two Public Service 
Merit Awards, honorary doctorates from the University of  
Waterloo, Nipissing University and the Order of  Canada. 
He was also awarded the Camsell Medal by the Royal 
Canadian Geographical Society in 1993.

He has published several best-selling books including 
The Climates of  Canada, Blame It On The Weather and 
The Day Niagara Falls Ran Dry. He is also the creator of  
Canada’s most popular calendar, The Canadian Weather 
Trivia Calendar.

Phillips was surprised and thrilled to receive the 
news that he is a recipient of  this year’s Alumni Award of  
Merit, “I am deeply and sincerely touched by the honour, 
especially given the outstanding body of  alumni who can 
proudly call the University of  Windsor their alma mater.”

Maureen harris  
bma ’97, med ’06
Maureen Harris is an educator 
and music professional who 
has dedicated 30 years to the 
education of  young children. 

Creator of  Mozart & the Young 
Mind, a music and movement 
curriculum for children, Harris 

continues to share her musical knowledge with fellow 
educators throughout the world in workshops and 
conferences. 

Harris’ publications include Listen to their Voices, a 
journal for early childhood educators, an instructional book 
with accompanying CDs for teachers, and a comprehensive 
early childhood music education book for music graduates.  

Her dedication to teaching was recognized by the 
Canadian Federation of  Music Teachers Association 
with the presentation of  the Hugheen Ferguson Lifetime 
Achievement Award. That same year, she received the 
Prime Minister’s Award for Teaching Excellence and 
Excellence in Early Childhood Education. “A good teacher 
inspires a thirst of  learning that lasts a lifetime,” said 
Prime Minister Stephen Harper. “The outstanding teachers 
honoured today are an inspiration to us all. They play an 
invaluable role in our children’s development and in the 
future success of  our country.” 

Harris is currently a sessional instructor at the 
University of  Windsor’s Faculty of  Education where she is 
pursuing her PhD.  

WEAThER GURU AND GLOBAL EDUCATOR TO RECEIVE  
ALUMNI AWARD OF MERIT

the alumni award of merit is the alumni associations’ most prestigious award. it recognizes alumni 
for distinguished accomplishments that bring honour to the university and/or the community, or for  
outstanding personal service to the university. the awards will be presented to David Phillips ba ’66 
 and maureen harris bma ’97, med ’06 at the association’s annual general meeting & awards 
Presentations in november 15, 2012.   
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Earn your Master of Social Work while 
maintaining your career.
Whether you hold a BSW or an honours undergraduate 
degree from a relevant discipline, this full-time program  
is for you.

The MSW for Working Professionals program will provide 
you with a quality education and the tools needed for 
success in the advancing Social Work Field.

Classes run alternating weekends (with some exceptions) 
beginning in September: 
 Friday 3:30pm to 9:00pm 
 Saturday 8:30am to 4:30pm

Now accepting applications for various locations. Please 
visit our website for 2013 offerings.

For more information, call  
519-256-3113 or toll-free 1-866-419-0685 
or visit our website at 
www.uwindsor.ca/msw

MSW for Working 
Professionals

Set Yourself Apart

CONNECT WITh CLASSMATES AND 
EXPAND YOUR ALUMNI NETWORK

The University is partnering with Harris Connect to 
create an Alumni Today directory of  UWindsor graduates. 
The directory serves as an excellent tool for reconnecting with 
classmates and networking with peers.

Harris Connect may have already contacted you this spring 
by email, postcard or telephone to confirm your current contact 
and career information for use in the directory. We encourage 
you to take part and help to make this directory project a 
success. There is no cost to participate and you can specify 
what information you would like printed. Hardcopy and disk 
format directories will be available for purchase exclusively to 
UWindsor alumni. 

Harris Connect is a trusted partner and published our 
previous directory in 1998. It is the largest print university 
directory publisher in North America. No similar companies 
provide these services in Canada. 

Your privacy is of  utmost importance to us. Harris and 
the University will treat your information in a secure manner 
throughout the program.

If  you would like to update your listing, please call toll-free 
1-888-860-0847. If  you do NOT wish to have your information 
published, simply take no action when you receive your mailing. 
We will not print your information unless you return the form 
and provide the requested information. Only your name will 
appear in the alphabetical index under your respective class year.

You may also elect to have portions of  your information 
excluded from printing (e.g., requesting that the listing include 
the business address but suppress the home address).

For more information on Harris Connect, including a link to its 
full privacy policy, go to www.harrisconnect.com.

For more information on UWindsor’s privacy policy, visit  
www.uwindsor.ca/alumni/privacy-policy.

http://www.uwindsor.ca/msw
http://www.harrisconnect.com
http://www.uwindsor.ca/alumni/privacy-policy
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FOUR EARN ENTRY INTO SPORTS hALL OF FAME

four outstanding former lancer athletes will be inducted into the alumni sports hall of fame during 
the 2012 ceremonies on november 11. this year’s honourees are beth (stroud) macintosh ba ’00, 
bcomm ’02; Don hollerhead bPe ’75, bed ’76;  Dan Devin ba ’76, bed ’77; and georgia risnita ba ’98.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & AWARDS PRESENTATIONS
notice is hereby given that the university of windsor  

alumni association annual general meeting and awards Presentations will be held

Thursday, November 15, 2012 - 5:00 pm

ambassador auditorium (2nd floor caw student centre)

all alumni and friends are invited to attend.

Important: please rsvp alumni@uwindsor.ca or call the Office of alumni affairs at 519-971-3618

Beth (Stroud) MacIntosh was 
an elite track star and a talented 
volleyball player. She was named 
CIS Female Track and Field 
Athlete of  the Year in 2001, 
All-Canadian three times and 
graduated with four CIS medals 
(three gold, one silver). Stroud 

received the University’s prestigious Banner Shield in 1999 
and 2001. She holds the school’s record in both high jump 
and pentathlon. In 2004, she won the silver medal in the 
Canadian Olympic trials.

Don Hollerhead played football 
from 1971-75 and was a first 
team All-Conference All-Star for 
four of  those five years. He was 
a record holder for career punt 
return yards with the OUA and the 
Lancers for 36 years. In his final 
season, Hollerhead and his team 

celebrated a Yates Cup victory as the Ontario champions. 
He earned Rookie of  the Year and Specialty Player of  the 
Year Award honours, and was named to the Best All-Time 
Lancer Team as defensive back.

Dan Devin played Lancer 
basketball from 1973-78. He led 
the team in scoring in his fourth 
year—a significant accomplishment 
since he played guard. The 
team went on to the Canadian 
championships where Devin was 
named Most Valuable Player. In his 

final year, he was voted to the OUAA All-Star team. 

Team captain Georgia Risnita 
competed on the basketball court 
from 1994-98. She was named 
Most Valuable Player three of  four 
years. Risnita was selected as an 
All-Canadian Player and Rookie 
All-Canadian and holds the CIS 
single season record for rebounds 

per game. Risnita, who led the OUA in rebounding for three 
consecutive years, earned OUA West Division Rookie of  
the Year honours in 1995 and was an OUA West Division 
All Star from 1994-98. She was the Lancer MVP for three 
consecutive years. She went on to coach at UWindsor, the 
University of  Victoria, and Ryerson University and was 
manager of  the Canadian Women’s Basketball Team at the 
FISU Games in Turkey.

The Sport Achievement Award will be presented to 
Dave Prpich BA ’67, BPE ’68, Lou Pocock BA ’64 and 
Bob Weepers BA ’62 (posthumously) and the Team 
Achievement Award will recognize Men’s Basketball 
(1970-71, 1971-72, 1972-73) and Fencing (1972-73, 1973-74). 
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

inTeresTed in joining The alumni 
associaTion board of direcTors?

your alumni association board of directors is 
seeking dedicated and interested alumni to fill three 
vacancies for the position of director to be elected to 
the first of three, two-year terms in november 2012.  

a director is generally responsible for attending 
three regular board meetings per year, as well as 
the annual general meeting, monthly meetings of 
standing committees, and special events sponsored 
by the association throughout the year such as 
convocations, golf tournaments, receptions, special 
announcements and events.  

if you’re interested, please contact  
alumni@uwindsor.ca or call the office of alumni 
affairs at 519-971-3618 for a nomination form. 

 

Professional Development  
for Educators

Set Yourself Apart

Additional Qualification Courses 
Additional Qualification courses can qualify you to 
teach in other divisions or subject areas and help 
you improve your current teaching skills.  
We offer:
	 •	Additional	Basic	Qualification	(ABQ)	Courses 
	 •	Additional	Qualification	(AQ)	Courses 
	 •	Honour	Specialist	Courses 
	 •	Principal’s	Qualification	Program	(PQP) 
Accredited	by	the	Ontario	College	of	Teachers.
Register for:
	 Fall	2012	by	September	13,	2012	 
	 Winter	2013	by	January	17,	2013

ACE TESOL Certificate 
Qualifies	graduates	to	teach	English	abroad	or	in	Canada.	
	 •		Recognized	by	TESL	Canada	for	Standard	One	

Professional	Certification	
	 •		Tentative	course	dates:	 

September	10-November	16,	2012

For	more	information,	visit	our	website	 

www.uwindsor.ca/aq

1.866.419.0685
aq@uwindsor.ca

ThE ART OF EATING  
FOOD & WINE FESTIVAL

More than 200 UWindsor alumni 
and friends visited the Alumni 
Association-sponsored VIP tent at the 
Art of  Eating Food & Wine Festival in 
Tecumseh, Ont. August 10-12, 2012. 
Alumni who visited the tent received a 
complimentary wine bottle cooler.

http://www.uwindsor.ca/aq
mailto:aq@uwindsor.ca
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Establish a Lasting Legacy 
P l a n n e d  G i v i n G  at  t h e  U n i v e r s i t y  o f  W i n d s o r

“In honour of  our parents who dreamed of  and 

sacrificed for a higher education for their children, 

we want to provide the same opportunity for 

students at the University of  Windsor. 

By allocating our life insurance policy to the 

Faculty of  Human Kinetics, we knew we were 

ensuring lasting benefits for students.”

Dr. Pasquale and Mrs. Janet Galasso

For more information on legacy giving to the  
University of  Windsor, contact Jody Maskery at  
jmaskery@uwindsor.ca or 519-253-3000, Ext. 3257

ALUMNI & FRIENDS GOLF TOURNAMENT
It was another outstanding year for the Alumni & Friends Golf  Tournament, held at Essex Golf  & Country Club.  
Over the past three years, the event has raised more than $120,000 for the Alumni Memorial Scholarship Fund.

mailto:jmaskery@uwindsor.ca
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SAVE ThE DATE!

50th anniversary 
celebratiOn weeKenD 
sePt. 19-22, 2013

next year, uwindsor celebrates its 
50th anniversary. so what better 
time for you to return to your 
alma mater and take part in our 
celebration! september 19-22 is 
when the university community 
will mark the milestone with such 
activities as tours, a lancer football 
game and even a visit to the Dh.

Among the festivities in the works are 
reunions for graduates celebrating their 50th 
and 25th anniversaries plus all engineering 
graduates (in recognition of  the opening of  
the new Ed Lumley Centre for Engineering 
Innovation) and all former members of  
the Students’ Administrative Council and 
University of  Windsor Students’ Alliance.

This would be the perfect opportunity 
for you to re-unite with old classmates and 
friends. If  you’re not sure where to start, 
Alumni Officer Katherine Simon can help.

“We can help you plan a fun and 
memorable weekend. An alumni gathering 
can be a small get-together of  a few friends, 
to a three-day extravaganza. It’s totally up 
to you!” 

The Office of  Alumni Affairs makes it 
easy to organize your weekend by providing 
planning consultation, specialty gift items for 
you and members of  your class and funding 
opportunities to help subsidize costs.

Whether it’s been 50, 30, 25, 20 or 10 
years since your graduation, we want to 
hear from you now to help make this the 
best anniversary celebration ever in 2013.

Contact the Office of  Alumni Affairs at 
alumni@uwindsor.ca or call Katherine 
Simon, alumni officer, 519-971-3618.  
“I’m looking forward to hearing from you!”

mailto:alumni@uwindsor.ca
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Join us 
for our exciting 

2012-13 season!

JAKE’S WOMEN 
Neil Simon’s delightful comedy
September 20-23, 26-30, 2012

THE HOLLOW 
Agatha Christie’s classic whodunit
October 25-28, 31-Nov.4, 2012

WELFAREWELL  
A modern and witty  
Canadian satire
November 22-25,  
28-Dec. 2, 2012

Outstanding theatre at 
outstanding prices, 
featuring tomorrow’s 
leading theatre artists.

Alumni special!  
Mention this ad when 
booking tickets for a 

discount

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
www.UniversityPlayers.com
519-253-3000 ext. 2808

http://www.UniversityPlayers.com
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Join the university of windsor 
alumni linkedin group at  

www.uwindsor.ca/linkedIn.

 sePtember 2012

20  WINDSOR, ONT  
Paul alOfs bcomm ’78, 
“PassiOn caPital”  
Odette school of business 
rsvP on/before september 17, 
2012 to bbarone@uwindsor.ca 
519-971-3678

21  TORONTO, ONT  
faculty Of law  
class Of ’07 reuniOn 
contact Karen momotiuk 
karenm@uwindsor.ca

22  TORONTO, ONT  
faculty Of law  
class Of ’02 reuniOn 
contact Karen momotiuk 
karenm@uwindsor.ca

21-22  WINDSOR, ONT  
faculty Of nursing class 
Of ’87 reuniOn 
contact annette scott towns 
87nsguw@bell.net

28-29  TORONTO, ONT  
faculty Of law  
class Of ’82 reuniOn 
contact Karen momotiuk 
karenm@uwindsor.ca

29  WINDSOR, ONT  
schOOl Of Dramatic art 
- Drama in eDucatiOn 
reuniOn 
contact tina Pugliese  
tinap@uwindsor.ca or 
Katherine simon 
kasimon@uwindsor.ca

 OctOber 2012

3  hAMILTON, ONT  
PresiDent’s alumni 
recePtiOn 
art gallery of hamilton 
contact Katherine simon 
alumni@uwindsor.ca 
519-971-3618

13  TORONTO, ONT  
faculty Of law  
class Of ’72 reuniOn 
contact Karen momotiuk 
karenm@uwindsor.ca

18  WINDSOR, ONT  
ODette schOOl Of 
business leaDer-in-
resiDence - Peter DObrich 
bcomm ’93 
contact barbara barone 
bbarone@uwindsor.ca 
519-971-3678

19-20  TORONTO, ONT  
faculty Of law  
class Of ’77 reuniOn 
contact Karen momotiuk 
karenm@uwindsor.ca

fOr yOur CONSIDERATION...
ALUMNI – MARK YOUR CALENDARS!
visit www.uwindsor.ca/alumni for event details. contact alumni@uwindsor.ca,  
519-971-3618 or use the online update form at www.uwindsor.ca/alumniupdate.

 nOvember 2012

11  WINDSOR, ONT 
alumni sPOrts  
hall Of fame 
2:30 pm - 6:00 pm 
ambassador auditorium,  
caw student centre 
contact Katherine simon 
alumni@uwindsor.ca 
519-971-3618

13  WINDSOR, ONT  
ODette schOOl Of 
business leaDer-in-
resiDence - stuart suttOn 
mba ’92 
contact barbara barone 
bbarone@uwindsor.ca 
519-971-3678

15  WINDSOR, ONT  
alumni assOciatiOn agm & 
awarDs PresentatiOns 
5:00 pm 
ambassador auditorium,  
caw student centre 
contact Katherine simon 
alumni@uwindsor.ca 
519-971-3618

15  WINDSOR, ONT  
ODette schOOl Of 
business breaKfast with 
chamPiOns 
Kevin lafOret bcomm ’81,  
ceO caesars windsor 
contact barbara barone 
bbarone@uwindsor.ca 
519-971-3678

http://www.uwindsor.ca/linkedIn
http://www.uwindsor.ca/alumni
http://www.uwindsor.ca/alumniupdate
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1950s
Michael Spang ba ’58, retired, 
Department of Parks and 
recreation, town of irondequoit, 

rochester, ny.

1960s
James Barlow ba ’66, president, 
legacy 5 consultants inc., 
Kitchener, Ont. authored GED  
Prep+, Pearson canada.

Jerry Goldberg ba ’69, honoured by 
Jewish national fund, negev 
Dinner, June 20, ‘12, windsor, Ont.

Mary Anne Robeson ba ’69, 
horticultural therapist, Parks 
foundation calgary, calgary, alta. 

1970s
Warren Carr bsc ’78, bed ’79, 
dentist, healthy family Dentistry, 
windsor, Ont.

Edward Cope bsc ’77, vP 
exploration, north america, barrick 
gold corporation, elko, nev. 

William Curry basc ’71, mba ’81, 
developer, golfstr, golf training aid, 
Oakville, Ont. 

Linda Devillers PhD ’75, author, 
Simple Sexy Food: 101 Tasty 
Aphrodisiac Recipes and Sensual Tips 
to Stir Your Libido and Feed Your 
Love, owner, aphrodite media, 
marina del rey, calif.

Barbara Giovannone ba ’71, 
director of essential services, 
coastal Plains community centre, 
Portland, texas.

Frances Goldberg bed ’76, honoured 
by Jewish national fund, negev 
Dinner, June 20, ‘12, windsor, Ont. 

Wallace Green ba ’74, bcomm ’76, 
international tax auditor, canada 
revenue agency, windsor, Ont. 

Phil hall ba ’76, ma ’78, trillium 
award for Poetry, Killdeer, Perth, Ont. 

William hallett bcomm ’78, vP, 
finance & operations, vancouver 
foundation, vancouver, b.c. 

James Jeannette ba ’76, ba ’07, 
retired captain, windsor fire & 
rescue; mental health social worker 
and part-time affiliate counsellor, 
family services windsor essex 
county, windsor, Ont.

Eleanor Jeffery ba ’70, Dte ’71,  
bed ’72, teacher, Durham college of 
applied arts & technology,  
Oshawa, Ont.

Kathleen Kelm ba ’77, associate 
professor, computer science, 
edgewood college, madison, wis. 

Arie Korteweg ba ’74, certified 
financial planner, freedom 55 
financial, belleville, Ont.

Denis Morand ba ’76, llb ’80, 
process technician, elected 
vice-chair, caw union plant 
committee, syncreon automotive 
canada inc., windsor, Ont.

David Rothwell llb ’74, barristers & 
solicitors, beard winter llP,  
toronto, Ont. 

Marilyn Shupak llb ’76, sr. partner, 
capp shupak, toronto, Ont.

Robert Thrasher bcs ’76, associate 
vP, is, comerica bank (corporate 
Offices), auburn hills, mich.

1980s
Chris Allen basc ’84, drainage 
engineer, K. smart associates 
limited, Kitchener, Ont. 

Suzanne Athanasiou bcomm ’85, 
agent, state farm insurance, 
caledonia, Ont. 

William Bernath ba ’80, partner, 
coffey & bernath, Quesnel, b.c .

Francis Buis bcomm ’85, business 
director, g.n. Johnston equipment 
co. ltd., mississauga, Ont.  

Sheila Dernier bsw ’88, foster care 
social worker, Department of 
community services, truro, n.s. 

Alison Duke bhK ’89, mhK ’91, film 
and television producer/director, 
goldelox Productions, toronto, Ont. 

hendrik Dykhuizen bcomm ’81, area 
vP, Oracle canada ulc, Ottawa, Ont. 

Graham Gow llb ’80, Canadian Legal 
Lexpert® Directory, toronto, Ont. 

Michael Kamien bcomm ’80, partner, 
bDO canada llP, markham, Ont. 

Robert MacKenzie ma ’83, author, 
Gathering of Shadows, owner, Dark 
matter Press, Kingston, Ont. 

Ruth O’Gorman bsc ’84, medical 
laboratory technologist, william Osler 
health system, brampton, Ont. 

Nelsa Roberto ba ’85, second novel 
The Break (great Plains teen  
fiction ’12), winnipeg, Ont. 

Michael Robinet ba ’88, mba ’97, 
managing director, ihs automotive 
consulting, northville, mich. 

Ann Schwemler-Vardzel  
bcomm ’81, sr. vP, capgemini 
consulting technology Outsourcing, 
munich, germany. 

Mary-Anne Shymanski ba ’86,  
bed ’87, med ’94, principal, École 
secondaire de Pain court,  
Pain court, Ont. 

Richard Tache llb ’89 attorney, 
greenberg traurig, llP, Orange 
county, calif. 

Allan Techko ba ’88, business 
development director, mobile 
centre of excellence, compuware 
corporation, Detroit, mich. 

Alexander Voudouris llb ’89, sr. 
litigator, personal injury, Pace law 
firm, toronto, Ont. 

Edward Woelk bhK ’86 wellness 
and safety champion, highline 
Produce ltd, leamington, Ont. 

1990s
James Allen bhK ’97, mhK ’00,  
sr. officer, 2015 Pan/ParaPan 
american games federal 
secretariat, gatineau, Que.

Paula Brady cba ’91, bcomm ’94, 
customer service representative, 
union gas limited, chatham, Ont. 

Renato Clonfero llb ’93, founding 
partner, clonfero law firm, 
toronto, Ont.

David Dureno bcomm ’95, partner, 
executive recruitment, lock search 
group, toronto, Ont. 

Dale Fitzpatrick llb ’93, judge, 
superior court of Ontario,  
milton, Ont. 

Scott Foster bcomm ’91, director, 
new business acquisitions, nebs 
Payweb.ca, midland, Ont. 

Shelley hagan bscn ’96, manager, 
henry ford health system,  
Detroit, mich. 

Susan hilton bfa ’90, internal 
controls & compliance analyst, 
global securities & mortgage, 
manulife financial, toronto, Ont. 

Tammy humphries ba ’96, llb ’99, 
country manager, us, lafarge 
north america, mississauga, Ont. 

John hyde llb ’91 certified 
specialist in labour law, hyde 
legal barristers & solicitors, 
mississauga, Ont. 

class NEWS
to update your info, visit: www.uwindsor.ca/alumniupdate
email: alumni@uwindsor.ca  fax: 519-973-7063 
call: 519-971-3618 or toll free 1-888-561-5551

http://www.uwindsor.ca/alumniupdate
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Bryan Johnson bma ’94, bed ’95, 
med ’07, vP, southwood school, 
greater essex county District school 
board, windsor, Ont. 

Anu LoCricchio ba ’94, bscn ’00, 
administrative manager, william 
beaumont hospital, royal Oak, mich. 

Andrea Manning-Kroon llb ’95, 
president, westerlea research corp., 
calgary, alta. 

Rita Mueller bhK ’91, bed ’94, ceO, 
tlicho community services agency, 
behchoko, n.w.t. 

Bonnie Oliver ba ’94, family service 
child protection worker, catholic 
children’s aid society of toronto, 
toronto, Ont. 

Bonnie Pacuta ba ’91, bsw ’10, 
owner, speaker, system navigator, 
live your best solutions windsor 
essex, windsor, Ont. 

Jill Parker ba ’90, hr manager, 
livernois vehicle Development, 
inkster, mich. 

Gustavo Ruano ba ’97, investment 
advisor, financial security advisor, 
manulife securities inc.,  
st. laurent, Que. 

Mark-Andrew Stefan bsc ’98, 
specialist in public health & 
preventive medicine, Direction de 
santé publique de laval, laval, Que. 

Christopher Summerfield ba ’93, 
national sales rep., scribendi, 
chatham, Ont. 

Monique Van hooft bhK ’94, 
professor, lambton college,  
sarnia, Ont. 

Dina Venturini ba ’94, pet food 
nutrition specialist, nutro company, 
tecumseh, Ont. 

Thadeus Whited bma ’90, bed ’01, 
supply teacher, greater essex county 
District school board, windsor, Ont. 

2000s
Maryan Amalow ba ’05, ma ’08,  
2012 leading women building 
communities recognition certificate, 
June 8, ’12, windsor, Ont.

Jonathan Arnot bed ’07, music 
specialist, rothesay elementary 
school, rothesay, n.b. 

Rhodora Badian bcomm ’09, project 
co-ordinator primary care, chronic 
disease management, alberta health 
services, edmonton, alta. 

Kandace Bond Wileman llb ’08, 
review counsel, northumberland 
community legal clinic,  
cobourg, Ont. 

Joshua Browne bfa ’08, actor, s-27, 
annex theatre, toronto fringe 
festival, toronto, Ont. 

Frank Chen meng ’06, staff engineer, 
Panduit, buffalo grove, ill. 

Patricia Chraiteh ba ’05, associate 
account manager/project manager, 
totem communications group inc., 
toronto, Ont. 

Amanda Dube ba ’09, customer 
service rep., green shield canada, 
windsor, Ont. 

Kristen Edwards ba ’07, elementary 
teacher, halton District school board, 
burlington, Ont.

Lora Gunn-Ion ba ’04, bsw ’05,  
msw ’10, kinship services worker, 
windsor essex children’s aid society, 
windsor, Ont. 

Dennis Jordan ba ’00, manager, 
Deloitte & touche, toronto, Ont. 

Kashif Khan masc ’01, health & 
safety specialist, eni, lagos, lagos 
estate, nigeria. 

Christos Kolonelos ba ’03, associate 
producer, centre for teaching & 
learning, university of windsor, 
windsor, Ont. 

Matthew Lawson basc ’05, masc ’10, 
control systems engineer, honeywell 
aerospace, mississauga, Ont. 

Michael Murphy ma ’07, author, 
 A Description of the Blazing World, 
nominated for the margaret and  
John savage first novel award,  
halifax, n.s. 

Rashaad Nauth-Ali bhK ’08, owner, 
fit clinic-functional integrity 
therapies, burlington, Ont. 

Meaghen Quinn bfa ’01, actor, s-27, 
annex theatre, toronto fringe 
festival, toronto, Ont. 

Patrick Reininger mba ’06, vP and 
global practice leader, Polk, long 
beach, calif.  

Jeremy Toll basc ’09, jet turbine 
repair development engineer, 
standard aero ltd., winnipeg, alta. 

Gordon Wood ba ’02, account 
executive, bell media radio,  
windsor, Ont. 

Irfanuz zaman bsc ’01, iseries 
business systems analyst, cinram 
international inc., scarborough, Ont. 

2010s
zakariya Amer mas ’10, process and 
flow assurance engineer, saipem, 
fano, italy. 

Melissa Bishop bhK ’10, bed ’11, 
competed for team canada at the ’12 
summer Olympic games,  
london, england. 

Oussama El Itawi basc ’11, reliability 
engineer, suncor energy,  
fort mcmurray, alta. 

Gennine L’heureux bhK ’10, sport 
director/reservations, rock glen 
family resort, arkona, Ont. 

Imran Ali Majid Mohammed meng ’11, 
electrical & instrumentation engineer, 
cima, fort mcmurray, alta. 

Mujeeb Mohammed Abdul meng ’10, 
technologist, advanced micro Devices 
inc, markham, Ont. 

Sandeep Shrestha basc ’11, 
hardware engineer, continental 
automotive systems,  
auburn hills, mich. 

Sabrina Slama bhK ’10, recreational 
director, rose city gymnastics, 
windsor, Ont. 

Nina Surbatovic bscn ’11, registered 
nurse, southwestern Oral & 
maxillofacial surgery, windsor, Ont. 

weddings
Shawn Knowles bmath ’07,  
bcomm ’09 and Allison Labutte ba, 
bed ’11, aug. 4, ‘12, huntsville, Ont.

Andrea Piunno ba ’08, bed ’10, and 
Joseph zagar bsc ’07, may 19, ’12, 
windsor, Ont.

Courtney Storey ba ’07 and Tim 
Didier bcs ’05, may 5, ’12,  
waterloo, Ont.

births
Joy-Ann Evans ba ’06, and  
glenn evans, a boy, connor ivan,  
may 20, ’11, windsor, Ont. 

in memoriam
Marc Baillargeon ba ’77,  
June 20, ’12, windsor, Ont.

Paula Clary ba ’56, ma ’66, ma ’82, 
June 5, ’12, windsor, Ont. 

William Dunning Dte ’73,  
may 31, ’12,  windsor, Ont. 

John Gibson ba ’65, July 8, ’12, 
windsor, Ont. 

Mary Gilbert ba ’93, June 8, ’12, 
toronto, Ont. 

Nana Korsah ma ’77, June 9, ’12, 
mount Pleasant, mich. 

Marcin Kulinski bcs ’05,  
may 29, ’12, windsor, Ont. 

Kevin Malott bcomm ’98,  
June 1, ’12, windsor, Ont. 

Elio Palazzi bcomm ’69,  
July 10, ’12, windsor, Ont. 

Michael Ponic mba ’02,  
June 23, ’12, windsor, Ont. 

Rafelina Scaglione bcomm ’98,  
July 9, ’12, windsor, Ont. 

Debra Snow llb ’93, aug. 11, ’11, 
edmonton, alta.

Michael Stoyka ba ’63, may 22, ’12, 
hamilton, Ont. 

Sr. Marguerite Trudell ba ’70,  
may 17, ’12, london, Ont. 

Dolores Valcke ba ’47, may 25, ’12, 
windsor, Ont. 

Stanley Vukanovich ba ’71,  
July 8, ’12, windsor, Ont. 

John Whitley ba ’49, June 24, ’12, 
houston, texas 

Emil zaleski retired, maintenance, 
university of windsor, may 28, ’12, 
windsor, Ont. 
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Whatever the future brings, you can be  
prepared with Alumni Term Life Insurance.

•	 Available	exclusively	to	alumni	at	affordable	rates.
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– Kitty Huang
Satisfied client since 2009

“I never thought my  
alumni group rates  
could save me so much.”
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